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Triazenes, compounds containing a diazoamino moiety (–N(1)=N(2)–N(3)<), are known 
for their reversible cis-trans isomerization character and hence, have the potential to be 
used in photoswitchable devices and photostorage media. However, little is known about 
their cis-trans isomerization mechanism. In this thesis, kinetic studies on the thermal cis-
to-trans isomerization of N-(phenylazo)-substituted nitrogen heterocycles are presented. It 
is shown that the isomerization rate constant increases as the size and electron-donating 
character of the cyclic amine increases, as the electron-withdrawing character of the para 
substituent group on the phenyl ring increases, and as the polarity of the solvent increases. 
All these trends are interpreted in terms of a rotational isomerization mechanism involving 
a dipolar transition state. In addition, photolytic cleavage of the N(2)–N(3) bond of target 
substrates is shown to be affected as well by the size and electronic character of the cyclic 
amine, the electronic character of the phenyl ring substituent, and the polarity of the 
solvent, with the result that the photolysis yield increases as the isomerization rate 
decreases. 
Theoretical calculations on target substrates both in the gas phase and various solvents 
were also performed based on DFT-B3LYP/6-31+G* method. Overall, the cis-to-trans 
isomerization is predicted to take place through rotation around the N(1)=N(2) bond. 
Furthermore, the calculated energy barriers are found to be influenced by the size and 
electronic character of the cyclic amine, the electronic character of the phenyl ring 
substituent, and the polarity of the solvent, consistent with the effects obtained 
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Triazene and its derivatives are compounds containing the －N＝N－N＜ (diazoamino) 
moiety, in all of which the three nitrogen atoms are numbered as shown in Scheme 1-1. 
According to the IUPAC system of nomenclature, triazenes can also be named as 




Scheme 1-1. General structure of triazenes 
 
Triazenes are generally classified into three types depending on the number of 
substituents at the terminal nitrogen atoms of the diazoamino moiety: 1-monosubstituted 
triazenes, 1,3-disubstituted triazenes and 1,3,3-trisubstituted triazenes.1a In the latter case, 
triazenes may be 1-substituted by a phenyl ring and 3,3-disubstituted by a cyclic amine. 
For instance, the compound in Scheme 1-2 with X = CH3 and n = 4 would be named N-(p-
methylphenylazo)pyrrolidine. In fact, N-(phenylazo)-substituted nitrogen heterocycles 




Scheme 1-2. General structure of target substrates 
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1.1 Applications of triazenes 
Triazenes are of utility in many fields such as in organic synthesis and medicinal 
chemistry, and as laser ablation substrates. In organic synthesis, triazenes can act as 
excellent protecting groups for amines, due to their resistance to oxidants, reductants, 
alkylating reagents, and strong bases.2,3 Triazenes can also be used to synthesize nitrogen 
heterocycles.3 In medicinal chemistry, a promising application of l-aryl-3,3-dialkyl-
triazenes lies on their anticancer abilities.1b,3,4 Alkyl diazonium ions, generated by enzyme-
catalyzed decomposition of triazenes, can alkylate the DNA of cancer cells, leading to their 
death. Thus, over the past decades, many anticancer compounds containing the triazene 
moiety have been synthesized and studied.1b,3,4 Another application of triazenes, based on 
their photolytic character, is in laser ablation lithography, a widely used technology for 
microstructuring designed polymers.5-9 Polymers which are doped with triazenes can be 
sensitized to achieve ablation at irradiation wavelengths where the polymers have no 
absorbance;5,10 photodecomposition of triazenes leads to the release of nitrogen gas 
causing an instant volume and pressure increase on the polymer, resulting in its structure 
ablation.  
Polymers doped with diazoamino compounds could have the potential as well to be used 
as high-density optical memory and molecular switching materials, as those doped with 
diazo compounds, based on light-induced photoisomerism around the nitrogen−nitrogen 
double bond.11-14 Upon photoexcitation, a trans azo group can isomerize to its cis form. 
The reverse process can take place under thermal conditions or irradiation. Trans-cis 
isomerizations can lead to changes in absorption spectra, dipole moments, molecular 
orientation, refraction index, and spatial volumes.12 By controlling the reversible 
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isomerization process and measuring optical changes, the “WRITE” and “READ” 
processes in memory materials can be realized. A polymer film doped with azo compounds 
is homogeneous and optically isotropic, but upon linearly polarized laser beam irradiation, 
optical anisotropy is induced due to molecular reorientation resulting from trans-to-cis 
isomerization of the azo molecules in the direction perpendicular to the polarization of the 
laser beam.15 This trans-to-cis isomerization and reorientation of the azo molecules will 
proceed until the dipole moment of all the azo molecules lies perpendicular to the direction 
of polarization of the laser beam, causing birefringence in the film structure. The 
“WRITE” process can be realized by keeping the polarized laser beam on, which induces 
and maintains the trans-to-cis photoisomerization. The “READ” process is realized by 
detecting the change in birefringence pattern, and the “ERASE” process is realized by 
heating or overwriting with resonant circularly polarized light, conditions under which the 
cis forms isomerize to trans.12 To better exploit cis-trans photoisomerable materials and 
improve their performance, a thorough understanding of the isomerization mechanism is 
needed. Triazenes are known for their reversible photoisomerization character;16-18 
however, little is known about their cis-trans isomerization mechanism. The mechanism 
for thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of N-(phenylazo)-substituted nitrogen heterocycles 
is the focus of the studies presented in this thesis. 
 
1.2 Synthesis of triazenes 
Triazenes are commonly synthesized from either anilines or alkyl azides.3,19,20 Aryl 
triazenes are usually synthesized by coupling primary or secondary amines with aryl 
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diazonium ions, which are obtained by diazotization of anilines with sodium nitrite and 
acids (Scheme 1-3a).3,19,21 Alkyl diazonium ions are much more unstable than aryl 
diazonium ions and readily lose nitrogen to form a carbocation,22 thus di- and 
trialkyltriazenes are commonly obtained from the reaction of alkyl azides with Grignard or 
alkyl lithium reagents (Scheme 1-3b).3,19,20,23 As shown in Scheme 1-3, trisubstituted 
triazenes can be prepared from either coupling of diazonium ions with secondary amines or 
alkylation of disubstituted triazenes. The target compounds in this study, N-(phenylazo)-
substituted nitrogen heterocycles, are usually synthesized by coupling aryl diazonium ions 




Scheme 1-3. Synthetic methods for preparation of triazenes 
 
1.3 Stability of triazenes 
In order to develop applications based on the use of triazenes as laser ablation substrates, 
switching materials, and optical storage media, knowledge of the stability of triazenes 
under different conditions is fundamental. Triazenes are found to be sensitive to heat, light, 
and acids, under which decomposition can happen easily. The thermostability of 
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symmetrical and unsymmetrical 1,3-diphenyltriazenes in aromatic solvents was studied by 
Hardie and Thomson as early as 1958, showing that radicals and nitrogen are produced via 
a homolytic mechanism when samples are heated at around 150-160 °C. Because of 
tautomerization, crossed products are obtained in the case of unsymmetrical triazenes 




Scheme 1-4. Thermal decomposition of symmetrical and unsymmetrical diphenyltriazenes 
 
Triazenes can also decompose and release nitrogen by UV illumination. A high energy 
photon from a laser may cause the bond between the diazo and amino groups of 1-aryl-3,3-
diethyltriazenes to break (Scheme 1-5).10 The quantum yield and rate constant for 
photolysis are strongly influenced by substitution at the phenyl ring, increasing with a 
decrease in the electron-withdrawing character of the substituent group in the para position 
of the phenyl ring.10 This dependency can be explained by the substituent effect on the 1,3-





Scheme 1-5. Photolysis of 1-aryl-3,3-diethyltriazenes 
 
Protonation of N(3) of triazenes is very important to the stability of triazenes in aqueous 
solutions. Generally, there are two mechanisms for acid-catalyzed decomposition of 
triazenes in aqueous media: specific acid catalysis (A1) and general acid catalysis (A-
SE2).27,29,30 For example, the acid-catalyzed decomposition of trialkyltriazenes in aqueous 
solution is proposed to follow an A1 mechanism.31 This mechanism shows protonation at 
N(3) takes place in a rapid pre-equilibrium, and slow decomposition to a diazonium ion 




Scheme 1-6. A1 mechanism for acid-catalyzed decomposition of 1,3-diphenyltriazenes 
 
The acid-catalyzed decomposition of N-(phenylazo)-substituted nitrogen heterocycles is 
proposed to involve an A-SE2 mechanism in aqueous ethanol, the rate-limiting step of 
which involves simultaneous proton transfer to N(3) and N(2)−N(3) bond splitting.27 
Interestingly, the observed rate constants for decomposition decreases with increasing ring 
size of the heterocycle.27 This is attributed by the authors to be due to steric hindrance for 
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proton transfer to N(3) as the ring size increases. The observed rate constant for 
decomposition decreases as well when the cyclic amine ring contains an electronegative 
heteroatom; the presence of a heteroatom decreases the basicity of N(3), which slows down 
the transferring of a proton to N(3) and thus decreases the decomposition reaction rate.27 
 
1.4 Restricted rotation 
Rotation around the N(2)−N(3) bond of triazenes is characterized by a relatively higher 
energy barrier when compared to a single N−N bond. This higher rotational barrier is a 
result of the partial double bond character between N(2) and N(3) due to the contribution 




Scheme 1-7. 1,3-Dipolar resonance forms of 1-aryl-3,3-dimethyltriazenes 
 
Restricted rotation of trans-triazenes was first studied by low temperature 1H NMR in 
trans-1-(p-substituted-phenyl)-3,3-dimethyltriazenes.32,33 The signal for protons on the two 
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N-methyl groups is a singlet at room temperature in CDCl3 and C2D5OD solutions, 
reflecting that the two N-methyl groups are identical because of a fast rotation around the 
N(2)−N(3) bond. Upon lowering the temperature, the signal broadened and eventually split 
into two distinct peaks of equal intensity at the coalescence temperature (Tc).32,33 The rate 
constant kr for restricted rotation at the coalescence temperature can be estimated by means 
of Eq. 1-1, in which (νA−νB) represents the chemical shift difference (in Hz) between the 












B( )                                         Eq. 1-1 
 
The relationship between activation free energy ΔG  and rate constant kr is given by the 
Eyring equation (Eq. 1-2), in which k represents the Boltzmann’s constant and h represents 
the Plank constant.35 Thus, the activation free energy ΔG at the coalescence temperature 
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The restricted rotation energy barriers (∆G ) for trans-N-(p-X-phenylazo)pyrrolidine 
(1) and trans-1-(p-X-phenyl)-3,3-dimethyltriazene (2) obtained from low temperature 
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dynamic 13C NMR experiments in CDCl3 are summarized in Table 1-1.32,33 The activation 
energy ∆GTc  at Tc is shown to be sensitive to the type of substituent group on the phenyl 
ring. The restricted rotation energy barrier increases as the electron-withdrawing character 
of the substituent group at the phenyl ring increases. The same dependency is obtained for 
2 at a constant temperature of 298 K. These trends are consistent with the origin of the 
restricted rotation being the partial double character between N(2) and N(3), which results 




Table 1-1. ∆G  values for restricted rotation of 1 and 2. 
1a 2 








∆G 298 c 
(kcal/mole)  
OCH3 12.0 254.1   12.7 ± 0.4 
CH3 12.5 263.3 12.1 239.1 13.0 ± 0.3 
H 12.7 268.3 12.7 250.5 13.7 ± 0.3 
Cl 13.5 284.1 13.3 261.7 13.9 ± 0.2 
CF3   14.2 278.3  
NO2 17.0 343.2 15.7 308.1 15.7 ± 0.2 




Evidence for the dipolar resonance form is provided by a 15N NMR study on  
trans-N-(p-X-phenylazo)piperidine.38 The study shows that the chemical shifts of the three 
nitrogen atoms have a good linear correlation with the Hammett substituent constant (σ) 
values for different substituent groups on the phenyl ring. N(1) shows the largest 
sensitivity of chemical shift change as the substituent group changes; moreover, N(1) 
becomes more shielded as the electron-withdrawing character of the phenyl substituent 
group increases. This is consistent with the negative character of the charge of N(1) in the 
1,3-dipolar resonance form of triazenes. N(2) and N(3) are more and more deshielded as 
the electron-withdrawing character of the phenyl substituent group increases, showing 
positive character for the charge on N(2) and N(3) in the 1,3-dipolar resonance form. 
Furthermore, an ab initio molecular-orbital study on trans HN=N−NH2 and its methyl 
derivatives shows that the orbital containing the lone-pair electrons on N(3) is parallel to 
the π orbital of the N(1)=N(2) double bond, and the lone-pair electrons readily conjugate 
with the π system to generate a 1,3-dipolar resonance form, increasing the N(2)−N(3) bond 
order.39  
Research on restricted rotation of cis-triazenes is very limited. Data only for symmetrical 
and unsymmetrical 1,3-disubstituted cis-triazenes are available; these have been provided 
by our group.40-44 As an important part of the mechanism for thermal cis-to-trans 
isomerization of 1,3-diphenyltriazenes, the restricted rotation of cis-triazenes is discussed 




1.5 Cis-trans isomerization 
X-ray studies show that open-chain triazenes commonly adopt the trans configuration in 
the ground state.24,45 Upon photoexcitation, the trans form can easily photoisomerize to its 
cis form. As cis-triazenes are not stable, they spontaneously revert back to the trans forms 




Scheme 1-8. Cis-trans isomerization 
 
To the best of my knowledge, there is no study on the trans-to-cis photoisomerization 
mechanism of triazenes. However, it can be assumed to proceed via mechanisms similar to 
those of azobenzenes.13 Upon photoexcitation of the trans form, an electron is excited from 
its ground state (S0) orbital to an excited state orbital. Since there is no influence of oxygen 
or a heavy atom observed during the photoisomerization of azobenzenes, the electron is 
most likely to be excited to its first singlet excited state (S1), in which the electron retains 
its spin under an n-π* excitation condition, or its second singlet excited state (S2), in which 
the electron also retains its spin under a π-π* excitation condition.46,47 Azo groups 
photoisomerize via two distinct mechanisms, following the n-π* electronic transition with 
an inversion of the nitrogen atom or the π-π* transition with a rotation around the bond 
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between the two nitrogen atoms (Scheme 1-9). The nature of the electronic transition likely 




Scheme 1-9. Possible mechanisms for trans-to-cis photoisomerization of azobenzene 
 
Investigations on the mechanism(s) of thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of triazenes are 
very limited, and these are solely based on 1,3-diphenyltriazenes.16-18 The thermal cis-to-
trans isomerization of 1,3-diphenyltriazenes was first observed in non-hydrogen bonding 
solvents (e.g., cyclohexane), and a 1,3-hydrogen shift mechanism as shown in Scheme 
1-10a was proposed.16 When adding alcohols (e.g., 2-propanol) to non-hydrogen bonding 
solvents, an acceleration of the thermal cis-to-trans isomerization was observed.16,18 This 
was attributed to a solvent assisted 1,3-prototropic mechanism as shown in Scheme 1-10b. 
Alcohols, hydrogen bonding solvents, can act as proton donors and also as proton 
acceptors, resulting in an increase of the isomerization reaction rate.16,18 Studies on the 
thermal cis-to-trans isomerization mechanism of 1,3-diphenyltriazenes in aqueous 
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Scheme 1-10. Thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of 1,3-diphenyltriazenes by (a) 1,3-
hydrogen shift; (b) solvent assisted 1,3-prototropic rearrangement. 
 
1.5.1 Previous group studies on the thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of 
1,3-diphenyltriazenes 
Kinetic studies were based on the use of symmetrical and unsymmetrical meta and para-
substituted 1,3-diphenyltriazenes.40-44 Cis-1,3-diphenyltriazenes were generated upon 
irradiation of the trans forms, and the cis-to-trans thermal isomerization of 1,3-diphenyl-
triazenes was found to be catalyzed by acids and bases as a result of 1,3-prototropic 
rearrangements;40,41 the proposed mechanism for symmetrical 1,3-diphenyltriazenes is 
shown in Scheme 1-11. 
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The rate-controlling step of the thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of 1,3-diphenyl-
triazenes depends on the pH of the solution. At pH < 10, the rate-controlling step is the 
1,3-prototropic rearrangement, which is catalyzed by general acids and bases.40,41 The acid 
catalysis is found to predominate as the electron-donating character of the aryl group 
increases, while base catalysis becomes predominant as the electron-withdrawing character 
of the aryl group increases.41 At pH > 10, the rate-controlling step is the hindered or 
restricted rotation around the N(2)−(3) bond, which rate is independent of pH.40,41 As 
shown in Scheme 1-11, only cis-s-trans forms isomerize to trans triazenes, since the 1,3-









In the case of unsymmetrical diphenyltriazenes, unlike symmetrical triazenes, 
photoinduced trans-to-cis photoisomerization leads to a non-equilibrium mixture of two 
pairs of cis isomers, i.e. one pair of cis conformers per tautomeric trans form.43 Generally, 
thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of these two isomeric cis pairs follows a similar 
mechanism as for symmetrical triazenes (Scheme 1-12).43 On the other hand, the two 
isomeric cis pairs isomerize independently of each other. This is attributed to hindered 
rotation around the N(2)−(3) single bond being faster than tautomerization of the two cis 
isomers, since 1,3-prototropic rearrangements of cis-s-trans isomers would significantly 




Scheme 1-12. Thermal cis-to-trans isomerization mechanism for unsymmetrical triazenes 
 
Interestingly, the observed rate constants for restricted rotation of cyano-containing 1,3-
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diphenyltriazenes are pH dependent, which is attributed to a change in the ionization state 
of the substrate, depicted in Scheme 1-11 (dotted box).44 In the presence of a p-CN group 
at the ring bonded to N(3), the rotation rate constant increases as the pH increases, 
reflecting that deprotonation of the diazoamino group decreases the partial double bond 
character between N(2) and N(3).44 This implies that the negative charge of the anionic 
form concentrates on the p-CN group rather than on the diazoamino moiety. In other cases, 
such as a m-CN group at the ring bonded to N(3) or p-CN group at the ring bonded to 
N(1), the rate constant for restricted rotation decreases as the pH increases, reflecting an 
increase of the partial double bond character of N(2)−N(3). This implies that the negative 
charge of the anionic form concentrates on the diazoamino moiety.44 
Substituent effects on the restricted rotation of symmetrical and unsymmetrical 1,3-
diphenyltriazenes have also been studied by our group. In the case of symmetrical 
diphenyltriazenes, the 1,3-dipolar resonance form is stabilized by an increase in the 
electron-withdrawing character of the aryl group bonded to N(1), while it is destabilized by 
the same aryl group bonded to N(3). An increase on the rotational rate constant as the 
electron-withdrawing character of the aryl group increases indicates that the 1,3-dipolar 
resonance form is more sensitive to the electronic character of the aryl group attached to 
N(1) than that on N(3).41 A quantitative analysis of the rate constants for restricted rotation 
of symmetrical and unsymmetrical meta or para-substituted cis-1,3-diphenyltriazenes, by 
means of a multiple substituent Hammett equation, renders reaction constant (ρ) values 
(indicating how sensitive the reaction is to substituent effects) of −1.88 ± 0.08 and 0.70 ± 
0.08 for N(1) and N(3), respectively.44 The negative and positive signs of the ρ values for 
N(1) and N(3) imply that the electron density at N(1) decreases and that of N(3) increases 
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from the ground state to the corresponding transition state, consistent with the 1,3-dipolar 
resonance form model (Scheme 1-7).43 The larger absolute ρ value for N(1) indicates that 
the restricted rotation is more susceptible to the electronic character of the aryl group 
attached to N(1) than that bonded to N(3).41,42,44  
For symmetrical diphenyltriazenes, substituent effects on the restricted rotation of cis-
triazenes (Table 1-2)42 are similar to those for the trans-triazenes given in Table 1-1, i.e., 
the rotational barrier increases with increasing electron-withdrawing character of the 
substituent.  
 
Table 1-2. ∆G  values for restricted rotation of cis-1,3-di(p-X-phenyl)triazenes  
X CH3O CH3 H Cl CF3 
∆G (kcal/mole)a  10.6 ± 0.1 11.1 ± 0.3 11.1 ± 0.8 11.7 ± 0.2 11.9 ± 0.3 
aData obtained at 21°C in 30% THF-H2O solutions. 
 
Solvent effects on the restricted rotation of cis-1,3-di(p-X-phenyl)triazenes have also 
been studied. In aqueous solutions, the rate constants for restricted rotation are found to 
diminish with a decrease in polarity of the organic co-solvent and an increase in co-solvent 
concentration. This implies the molecular dipole moment increases via restricted rotation 
from the ground state to the transition state.42 
 
1.5.2 Other possible thermal cis-to-trans isomerization mechanisms 
In the absence of a hydrogen attached to N(3), thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of 
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triazenes can not proceed via a 1,3-prototropic rearrangement as in the case of 1,3-
diphenyltriazenes. Possible isomerization mechanisms for trisubstituted triazenes could be 
similar to those for azobenzenes, for which there are two possible competing mechanisms. 
One possibility requires the inversion of one sp2 hybridized nitrogen atom through an sp 
hybridized transition state (Scheme 1-13), whereas the other possible mechanism involves 
rotation around the ruptured double bond in the transition state (Scheme 1-14).13,47,48 The 
energy barrier for inversion would be determined mainly by the energy change of the 
nonbonding orbital from sp2 to p; the energy barrier for rotation would be determined 
mainly by the energy required to break the N(1)=N(2) π bond.49 
Generally, isomerization of azobenzene and its monosubstituted derivatives proceed via 
an in-plane inversion mechanism similar to that for photoinduced trans-to-cis 
isomerization,13,47,48 i.e., one of the nitrogen atoms rehybridizes leading to a semi-linear 




Scheme 1-13. Inversion mechanism for thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of azobenzene 
 
In the case of the cis-to-trans isomerization of azobenzenes with “push-pull” substituents 
(i.e., one substituent is electron-withdrawing and the other is donating), such as  
4-(dimethylamino)-4’-nitroazobenzene, experimental evidence provides support for an out-
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of-plane rotation mechanism, in which the nitrogen-nitrogen π bond is ruptured 
heterolytically and a dipolar transition state is involved (Scheme 1-14).50,51 The 
isomerization rate increases rapidly with increasing polarity of the reaction medium, which 




Scheme 1-14. Rotation mechanism for thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of a  
“push-pull” diazobenzene 
 
The two above-mentioned mechanisms are illustrated in Scheme 1-15 for thermal cis-to-
trans isomerization of trisubstituted triazenes. Inversion is expected to take place at N(1), 
since inversion of N(2) would be hindered by the amino group.52 This effect is what is 
known as the “hetero effect”: 1. the lone pair electrons on N(2) and N(3) repulse each other 
to destabilize the semi-linear transition state; 2. heteroatom N(3) could increase the s 
character of the lone pair electron orbital on N(2),53 with the result that the energy gap for 
the rehybridization of N(2) increases (the lone pair electron orbital on N(2) would be a p 






Scheme 1-15. Proposed mechanisms for thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of  
trisubstituted triazenes 
 
1.6 Ring effects on electronic properties of cyclic amines 
As mentioned before, the target compounds in this study are N-(phenylazo)-substituted 
nitrogen heterocycles. Since the ring size of cyclic amines can have a significant effect on 
the electron-donating character of the nitrogen atom, it is necessary to have a discussion 
about the ring size effects on electronic properties of cyclic amines.  
Ionization potential studies show that ionization potential values for cyclic amines can 
reflect the basicity and electron-donating ability of the nitrogen atom.54 As the ring size of 
cyclic amine increases, the ionization potential values decrease. This indicates that the lone 
pair electrons can be removed more easily in the case of a large ring. The C−N−C ring 
bond angle (α) shown in Scheme 1-16 decreases as the ring decreases in size, thus in order 
for efficient orbital overlap for bonding in small size cyclic amines, the two nitrogen 
hybrid orbitals that form the C−N bonds must increase their p-character. As a result, the 
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remaining hybrid orbitals must increase their s-character. The increased s-character of the 
non-bonding orbital causes the lone pair electrons to be more tightly held as they are 
attracted strongly by the nucleus, which results in high ionization potential, lower basicity, 




Scheme 1-16. General structure of cyclic amines 
 
Theoretical analysis based on the reactive hybrid orbital (RHO) theory has been 
performed on the electron-donating ability of cyclic amines. The RHO concept is defined 
through a combination of occupied molecular orbitals to maximize the reactivity index ρoc 
(Eq. 1-4) for a reaction center,55,56 the index of the amine lone-pair orbital in this case, and 




"oc = # foc / $oc                                             Eq. 1-4 
 
The parameters foc  and λoc in Eq. 1-4 are the electron density and energy level of the 
occupied orbital, respectively.57 As the ring size increases, the positive value of foc and the 
negative value of λoc are found to increase, thus the positive value of ρoc increases (Table 
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1-3), which implies the intrinsic electron-donating ability of the nitrogen atom increases as 
the ring size of the cyclic amine increases.57 
 
Table 1-3. Intrinsic electron-donating ability of the nitrogen atom of cyclic amines  
ρoc (RHF/6-31G*)b 
(n)a 
R = H R = CH3 
0 2.123 2.162 
1 2.333 2.340 
2 2.365 2.360 
3 2.372 2.364 
aDefined in Scheme 1-16. bData taken from ref. 57. 
 
1.7 Theoretical Studies 
Semi-empirical and ab initio methods have been used to perform geometry optimizations 
and calculate proton affinities and vibrational frequencies of triazenes, but no studies about 
the reversible cis-trans isomerization mechanism have been reported so far. Calculations 
on geometry optimization have been reported for ground-state trans-1-aryl-3,3-dialkyl-
triazenes.58 The N(1)=N(2) bond order of phenyl ring-substituted substrates ranges from 
1.723 to 1.829 (i.e., < 2) and that for N(2)−N(3) ranges from 1.009 to 1.187 (i.e., > 1), in 
good agreement with the involvement of a 1,3-dipolar resonance form. It is also noticed 
that a decrease in the N(1)=N(2) bond order is accompanied by an increase in the N(2)−
N(3) bond order. In addition, the N(2)−N(3) bond order increases as the electron-
withdrawing character of the substituent group increases.58 This is consistent with the 
experimental studies mentioned in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 (i.e., the restricted rotation energy 
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barrier increases and the quantum yield of photolysis decreases as the electron-
withdrawing character of the substituent group at the phenyl ring increases.)  
Protonation and acid decomposition of triazenes have been simulated by theoretical 
calculations. Theoretical studies, on heats of formation of 1,3-diphenyltriazenes by semi 
empirical method59 and proton affinities of triazene (H−N(1)=N(2)−N(3)H2) by ab initio 
methods,39,60,61 reveal that N(1) is the most favored protonation site, N(3) is slightly less 
favored, and N(2) is the least favored one (e.g., calculated proton affinities60 are 227.6 
kcal/mol, 196.9 kcal/mol and 218.8 kcal/mol for N(1), N(2), and N(3), respectively). The 
semi-empirical study also shows that protonation at N(3) is more favorable when an 
electron-donating group attaches on the arylamine ring since the positive charge on N(3) of 
the protonated molecule could be stabilized, while an electron-withdrawing group on the 
arylamine ring decreases the basicity of N(3).59 The decomposition energies of protonated 
1,3-diphenyltriazenes, calculated from heats of formation, show that the stability of 
triazenes increases as the electron-withdrawing character of the substituent group on the 
diazoaryl ring increases and as the electron-donating character of the substituent group on 
the arylamine ring increases.59 This is attributed to the fact, as mentioned in Section 1.4, 
that both an electron-withdrawing group on the diazoaryl ring and an electron-donating 
group on the arylamine ring increase the contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance form, 
which results in an increase of the N(2)−N(3) bond order.  
There are very few theoretical studies on the target compounds, N-(phenylazo)-
substituted nitrogen heterocycles. Semi-empirical studies on geometry optimizations of 
piperidine derivatives show as a general trend that the N(1)=N(2) bond length of para 
substituted N-(phenylazo)piperidines increases as the electron-withdrawing character of 
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the phenyl ring substituent increases, whereas the N(2)−N(3) bond length follows the 
opposite trend.62 This is consistent with the substituent effects on bond lengths of trans-1-
aryl-3,3-dialkyltriazenes mentioned above.58 The molecular dipole moment of the 
piperidine derivatives (shown in Table 1-4) is found to increase significantly as the 
electron-withdrawing character of the substituent increases,62 and this trend is also found in 
the case of trans-1-aryl-3,3-dimethyltriazenes.58 This change in molecular polarity with a 
change in the substituent group on the phenyl ring is in good agreement with the 1,3-
dipolar resonance model, i.e., the contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance form increases 
as the electron-withdrawing character of the substituent group on the phenyl ring increases, 
resulting in an increase in molecular dipole moment. Lastly, the vibrational frequencies 
and visible spectra of N-(phenylazo)-substituted nitrogen heterocycles have been predicted 
by HF and B3LYP methods using 6-31G* as basis set; the best agreement between 
experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies is obtained at the B3LYP level,63 
which is also the method used in the theoretical studies presented in Chapter 3. 
 
Table 1-4. Calculated dipole moment for N-(p-X-phenylazo)piperidines by MNDO method 
X NO2 COCH3 F Cl H CH3 OCH3 OCH2CH3 
Dipole momenta (D) 7.254 3.687 3.429 3.409 1.260 1.329 1.061 0.896 
aData taken from ref. 62. 
 
1.8 Research objectives 
The studies presented in this thesis aimed at elucidating the mechanism for thermal  
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cis-to-trans isomerization of N-(phenylazo)-substituted nitrogen heterocycles (Scheme 
1-2). Studies focused on three aspects: (a) the effects of phenyl ring substitution, (b) the 
effects of cyclic amine ring size, and (c) the effects of solvents, on the rate of cis-to-trans 
isomerization. In addition, in order to compare with experimental results, theoretical 
analyses on the cis, trans, and transition state forms of target compounds, both in the gas 
phase and in various solvents, and reaction coordinate diagrams were carried out based on 
DFT-B3LYP/6-31+G* calculations.  
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2 Kinetic studies 
As mentioned in Section 1.5, studies on the thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of 
triazenes are very limited and have focused solely on 1,3-diphenyltriazenes. To the best of 
my knowledge, there are no studies on the thermal isomerization mechanism of 
trisubstituted triazenes. The target compounds in this study are the N-(phenylazo)-
substituted nitrogen heterocycles summarized in Chart 2-1. Conveniently, an abbreviation, 
X-n, is used to represent each target compound, in which X refers to the functional group 




Compound X n  Compound X n 
CH3O-4 CH3O 4  H-4 H 4 
CH3O-5 CH3O 5  H-5 H 5 
CH3O-6 CH3O 6  H-6 H 6 
CH3O-6-Oa CH3O 6  H-6-Oa H 6 
CH3O-7 CH3O 7  H-7 H 7 
CH3-5 CH3 5  CF3-4  CF3 4 
Cl-4 Cl  4  CF3-5 CF3 5 
 
aCyclic amine =                                             aCyclic amine = 
 




Cis-triazenes are generated upon photoexcitation (at 350 nm) of the corresponding trans 
forms dissolved in various organic solvents. Around the λmax of the longer wavelength 
absorption band and right after irradiation, a decrease in absorbance can be observed as a 
result of trans-to-cis photoisomerization, since the cis isomers have lower absorptivity than 
the trans isomers in this region.17 After photoisomerization, however, the absorbance 
commonly recovers in the dark to its initial value via thermal cis-to-trans isomerization, 
except in cases where there is significant photodecomposition (see below). The recovery 
traces (Figure 2-1 is representative) follow first-order kinetics, from which the observed 
rate constants (kobs) are obtained. Resulting kobs values are listed in Table 2-1 to 2-3. 
 
 





As shown in Tables 2-1 and 2-2, kobs increases as the ring size of the cyclic amine 
increases, regardless of the solvent, particularly in relation to values for n = 4. For 
example, in the case of CH3O-n in DMF, the reaction rate constant for n = 6 is ca. 14,000 
times as large as that for n = 4, and that for n = 7 is too fast to be accurately measured. In 
the case of H-n in benzene, the reaction rate constant for n = 5 is ca. 800 times as large as 
that for n = 4, and in the cases of n = 6 in polar solvents and n = 7 in both nonpolar and 
polar solvents, the isomerization is too fast to be measured since no absorbance change is 
detected (only flat traces are obtained). The same trend can also be observed in the case of  
 
Table 2-1. First-order observed rate constants for cis-to-trans isomerization of CH3O-n in 
aprotic solvents 
kobs (10-2 s-1) 
Solventa 
CH3O-4 CH3O-5 CH3O-6 CH3O-6-O CH3O-7 
Cyclohexane b b b b 3.19 ± 0.05 
Benzene b 0.16 ± 0.01 1.92 ± 0.04 b 7.8 ± 0.4 
Acetonitrile 0.00102 ± 0.00004 0.35 ± 0.02 7.1 ± 0.1 0.49 ± 0.02 c 
DMF 0.000524 ± 0.000008 0.30 ± 0.01 7.3 ± 0.1 0.652 ± 0.008 c 
DMSO 0.0041 ± 0.0003 0.49 ± 0.02 13.2 ± 0.4 1.47 ± 0.04 c 
aIn solvents other than acetonitrile, solutions contain 1.3 % acetonitrile (v/v). bSignificant 
substrate decomposition precluded study. cReaction too fast to be accurately measured with 






Table 2-2. First-order observed rate constants for cis-to-trans isomerization of H-n in 
various solvents 
kobs (10-2 s-1) 
Solventa 
H-4 H-5 H-6 H-6-Ob 
Cyclohexane c 0.59 ± 0.02 10.4 ± 0.8 2.62 ± 0.08  
Benzene 0.0032 ± 0.0001 2.54 ± 0.03 d 7.2 ± 0.2 
Acetonitrile 0.0279 ± 0.0008 12 ± 2 e d  
DMF 0.0314 ± 0.005 14 ± 3 e e 
DMSO 0.0611 ± 0.0001 d e e 
Methanol 0.0258 ± 0.0008a 3.52 ± 0.07  e d 
Ethanol 0.0077 ± 0.0002 2.45 ± 0.04  5.5 ± 0.3 
1-Propanol 0.0066 ± 0.0005 1.69 ± 0.04  4.65 ± 0.08 
2-Propanol 0.0044 ± 0.0002 1.58 ± 0.03 e 4.5 ± 0.2 
1-Butanol 0.0070 ± 0.0003 1.62 ± 0.03 e 4.2 ± 0.1 
1-Octanol 0.0100 ± 0.0002 1.80 ± 0.06 e 6.6 ± 0.4 
aIn solvents other than acetonitrile, solutions contain 1.3 % acetonitrile (v/v). bFor H-7 in 
cyclohexane and acetonitrile, no change in absorbance is detected. cSignificant substrate 
decomposition precluded study. dReaction too fast to be accurately measured with our 







Table 2-3. First-order observed rate constants for cis-to-trans isomerization of 
CH3-5, Cl-4 and CF3-4 in various solvents  
kobs (10-2 s-1) 
Solventa 
CH3-5 Cl-4 CF3-4b 
Cyclohexane 0.23 ± 0.02 0.027 ± 0.005 0.224 ± 0.003  
Benzene 0.47 ± 0.01 0.0130 ± 0.0003 0.98 ± 0.02 
Acetonitrile 2.45 ± 0.07 0.166 ± 0.006 10.3 ± 0.5  
DMF 2.70 ± 0.08 0.239 ± 0.04 c 
DMSO 4.3 ± 0.1 0.396 ± 0.008 d 
Methanol 2.8 ± 0.2 0.072 ± 0.002 4.00 ± 0.08  
Ethanol 0.55 ± 0.04   
1-Propanol 0.39 ± 0.01   
2-Propanol 0.30 ± 0.01 0.0232 ± 0.0003 1.88 ± 0.01 
1-Butanol 0.34 ± 0.01  1.75 ± 0.01 
1-Octanol e 0.0223 ± 0.0001 1.67 ± 0.02 
aIn solvents other than acetonitrile, solutions contain 1.3 % acetonitrile (v/v). bFor 
CF3-5 in cyclohexane, acetonitrile, and methanol no change in absorbance is 
detected. cReaction too fast to be accurately measured with our system (kobs > 0.15 




CF3-n (Table 2-3), i.e., as the ring changes from n = 4 to 5, the reaction becomes too fast to 
be measured both in nonpolar and polar solvents. To be noticed is the fact that kobs values 
for CH3O-6 and H-6 are larger than those for CH3O-6-O and H-6-O, respectively, although 
both sets of substrates contain a six-member ring (Table 2-1 and 2-2). 
The observed rate constants shown in the previous three Tables also are found to depend 
on the electronic character of the para substituent group on the phenyl ring. Comparing 
kobs values for substrates with n = 4 or 5, it is seen that kobs increases remarkably as the 
electron-withdrawing character of the para substituent group increases. In the case of X-4 
in acetonitrile, kobs for X = CF3 is ca. 10,000 times larger than that for X = CH3O; in the 
case of X-5 in acetonitrile, kobs for X = H is ca. 47 times larger than that for X = CH3O, 
while that for X = CF3 is too fast to be measured (both in polar and nonpolar solvents).  
For any given substrate, the observed rate constant typically increases as the solvent 
polarity increases. This solvent effect is quite significant for a substrate with a strong 
electron-withdrawing group (e.g., kobs for CF3-4 in acetonitrile is ca. 50 times as large as 
that in cyclohexane). For substrates other than CH3O-n, kobs values in alcohols are typically 
smaller than those in polar aprotic solvents. Rate constants for CH3O-n in alcohols could 
not be determined since photodecomposition is always significant (exceeding 20 %, see 
Table 2-4 and 2-5) and the kinetic traces are rarely first-order. Though this photolytic 
character is of relevance in laser ablation lithography, it is detrimental for applications 
involving photoswitchable devices and photostorage media.  
For any given substrate in any given solvent, the percent photodecomposition can be 
calculated from the change in absorbance before irradiation and after isomerization is 
completed (see details in Section 4.2.2). The yield of the photolysis is mainly determined 
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by the quantum yield for formation of excited states and the efficiency for photolytic bond 
cleavage.64 Percent photodecomposition values are obtained in two different ways: (a) by 
keeping the substrate concentration constant (1.05 × 10-4 mol/L) and (b) by matching the 
absorbance of the solutions (to 0.50 ± 0.05) before irradiation at 350 nm. Yields shown in 
Table 2-4 are obtained by keeping the substrate concentration constant, and thus the 
absorbance values for the various samples may differ (ranging from 0.1 to 0.6). On the 
other hand, yields shown in Table 2-5 are obtained using solutions with matching 
absorbance. In the latter case, the number of photons absorbed is kept constant by fixing 
the irradiation time and thus, it is possible to compare the efficiency of the photolysis in 
the various samples. Interestingly, even when the substrate (trans) concentration in the 
solutions for the two methods is different (hence, the concentration of the photochemically 
generated cis isomers would be also different), the first-order isomerization rate constants 
(kobs) determined for any given triazene under the two methods are essentially the same, 
i.e., kobs is independent of substrate concentration. This indicates that the process being 
monitored (i.e., cis-to-trans isomerization) is a unimolecular reaction. 
As shown in Table 2-4 and 2-5, the percent decomposition for substrates having the same 
phenyl ring substituent typically decreases as the ring size increases and as the 
electronegativity of the ring atoms decreases; this trend is opposite to that determined for 
isomerization rate constants. In the case of large rings (e.g., H-6 in polar solvents and H-7 
in both nonpolar and polar solvents), there is essentially no photodecomposition. Percent 
decomposition values are also found to be dependent on the para substituent group on the 
phenyl ring, following a trend opposite to that determined for isomerization rate constants, 
i.e., percent decomposition for substrates having the same ring size decreases as the 
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electron withdrawing character of the phenyl substituent group increases. Finally, in 
regards to the solvent effect, for any given substrate, the percent decomposition is observed 
to decrease typically as the polarity of the aprotic solvent increases. With respect to the 
effect of alcohols, percent yields are typically larger than those in polar aprotic solvents.  
 
Table 2-4. Percent yield for photodecomposition of target substrates using solutions having 
identical substrate concentration 
Percent decomposition (%)a 
Solvent 
CH3O-4 CH3O-5 CH3O-6 CH3O-6-O CH3O-7 H-5 H-6 H-6-O 
Cyclohexane 31 9 18 33 3 2 1 6  
Benzene  10 8 23  2 0 3 
Acetonitrile 6  6 6 1 0.8 <0.1 1 
DMF  1 1 5 1 0.6 0.2 0.9 
DMSO 11 2 2 5 0.2 0.3 0 0.5 
Methanol  12 21 43     
Ethanol   20 42     
1-Propanol  32 26 46     
2-Propanol  23 25 47     
1-Butanol  29 26 49     
1-Octanol  27  67     
Water    27     
aTypical relative error is 10 %.  
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Table 2-5. Percent yield for photodecomposition of target substrates using solutions having matched absorbance  
Percent decomposition (%)a 
Solvent 
CH3O-4 CH3O-5 CH3O-6 H-4 H-5 H-6 H-6-O H-7 CH3-5 Cl-4 CF3-4 CF3-5 
Cyclohexane  14 24 16 0.9  0.7 4 0 6 2 0.2 0.2 
Benzene > 30 12 12 (3)b 1 0.9  0.2 1  2 2 0.2  
   (24)c          
Acetonitrile  5 4  0.4 0.9  < 0.1 0.5  0 0.9 0.6 0.1 1 
DMF 2   0.2 0.3     1 0.3 0.2  
DMSO  4 5 2 0.5  < 0.1 0.4   0.9 0.6 0  
Methanol 45   14 0.5 0.7 1  2 9 0.1 0.1 
Ethanol 45   5 1  2  3    
1-Propanol 47   6 0.3  2  4    
2-Propanol 43   5 0.5 0.2 0.7  4  1 0.3  
1-Butanol 48   10 0.7 0.2 2  5  0.4  
1-Octanol 48  63 11 4 0 11  19 4 0.4  





All trends for kobs values referred to in the previous Section can be interpreted in terms of 
an internal rotation mechanism, as described in Section 1.5.2 for “push-pull” 
azobenzenes,51 in which the N=N π bond is heterolytically ruptured. As shown in Scheme 
2-1, rotation around the C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angle through a polar transition state 




Scheme 2-1. Proposed rotation mechanism for target triazenes 
 
The energy barrier for this polar rotation mechanism will be influenced by the ability of 
the phenyl ring and the cyclic amino moiety to stabilize the negative and positive charges 
in the polar transition state, respectively. The cyclic amino moiety and the phenyl ring will 
also greatly affect the contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance form (structure B in 
Scheme 2-2), introduced in Section 1.4, resulting from conjugation of the lone pair 
electrons of N(3) with the π electrons of the N(1)=N(2) bond. An increase of the 
contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance form to the ground state structure of triazenes 






Scheme 2-2. Resonance forms of triazenes 
 
The electron-donating character of N(3) of the target substrates, and hence the ability of 
N(3) to stabilize a positive charge, will depend on the size of the cyclic amine ring. As 
pointed out in Section 1.6, ionization potential (IP) studies54 as well as RHO theoretical 
studies57 show that the electron donating character of the nitrogen atom in cyclic amines 
increases as the size of the ring increases. This trend is most likely due to an increase in the 
s character of the nitrogen lone pair electrons orbital as the C-N-C bond angle of cyclic 
amines decreases.54 The fact that kobs increases in all tested solvents as the ring size of the 
cyclic amine increases can be attributed to the change in the electron donating character of 
N(3) of triazenes. Figure 2-2 shows that log(kobs) values for CH3O-n in acetonitrile (the 
only type of substrate with no less than three available data points) are proportional to the 
ionization potential energies and the calculated electron donating ability (ρoc) of the 
corresponding cyclic amine. Undoubtedly, an increase in the electron-donating character of 
N(3) in triazenes increases the contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance form to the ground 
state of triazenes (with the resulting decrease in the N(1)=N(2) bond order) as well as the 
stability of the polar transition state, leading to lower rotation energy barriers and faster 
rate constants. Although it is not rigorous to perform quantitative analysis based on three 
points, Figure 2-2 allows one to roughly estimate rate constants (and lifetimes) for 
isomerization of CH3O-n. Based on the linear plot against IP (no enough data available for 
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ρoc), resulting kobs value for n = 7 (IP = 8.41)54 is ca. 11 s-1 (lifetime = 0.07 s). This 
estimated rate constant value is consistent with the experimental fact that the isomerization 





Figure 2-2. Plot of log(kobs) for cis-to-trans isomerization of CH3O-n in acetonitrile  
against the ionization potential () and calculated electron-donating character of  
N (ρoc, ) for cyclic amines 
  
The slower reaction rates observed for morpholine derivatives when compared to those 
n = 6 
n = 5 
n = 4 
n = 6 
n = 5 
n = 4 
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for piperidine derivatives can also be explained in terms of the electron-donating character 
of N(3). The slower rates are attributed to the decrease in the electron-donating character 
of N(3) in triazenes as a result of the inductive (-I) effect of the oxygen atom in 
morpholine. It should be pointed out here that similar ring effects are also found on the 
restricted rotation energy barrier for C−N amide bond in amides with cyclic amine rings. 
Dynamic NMR studies show that the restricted rotation energy barrier for an amide with a 
5 member ring is lower than that with a 6 member ring,65,66 which in turn is larger than that 
with morpholine,65 indicating that the electron donating character of the nitrogen in the 6 
member ring is larger than that in the 5 member ring and morpholine, in good agreement 
with the ionization potential and RHO calculation studies on cyclic amines, as well as our 
observed trend in isomerization rates for target triazenes. 
The ability of the phenyl ring to stabilize the negative charge on N(1) is another key 
factor in determining the N(1)=N(2) bond order of the ground state cis isomer and thus the 
rotation energy barrier. As the electron withdrawing character of the para substituent on 
the substituted phenyl ring increases, the stability of the negative charge on N(1) would 
increase, leading to both an increase in the contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance form 
to the ground cis-structure and a stabilization of the dipolar transition state, and thus a 
decrease in the rotation energy barrier and an increase in the rate constant for 
isomerization. A quantitative analysis of this substituent effect can be carried out using the 
Hammett equation. This equation is only applicable to para and meta substituted aromatic 
compounds, since ortho-substituent groups may also cause steric hindrance effects.67 The 





logkX = logkH + "#                                        Eq. 2-1 
 
where kX represents the reaction rate constant for the substituted aromatic substrate and kH 
is the reaction rate constant for the unsubstituted aromatic substrate. The parameter σ is the 
Hammett substituent constant and measures the electronic character (electron-donating or 
electron-withdrawing) of the substituent group relative to H. A positive σ value refers to an 
electron-withdrawing group, and the more positive the σ value is, the stronger the electron-
withdrawing character is. Oppositely, a negative σ value refers to an electron-donating 
group, and the more negative the σ value is, the stronger the electron-donating character is. 
The parameter ρ is called the Hammett reaction constant and measures the sensitivity of 
the reaction to electronic effects. A positive ρ value implies more electrons flow towards 
the aromatic ring in the transition state than in the ground state of starting materials. On the 
contrary, a negative ρ value implies fewer electrons flow to the aromatic ring in the 
transition state than in the ground state of starting materials. Hammett plots for rate 
constants for cis-to-trans isomerization of substrates X-4 and X-5 in acetonitrile are shown 
in Figure 2-3. The Hammett reaction constant ρ values are obtained from the slopes of the 
linear plots for X-4 and X-5. The positive ρ values (4.8 ± 0.3 for X-4 and 6 ± 1 for X-5) 
are consistent with an increase in electron density at N(1) in the transition state as rotation 
around the N(1)=N(2) bond takes place. Though the ρ value for X-5 is based on only three 
points, it is somewhat higher than that for X-4. If this difference is real, it would indicate 





Figure 2-3. Hammett plot for first-order rate constants for cis-to-trans isomerization of 
X-4 () and X-5 () in acetonitrile. 
 
Quantitative analyses have also been performed for substituent effects on thermal cis-to-
trans isomerization rate constants of monosubstituted diazobenzenes68 and 4’-X-4-diethyl-
aminoazobenzenes69. Isomerization rate constants are found to increase regardless of the 
nature (electron-withdrawing or electron-donating) of the substituents. As a consequence, 
“V-shaped” Hammett plots are obtained. For 4’-X-4-diethylaminoazobenzenes, the ρ 
values are -3.15 (when X = electron-donating group) and 10.2 (when X = electron-
withdrawing group) in DMF solutions.69 The negative ρ value is ascribed to an inversion 
isomerization mechanism.1,2 The increase in rate constant with increasing electron-
donating character of the substituent group is attributed to the increasing possibility of both 
X = CH3O 
X = CH3 
X = H 
X = CF3 
X = Cl 
X = CH3O 
X = H 
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azo nitrogen atoms to act as sp-rehybridized sites. However, the positive ρ value cannot be 
unambiguously explained in terms of an inversion mechanism or a rotation mechanism.69 
In the inversion mechanism, an increase in the electron-withdrawing character of the 
substituent at the para position of the phenyl ring would increase the stability of the 
inversion transition state by increasing the conjugative delocalization of the lone pair 
electrons of nitrogen in the rehybridized transition state;70,71 in the rotation mechanism, an 
increase in the electron-withdrawing character of the phenyl substituent would increase the 
stability of the rotation transition state by stabilizing the negative charge on N. The same  
argument can be used on the linear Hammett plots shown in Figure 2-3, i.e., the inversion 
mechanism for thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of target triazenes can not be excluded 
based only on this substituent effect. However, the size of the cyclic amine ring of target 
triazenes is another important factor influencing the isomerization rate constants. As 
mentioned in Section 1.6, when the size of the cyclic amine ring increases, the 
mesomerically electron-donating character of N(3) increases. Electron-withdrawing 
substituents on N(2) would strongly decrease the inversion energy barrier52 whereas, as 
already discussed, electron-donating substituents are expected to decrease the rotation 
energy barrier by stabilizing the positive charge of the dipolar transition state. In addition, 
N(2) is unlikely to be the rehybridization site for an inversion mechanism due to the 
“hetero effect”,52 as mentioned in Section 1.5.2. Therefore, an inversion mechanism can be 
excluded as the isomerization mechanism for the target triazenes.  
The stabilization of the polar transition state shown in Scheme 2-1, and hence the 
corresponding energy barrier for rotational isomerization, will be affected by the polarity 
of the solvent. The experimental results show that rate constants for thermal cis-to-trans 
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isomerization are solvent dependent, i.e., rate constants increase with solvent polarity, 
particularly in polar aprotic solvents. This acceleration indicates an increase in molecular 
dipole moment from the cis ground-state to the transition state. As illustrated in Scheme 
2-1, isomerization via a rotation mechanism undoubtedly generates a transition state more 
polar than the ground state cis isomer. The decrease in isomerization rate constant for 
target triazenes in alcohols relative to that in polar aprotic solvents (as shown in Table 2-2 
and Table 2-3) is thought to be due to hydrogen bonding effects. Alcohols, hydrogen bond 
donor solvents, can stabilize the canonical form A (Scheme 2-2) through hydrogen 
bonding of the N(3) lone pair electrons, resulting in a decrease of the donating ability of 
N(3) and consequently, an increase in the N(1)=N(2) bond order and a decrease of the 
isomerization rate constant. This explanation is based on dynamic NMR studies on solvent 
effects on the N−Ph internal restricted rotation energy barrier in N-methylaniline.72 The N−
Ph internal restricted rotation energy barrier in hydrogen bond donor solvents is found to 
be much lower than that in hydrogen bond acceptor solvents (e.g., ΔG = 6.1 kcal/mol in 
CHCl2F−CHF2Cl mixture; ΔG = 7.24 kcal/mol in dimethyl ether). Moreover, less 
downfield shift of the para 13C chemical shift in hydrogen bond acceptor solvents in 
comparison to that in hydrogen bond donor solvents is observed. These differences are 
attributed to stabilization, in hydrogen bond donor solvents, of the canonical form C (in 
Scheme 2-3) via hydrogen bonding to the lone pair electrons of nitrogen, resulting in a 
relative low rotation energy barrier; while hydrogen bond acceptor solvents increase the 
double bond character of the Ph−N bond by stabilizing the canonical form D (in Scheme 






Scheme 2-3. Resonance structures of N-methylaniline 
 
Upon irradiation of target triazenes, not only trans-to-cis isomerization takes place, but 
also photolytic cleavage of the N(2)−N(3) bond (as shown in Scheme 1-5) can occur. As 
mentioned at the beginning of this section, the contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance 
form of triazenes will be affected by the ability of the phenyl ring and the cyclic amino 
moiety to stabilize the negative charge on N(1) and positive charge on N(3), respectively. 
An increase of the contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance form to the cis ground state 
structure will decrease the N(1)=N(2) bond order, resulting in an increase of the 
isomerization rate constant; it will as well increase the N(2)−N(3) bond order, resulting in 
a decrease in the photolytic decomposition. As shown in Table 2-4 and Table 2-5, the 
photolytic decomposition for target triazenes is indeed influenced by the cyclic amine ring 
and the electronic character of the substituted phenyl ring, i.e., the percent decomposition 
typically decreases as the ring size of the cyclic amine increases, the electronegativity of 
the ring atoms decreases, and the electron withdrawing character of the para substituent 
increases. As mentioned in Section 1.3, this substituent effect is observed as well on the 
photolysis quantum yield of 1-phenyl-3,3-dialkyltriazenes.10 
The photolytic decomposition is also greatly dependent on the polarity of the solvent, as 
shown in Table 2-4 and Table 2-5. In cyclohexane, the poorest solvent employed in this 
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study for stabilization of dipolar forms, significant decomposition is observed with 
substrates having a strong electron-donating substituent (CH3O). In polar aprotic solvents, 
the photolytic decomposition of substrates with electron-withdrawing groups is below 1 %. 
It is found as well that the photolysis quantum yield for 1-phenyl-3,3-dialkyltriazenes 
decreases as the polarity of the solvent increases.58 In alcohols solutions, the photolytic 
decomposition for compounds with the strongest electron-donating substituent (CH3O) 
used in this study exceeds 20 %, much higher than that in aprotic solvents. The much 
larger decomposition observed in alcohols is attributed to the same hydrogen bonding 
effect invoke to rationalize the trend in isomerization rate constants.72 Alcohols can 
stabilize the canonical form A in Scheme 2-2 through hydrogen bonding of the N(3) lone 
pair electrons, decreasing the contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance and hence, 
decreasing the partial double bond character of the N(2)−N(3) bond. Overall, significant 
photolytic decomposition is found in conditions under which the 1,3-dipolar resonance 
form is least likely to be stabilized. 
As pointed out in Section 1.4, the origin of the N(2)−N(3) restricted rotation of triazenes 
is its partial double bond character, resulting from the contribution of a 1,3-dipolar 
resonance form. Many studies have shown an increase in the rotation energy barrier of the 
N(2)−N(3) bond of trans-1-phenyl-3,3-dialkyltriazenes and cis-1,3-diphenyltriazenes with 
an increase in the electron-withdrawing character of the substituent on the phenyl 
ring.33,34,42 Additionally, as mentioned in Section 1.5.1, the energy barrier for restricted 
rotation of cis-diphenyltriazenes is found to decrease as the polarity of the solvent 
increases.42 Both an increase in the electron-withdrawing character of the phenyl ring 
substituent and in the polarity of solvent result in an increase in the contribution of the 1,3-
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dipolar resonance form and hence, in the N(2)−N(3) bond order, in agreement with the 
results described above on the photolysis yields for target triazenes.  
 
2.3 Conclusions 
Rate constants for thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of N-(phenylazo)-substituted 
nitrogen heterocycles are found to increase as the size and electron-donating character of 
the cyclic amine increases, as the electron-withdrawing character of the para substituent 
group on the phenyl ring increases, and as the polarity of the solvent increases. All these 
experimental observations are in agreement with a rotational isomerization mechanism 
involving a dipolar transition state. On the other hand, photolytic cleavage of the  
N(2)−N(3) bond is found to decrease as the size and electron-donating character of the 
cyclic amine increases, as the electron-withdrawing character of the para substituent group 
on the phenyl ring increases, and as the polarity of the solvent increases. These opposite 
electronic and solvent effects on isomerization rate constants and decomposition yields are 
attributed to the predominant role the 1,3-dipolar resonance form of triazenes plays, i.e., an 
increase in the contribution of the 1,3-dipolar resonance form decreases the N(1)=N(2) 
bond order while increases the N(2)−N(3) bond order, resulting in a decrease in the 




3 Theoretical simulations 
Theoretical calculations are regarded as powerful tools to predict and simulate chemical 
reactions as well as to obtain geometrical parameters of chemical substrates. As pointed 
out in Section 1.7, there is no theoretical study on the cis-trans isomerization mechanism 
of triazenes available so far. In order to compare with the experimental results presented in 
Chapter 2, geometry optimizations of the cis and trans ground-states as well as of the 
transition states of target triazenes were performed in both the gas phase and in various 
solvents. In addition, reaction coordinates for inversion and rotation isomerization 
pathways were generated.  
 
3.1 Results and discussion 
Firstly, ground state structures for cis and trans target triazenes are optimized in the gas 
phase, followed by optimization of the corresponding transition state. Shown in Figure 3-1 
are the optimized structures of the cis, trans, and transition state forms of H-5. The phenyl 
ring in the optimized cis isomer is not on the same plane formed by the three nitrogen 
atoms due to the steric repulsion between the phenyl ring and the cyclic amine. Lacking 
steric repulsion, in the optimized trans isomer the phenyl ring is almost in the same plane 
of the triazeno group, in agreement with the optimized structure of trans-1-phenyl-3,3-
penta-methylenetriazenes.62 Selected optimized parameters for cis and trans isomers, and 
corresponding transition states, for CH3O-n, H-n, CH3-5, Cl-4 and CF3-5 are shown in 
Table 3-1 and 3-2. For any given substrate, it is noticed that the N(1)=N(2) bond length 
in the cis isomer is shorter than that in the corresponding trans form. On the contrary, the 
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N(2)−N(3) bond length in the cis isomer is longer than that in the corresponding trans 
form. These trends are attributed to the 1,3-dipolar resonance form having a larger 
contribution in the trans isomer than that in the cis form, i.e., the coplanar structure 
between the phenyl ring and the three nitrogen atoms in the trans form allows the 
delocalization of the negative charge on N(1) into the phenyl ring and thus a stabilization 
of the 1,3-dipolar resonance form. Same trends are found for the bond lengths of the cis 
isomers when compared to those for the transition state, i.e., for any given substrate, the 






















Table 3-1. Selected optimized parameters for cis and trans isomers and transition states 
corresponding to CH3O-n, Cl-4, CF3-4 and CH3-5. 
 CH3O-4  CH3O-5 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
N(1)=N(2) (Å) 1.257 1.265 1.266  1.257 1.271 1.273 
N(2)−N(3) (Å) 1.365 1.323 1.339  1.372 1.321 1.323 
C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) (˚) -7.6 -89.5 -177.2  11.1 91.6 -179.9 
Dipole (D) 3.716 5.030 1.812  3.557 5.405 2.369 
 CH3O-6  CH3O-7 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
N(1)=N(2) (Å) 1.252 1.266 1.265  1.258 1.267 1.269 
N(2)−N(3) (Å) 1.401 1.332 1.346  1.370 1.328 1.336 
C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) (˚) 8.3 89.4 175. 6  -10.6 -89.0 -176.0 
Dipole (D) 3.339 4.877 1.625  3.909 4.882 1.778 
 CH3O-6-O  CH3-5 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
N(1)=N(2) (Å) 1.250 1.260 1.264  1.257 1.272 1.273 
N(2)−N(3) (Å) 1.407 1.338 1.350  1.365 1.318 1.321 
C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) (˚) 8.0 89.3 175.7  11.5 91.7 -179.8 
Dipole (D) 2.950 3.062 0.840  3.788 5.886 2.902 
 Cl-4  CF3-4 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
N(1)=N(2) (Å) 1.258 1.272 1.269  1.257 1.272 1.273 
N(2)−N(3) (Å) 1.354 1.311 1.329  1.349 1.306 1.324 
C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) (˚) 8.1 89.2 177.0  8.5 89.1 177.0 




Table 3-2. Selected optimized parameters for cis and trans isomers and transition states 
corresponding to H-n. 
 H-4  H-5 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
N(1)=N(2) (Å) 1.257 1.266 1.267  1.257 1.272 1.274 
N(2)−N(3) (Å) 1.357 1.319 1.333  1.363 1.318 1.319 
C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) (˚) 7.7 89.4 177.0  11. 9 91.5 -179.6 
Dipole (D) 3.792 5.644 2.495  3.812 6.064 3.322 
 H-6  H-6-O 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
N(1)=N(2) (Å) 1.253 1.266 1.266  1.251 1.263 1.265 
N(2)−N(3) (Å) 1.382 1.329 1.341  1.388 1.333 1.344 
C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) (˚) 8.9 89.1 175.6  8.4 89.3 175.5 
Dipole (D) 3.510 5.710 2.581  2.277 3.892 0.963 
 
 
isomer, while the N(2)−N(3) bond length in the transition state is shorter than that in the 
corresponding cis form. In addition, the C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angle in the transition 
state is around 90˚, indicating that a rotation takes place around the N(1)=N(2) bond. For 
any given substrate, an increase in the dipole moment is also obtained, e.g., the dipole 
moment of the transition state is larger than that for the cis form. All these changes in 
geometrical parameters for the transition state relative to the cis isomer indicate a rotation 
mechanism for cis-to-trans isomerization, in which rotation around the ruptured N(1)=N(2) 
double bond leads to a dipolar transition state. 
These theoretical calculation results are in excellent agreement with the proposed 
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rotation mechanism for thermal cis-trans isomerization of target triazenes presented in 
Chapter 2. As mentioned in Section 1.5.2, there are two possible mechanisms for cis-trans 
isomerization of target triazenes: inversion and rotation. In order to compare the energy 
barrier for the inversion pathway to that of the rotation one, the corresponding reaction 
coordinates for H-5 in the gas phase are generated by relaxed scanning the C−N(1)=N(2) 
bond angle and C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angle; these are shown in Figure 3-2, in 
which all energies are given relative to the energy of the ground-state trans isomer. 
Estimated from the highest points along the reaction coordinates, the transition state for the 
inversion mechanism should be located at a C−N(1)=N(2) bond angle of 180˚ with an 
energy barrier of ca. 22.9 kcal/mol, while the transition state for the rotation mechanism 
should be located at a C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angle of  92˚ with an energy barrier of 
ca. 19.6 kcal/mol. In fact, the transition state structure found through the rotational reaction 
coordinates is consistent with the one optimized from the cis and trans isomers shown in 
Table 3-2. It is clear from Figure 3-2 that the energy barrier for isomerization through 
inversion is higher than that through rotation. On the contrary, theoretical calculations on 
the isomerization of diazobenzenes show that the isomerization energy barrier through 
rotation is higher than that through inversion.71,73 It is noticed that the energy barrier for 
inversional isomerization of p-amino-azobenzene is around 24 kcal/mol, in which the 
inversion site is on the nitrogen attached to the unsubstituted phenyl.73 This value is 
comparable to the inversional energy barrier for the isomerization of H-5 (22.9 kcal/mol), 





Figure 3-2. Reaction coordinates for H-5 by scanning the C−N(1)=N(2) bond angle () 
and C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angle (). 
 
A three-dimensional potential energy surface and a contour map are generated also for 
H-5 in gas phase by relaxed scanning of the C−N(1)=N(2) bond angle together with that of 
the C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angle. The surface is quite symmetrical and two cis 
minima with two corresponding trans minima are shown in Figure 3-3. In agreement with 
the reaction coordinates shown in Figure 3-2, the saddle point along the inversion pathway 
is found at a C−N(1)=N(2) bond angle of 180˚, with an energy barrier at ca. 22.9 kcal/mol; 





Figure 3-3. Potential energy surface (top) and contour map (bottom) for H-5 in the gas 
phase. Labeled point 1 and point 2 in the counter map represent saddle points for  





ca. 92˚, with an energy barrier at ca. 19.6 kcal/mol. These two saddle points are labeled as 
point 1 and 2 in the counter map, representing the inversion and rotation isomerization 
pathways, respectively.  
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the observed rate constants for thermal cis-to-trans 
isomerization of target triazenes are found to increase as the ring size of the cyclic amine 
increases, indicating a decrease of the isomerization energy barrier. This trend is 
reproduced by theoretical calculations of the energy barrier for isomerization of CH3O-n 
and H-n in the gas phase. As shown in Figure 3-4, one can see that in both cases the energy 
barrier for isomerization decreases as the ring size increases from 4 to 7. In addition, as 
mentioned previously in Section 2.2, the inductive (-I) effect of the oxygen atom present in 
morpholine decreases the electron-donating character of the nitrogen and therefore 
decreases the kobs for isomerization. This effect is also reproduced by theoretical 
calculations, i.e., the relative higher energy barrier for X-6-O in comparison to X-6 is 
clearly shown in Figure 3-4 (X = CH3O and H). 
Regarding the substituent effects on the isomerization rate constant, the same trend 
observed experimentally is reproduced by theoretical calculations on the energy barriers 
for X-4 and X-5 in the gas phase, i.e., the energy barrier decreases as the electron-
withdrawing character of the substituent group on the phenyl ring increases (Figure 3-5). 
The ρ value for X-5 (8 ± 3) is slightly larger than that for X-4 (6.0 ± 0.7), consistent with 
the Hammett plots shown in Figure 2-3, indicating target substrates with a larger cyclic 






Figure 3-4. Calculated energy barriers for isomerization of CH3O-n and H-n in gas phase. 
 
 
Figure 3-5. Hammett plots for calculated isomerization energy barriers for X-4 () and  
X-5 () in the gas phase. 
X = CH3 
X = CF3 
X = CH3O 
X = Cl 
X = H 
X = CH3O 





Geometry optimizations of cis, trans, and transition state forms of target triazenes were 
also performed in various solvents (data shown in Appendix A). Changes in N(1)=N(2) 
and N(2)−N(3) bond lengths, C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angles, and dipole moments for 
cis, trans, and transition state forms all follow the same trends as those described in the gas 
phase. Therefore, theoretical calculations in solvents also predict a rotation mechanism for 
cis-to-trans isomerization as in the gas phase. The trends shown in the gas phase as a 
function of phenyl substituent and ring size are also observed for X-5 in cyclohexane and 
DMSO, and for H-n (n = 4-6) in benzene. In addition, the calculated energy barriers for 
cis-to-trans isomerization of H-4, Cl-4, CH3-5, H-5, and CH3O-5 in various solvents are 
found to decrease as the polarity of the solvent increases, consistent with the solvent effect 
experimentally observed. For example, shown in Figure 3-6 is the calculated energy barrier 
for cis-to-trans isomerization of H-5 in various solvents. It can be seen that the 
isomerization energy barrier in the gas phase is the highest, those in nonpolar solvents 
(cyclohexane and benzene) are lower, and those in polar solvents (acetonitrile, DMSO and 
alcohols) are the lowest. Overall, this trend is in good agreement with the experimentally 





Figure 3-6. Isomerization energy barrier for H-5 in various reaction media. 
 
3.2 Conclusions 
The thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of target substrates is predicted to proceed via a 
rotation mechanism involving twisting around the C–N(1)=N(2)–N(3) bond and a dipolar 
transition state, in both the gas phase and solvents. In comparison with the cis ground state, 
the transition states show lengthening of the N(1)=N(2) bond, shortening of the N(2)−N(3) 
bond, an increase of the C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angle, and an increase in molecular 
dipole moment. The reaction coordinates for the inversion and rotation pathways, as well 
as the three dimensional potential energy surface and counter map, all show that the energy 
barrier for the rotation mechanism is lower than that in the inversion mechanism. 
Moreover, the cyclic amine ring effect, the phenyl substituent effect, and the solvent effect 
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predicted on the calculated energy barriers for thermal cis-to-trans isomerization are all in 





4.1 Synthetic methods 
4.1.1 Materials and instruments 
Sodium nitrite (Sigma), 4-(trifluoromethyl)aniline (Sigma-Aldrich), p-chloroaniline (J. 
T. Baker), p-toluidine hydrochloride (Aldrich), azetidine hydrochloride (Aldrich), 
pyrrolidine (Aldrich), ethanol (Commercial Alcohols Inc.), petroleum ether (BDH) and all 
deuterated solvents (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc.) were used as received. Aniline 
(J. T. Baker) was purified by reduced pressure distillation before use.  
Melting points were measured on a Mel-Temp apparatus using open capillaries. 1H NMR 
spectra were performed on a Bruker AVANCE 300 MHz nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectrometer in either CDCl3 or acetone-d6. The chemical shifts are referred to solvent 
signals (i.e., δ 2.05 for acetone-d6 and δ 7.27 for CDCl3). Mass spectra were obtained by 
electronspray ionization on a VG Model 7070E analytical organic mass spectrometer.  
 
4.1.2 Synthesis of target N-(phenylazo) substituted nitrogen heterocycles 
Target substrates CH3O-n, H-n (n = 5-7, 6-O), and CF3-5 were all synthesized by Kelvin 
Lau, by coupling of cyclic amines with aryl diazonium ions.74 The same method was used 




4.1.2.1 Synthesis of N-(p-methylphenylazo)pyrrolidine (CH3-5) 
p-Toluidine hydrochloride (0.4399 g, 3.1 mmol) and HCl solution (6 mL, 1 mol/L) were 
mixed in a 25 mL round bottom flask which was placed in an ice bath, and stirred for one 
hour. Pyrrolidine (0.2371 g, 3.3 mmol) and NaOH solution (3.5 mL, 1 mol/L) were mixed 
in a 50 mL round bottom flask and cooled in a fridge. A pre-cooled NaNO2 solution 
prepared by dissolving 0.2011 g NaNO2 in 2.6 mL H2O was added slowly with a 100 µL 
syringe over 20 minutes into the 25 mL round bottom flask with constant stirring on ice 
bath to obtain the phenyl diazonium ions. After this addition, the solution was kept stirring 
for another 10 minutes and a transparent yellow solution was obtained. Then, the phenyl 
diazonium solution in the 25 mL flask was added slowly with a pipette into the 50 mL 
round bottom flask on an ice bath with stirring over 20 minutes. Light brown precipitate 
was formed. Several drops of NaOH solutions (1 mol/L) were used to maintain the pH 
between 7 and 8 with stirring for another hour on ice. The crude product was filtered out, 
washed with cold water, dried in the vacuum overnight at room temperature and 
recrystallized from ethanol, which yielded pale yellow crystals (0.4716 g, 83.1%); mp 79-
80 °C (78.5-80 °C in ref. 25); 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) at R.T.: δ 7.30-7.27 (AA’ 
of AA’BB’, 2H, Hortho to N(1)), 7.12-7.09 (BB’ of AA’BB’, 2H, Hmeta to N(1)), 3.76 (br, 4H, 
CH2NCH2), 2.31 (s, 3H, CH3), 2.00 (m, 4H, CH2CH2NCH2CH2). 
 
4.1.2.2 Synthesis of N-(phenylazo)azetidine (H-4) 
Distilled aniline (0.27 mL, 2.9 mmol) and HCl solution (9 mL, 1 mol/L) were mixed in a 
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25 mL round bottom flask which was placed in an ice bath, and stirred for one hour. 
Azetidine hydrochloride (0.2993 g, 3.2 mmol) and NaOH solution (6.5 mL, 1 mol/L) were 
mixed in a 50 mL round bottom flask and cooled in a fridge. A pre-cooled NaNO2 solution 
prepared by dissolving 0.213 g NaNO2 (2.9 mmol) in 1.5 mL H2O was added slowly with a 
100 µl syringe over 30 minutes into the 25 mL round bottom flask with constant stirring on 
ice bath to obtain the phenyl diazonium ions. After this addition, the solution was kept 
stirring for another 30 minutes and a transparent yellow solution was obtained. Then, the 
phenyl diazonium solution in the 25 mL flask was added slowly with a pipette into the 50 
mL round bottom flask on an ice bath with stirring over 20 minutes. Several drops of 
NaOH solutions (1 mol/L) were used to maintain the pH between 7 and 8, with stirring for 
another hour on ice. A yellow oil was obtained. Ethyl ether (20-25 mL  4 times) was 
used to extract the oil product from the reaction medium. The ethyl ether phase was dried 
with anhydrous sodium sulfate and then the ethyl ether was removed by evaporation, 
yielding a yellow oil (0.1386 g, yield 29.7 %); 1H NMR (300 MHz, acetone-d6, ppm) at 
R.T.: δ 7.36 (d, 2H, J = 7.4 Hz, Hortho to N(1)), 7.30 (t, 2H, J = 7.4 Hz, Hmeta to N(1)), 7.14 (t, 
1H, J = 7.4 Hz, Hpara to N(1)), 4.24 (app. t, 4H, J = 7.1 Hz, CH2NCH2), 2.36 (app. quintet, 
2H, J = 7.5 Hz, CH2CH2CH2); MS m/z (rel. intensity) (EI): 161 (M, 37), 105 (48), 77 
(100); HRMS calc. for C9H11N3 161.0953; found: 161.0949. 
 
4.1.2.3 Synthesis of N-(p-chlorophenylazo)azetidine (Cl-4) 
p-Chloroaniline (0.3828 g, 3.0 mmol) and HCl solution (9 mL, 1 mol/L) were mixed in a 
25 mL round bottom flask which was placed in an ice bath, and stirred for one hour. 
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Azetidine hydrochloride (0.3183 g, 3.3 mmol) and NaOH solution (6.6 mL, 1 mol/L) were 
mixed in a 50 mL round bottom flask and cooled in a fridge. A pre-cooled NaNO2 solution 
prepared by dissolving 0.207 g NaNO2 in 2 mL H2O was added slowly with a 100 µl 
syringe over 20 minutes into the 25 mL round bottom flask with constant stirring on ice 
bath to obtain the p-chlorophenyl diazonium ions. After this addition, the solution was kept 
stirring for another 15 minutes and a transparent yellow solution was obtained. Then, the 
p-chlorophenyl diazonium solution in the 25 mL flask was added slowly with a pipette into 
the 50 mL round bottom flask on an ice bath with stirring over 20 minutes. Light brown 
precipitate was formed. Several drops of NaOH solutions (1 mol/L) were used to maintain 
the pH between 7 and 8 with stirring for another 20 minutes on ice. The crude product was 
filtered out, washed with cold water, dried in the vacuum overnight at room temperature, 
and recrystallized from ethanol, which yielded a light brown powder (0.2188 g, 37.3 %): 
mp 56-57°C; 1H NMR (300 MHz, acetone-d6, ppm) at R.T.: δ 7.38-7.29 (AA’BB’, 4H, 
Ar), 4.27 (br, 4H, CH2NCH2), 2.38 (app. quintet, 2H, J = 7.5 Hz, CH2CH2CH2); MS m/z 
(rel. intensity) (EI): 195 [M (35Cl), 26], 139 (44), 113 (32), 111 (100); HRMS calc. for 
C9H1035ClN3 195.0563; found: 195.0564. 
 
4.1.2.4 Synthesis of N-(p-trifluoromethylphenylazo)azetidine (CF3-4) 
4-(Trifluoromethyl)aniline (0.4354 g, 2.7 mmol) and HCl solution (8 mL, 1 mol/L) were 
mixed in a 25 mL round bottom flask which was placed in an ice bath, and stirred for one 
hour. Azetidine hydrochloride (0.2809 g, 3.0 mmol) and NaOH solution (6 mL, 1 mol/L) 
were mixed in a 50 mL round bottom flask and cooled in a fridge. A pre-cooled NaNO2 
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solution prepared by dissolving 0.2109 g NaNO2 in 2 mL H2O was added slowly with a  
100 µl syringe over 20 minutes into the 25 mL round bottom flask with constant stirring on 
ice bath to obtain the p-trifluoromethylphenyl diazonium ions. After this addition, the 
solution was kept stirring for another 15 minutes and a transparent yellow solution was 
obtained. Then, the p-trifluoromethylphenyl diazonium solution in the 25 mL flask was 
added slowly with a pipette into the 50 mL round bottom flask on an ice bath with stirring 
over 15 minutes. A light yellow precipitate was formed. Several drops of NaOH solutions 
(1 mol/L) were used to maintain the pH between 7 and 8 with stirring for another 10 
minutes on ice. The crude product was filtered out, washed with cold water, dried in the 
vacuum overnight at room temperature, and recrystallized with petroleum ether (60-80°C), 
which yielded bright yellow crystals (0.3750 g, 60.6 %): mp 78-77°C; 1H NMR (300 MHz, 
CDCl3, ppm) at R.T.: δ 7.57-7.54 (AA’ of AA’BB’, 2H, Hmeta to N(1)),  7.49-7.46 (BB’ of 
AA’BB’, 2H, Hortho to N(1)), 4.37 (app. t, 4H, J = 7.3 Hz, CH2NCH2), 2.41 (app. quintet, 2H, 
J = 7.6 Hz, CH2CH2CH2); MS m/z (rel. intensity) (EI): 229(M, 19), 173 (30), 145 (100); 
HRMS calc. for C10H10F3N3, observed: 229.0827; found: 229.0824 
 
4.2 Kinetic studies 
4.2.1 Materials and instruments 
Benzene, cyclohexane, DMSO, methanol, 2-propanol, acetonitrile and toluene, 
(OmniSolv, EM Science), as well as ACS grade solvents DMF (Caledon), ethanol 
(Commercial Alcohols Inc.), 1-propanol (BDH), 1-butanol (EM Science) and 1-octanol (J. 
T. Baker) were all used as received. Ultra pure water was obtained by passing deionized 
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water through a Millipore Milli-Q system.  
Irradiations were carried out using a photochemical reactor containing one 350 nm UV 
lamp (RPR-3500, Southern N.E. Ultraviolet Co.) Kinetic traces were recorded using a 
Varian Cary 1 Bio UV-visible spectrophotometer. 
 
4.2.2 Sample preparation and experimental methods 
Sample solutions are kept in 7 x 7 mm2 quartz cells, either having an absorbance of 0.5 ± 
0.05 at 350 nm or a concentration of 1.05 x 10-4 mol/L. Concentrated stock solutions of 
target triazenes are prepared in acetonitrile in a 1 mL volumetric flask, then 64 µl of this 
stock solution are added to the desired solvent in a 5 mL flask. All sample solutions are 
irradiated for 30 seconds in the photochemical reactor, where the trans triazenes 
photoisomerize to the cis forms. Then the samples are immediately placed in the UV-
visible spectrophotometer for kinetic measurements, which are carried out by monitoring 
the absorbance at 325 nm as a function of time. Kinetic runs for cis-to-trans isomerization 
of each solution are carried out at least twice (typically four times) and the average values 
for rate constants and photolysis yields are presented. The temperature during the kinetic 
study is controlled at 21.0 ± 0.1 ˚C, using a circulating water-bath. 
Kinetic traces are fitted to a first-order exponential equation as shown in Eq. 4-1, using 
the general curve fitting procedure of KaleidagraphTM from Synergy Software, where Ai 
and Af represent the initial and final absorbances (Figure 4-1), kobs is the first-order rate 






A = Af + ( Ai " Af )exp("kobst )                               Eq. 4-1 
 
Figure 4-1. Typical kinetic trace for thermal cis-to-trans isomerization of target triazenes 
recorded by UV-visible spectroscopy 
 
According to Beer’s law, absorbance is directly proportional to the concentration of the 
light-absorbing species. Thus, a change in the absorbance upon irradiation reflects a 
change in the concentration of the target trans triazenes. The percent decomposition of 
triazenes was calculated by comparing the absorbance before irradiation (A0) and after 














) #100%                                Eq. 4-2 
 
4.3 Theoretical studies 
All calculations were done on a Linux work station using the Gaussian 03 package of 
programs.75 Molecular geometry optimizations were performed by using ab initio density-
functional theory (DFT) with the B3LYP functional and the 6-31G* basis set. Only one 
imaginary frequency was obtained for each optimized structure corresponding to a 
transition-state, using QST2 or QST3 methods. In the case of QST2 method, transition 
states are generated freely based on the entered starting cis isomer and target trans isomer, 
both of which have been previously optimized. In the case of QST3 method, a proposed 
transition state is added in the input file after the starting cis and target trans isomers. 
Calculations in various solvents were performed using the default method (PCM). The 
cartesian coordinates, imaginary frequencies (where applicable), and energies for all 
optimized structures are given in Appendix B. 
In order to test the method of choice (i.e., DFT-B3LYP/6-31G*), optimization of trans-
(2,6-cis-dimethyl-N-phenylazo)piperidine (Figure 4-2) was performed and compared with 
experimental X-ray data of this compound.24 The reason why target triazenes were not 
used for comparison is that no related X-ray data could be found. The results in Table 4-1 





Figure 4-2. X-ray structure of trans-(2,6-cis-dimethyl-N-phenylazo)piperidine 
 
Table 4-1. Geometrical parameters for trans-(2,6-cis-dimethyl-N-phenylazo)piperidine 
using DFT-B3LYP/6-31G* method 
Parameter Theoretical X-ray  Parameter Theoretical X-ray 
C6-N1 1.417 1.422   C5-N3-C1 123.3 123.1 
N1=N2 1.269 1.260   C7-C6-C11-N1 -179.3 179.0 
N2-N3 1.335 1.338   C11-C6-N1=N2 7.6 7.4  
C6-N1=N2 113.7 112.5   C6-N1=N2-N3 -176.3 -175.6 
N1=N2-N3 115.6 114.3   N1=N2-N3-C5 -2.4 -2.8  
N2-N3-C5  121.9 122.7   N1=N2-N3-C1 -169.5 -170.4 
N2-N3-C1  113.5 113.0   C5=N3-N2-C1 167.1 167.6 
 
 
For all calculated structures (i.e., cis and trans forms and transition states), 
corresponding potential energy values (Eele) were corrected by zero-point energy (ZPE) as 
shown in Eq. 4-3. There are two corrections included in this equation: one is the ZPE, as 
Eele corresponds to the electronic energy state at absolute 0 K whereas at room temperature 
molecules are predominantly in their lowest vibrational energy state (higher than Eele by 
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the value of ZPE); the other correction is the scale factor f (0.9804),76 as calculations 
performed are for the most abundant elements without consideration of isotopes, which 
have lower ZPE values due to their heavier masses.77 Energy barriers were all calculated 




E = Eele + ZPE " f                                               Eq. 4-3 
 
Reaction coordinates for isomerization via inversion and rotation mechanisms were 
generated, respectively, by relaxed scanning of the C−N(1)=N(2) bond angle (from 116° to 
255° at a 2° interval) and C−N1=N2-N3 dihedral angle (from 12° to 182° at a 10° interval). 
The three-dimensional potential energy surface was generated by relaxed scanning of the 
C−N1=N2 bond angle (from 98° to 178°, at a 5° interval) together with that of the 
C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angle (from −70° to 240°, at a 10° interval). The remaining 
points in the potential energy surface (C−N1=N2 bond angle from 182° to 262°) are found 
through symmetry. For each step calculation during scanning, the C−N(1)=N(2) bond 
angle and C−N(1)=N(2)−N(3) dihedral angle were fixed at the setting values, while the rest 
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Appendix A. Selected optimized parameters for cis and trans isomers and transition states of 
target substrates calculated  in various solvents by PCM method. 
 
 
 CH3-5  CH3O-5 
 Cyclohexane  DMSO  Cyclohexane  DMSO 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
N1=N2 (Å) 1.260 1.283 1.276  1.267 1.300 1.280  1.260 1.282 1.275  1.266 1.301 1.279 
N2-N3 (Å) 1.358 1.306 1.317  1.344 1.290 1.312  1.365 1.308 1.320  1.351 1.291 1.315 
C-N1=N2-N3 (°) 11.8 91.8 -179.6  12.2 92.0 -179.6  11.4 91.8 -179.7  12.0 92.1 -179.3 
Dipole (D) 4.316 6.910 3.309  5.385 8.440 3.882  4.021 6.352 2.738  4.956 7.835 3.312 






 Cyclohexane  Benzene  Acetonitrile  DMSO 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
C-N1 (Å) 1.428 1.362 1.418  1.428 1.362 1.418  1.430 1.365 1.419  1.430 1.364 1.419 
N1=N2 (Å) 1.260 1.281 1.270  1.260 1.283 1.269  1.265 1.303 1.273  1.265 1.303 1.273 
N2-N3 (Å) 1.350 1.301 1.329  1.350 1.299 1.329  1.340 1.280 1.323  1.340 1.280 1.323 
C-N1=N2-N3 (°) 7.8 89.6 176.9  7.7 89.7 176.9  7.9 90.1 176.6  7. 9 90.1 176.6 
Dipole (D) 4.299 6.855 2.817  4.360 7.008 2.854  5.239 8.626 3.314  5.265 8.648 3.312 
ΔΕTS-Cis (kcal/mol)  22.1    22.0    21.0    21.0  
 Cl-4 
 Cyclohexane  Benzene  Acetonitrile  DMSO 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
C-N1 (Å) 1.425 1.359 1.415  1.425 1.359 1.415  1.427 1.360 1.416  1.427 1.360 1.416 
N1=N2 (Å) 1.261 1.286 1.271  1.261 1.288 1.272  1.306 1.276 1.266  1.266 1.307 1.276 
N2-N3 (Å) 1.347 1.295 1.324  1.346 1.293 1.323  1.335 1.277 1.317  1.336 1.276 1.317 
C-N1=N2-N3 (°) 8.1 89.4 176.9  8.1 89.5 176.9  8.3 89.8 176.8  8.2 89.9 176.8 
Dipole (D) 4.353 9.290 5.373  4.433 9.460 5.457  5.266 11.209 6.350  5.236 11.253 6.373 





 Cyclohexane  Benzene  Acetonitrile 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
N1=N2 (Å) 1.261 1.283 1.27607  1.261 1.285 1.276  1.267 1.301 1.281 
N2-N3 (Å) 1.355 1.305 1.316  1.354 1.304 1.316  1.342 1.289 1.311 
C-N1=N2-N3 (°) 12.1 91.7 -179.5  12.2 91.7 -179.5  12.8 91.8 -178.4 
Dipole (D) 4.353 7.107 3.744  4.425 7.240 3.795  5.376 8.677 4.326 
ΔΕTS-Cis (kcal/mol)  18.5    17.9    17.6  
 DMSO  Methanol  Ethanol 
 Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans  Cis TS Trans 
N1=N2 (Å) 1.267 1.301 1.281  1.267 1.300 1.280  1.266 1.300 1.280 
N2-N3 (Å) 1.342 1.289 1.311  1.344 1.290 1.311  1.343 1.290 1.311 
C-N1=N2-N3 (°) 12.6 91.8 -178.6  12.6 91.8 -179.0  12.6 91.8 -178.8 
Dipole (D) 5.397 8.699 4.334  5.322 8.640 4.317  5.320 8.617 4.309 
ΔΕTS-Cis (kcal/mol)  17.3    17.3    17.2  
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Appendix B. Cartesian coordinates, imaginary frequencies (where applicable), and energies 
for all optimized structures. 
cis-CH3O-4 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.383022    1.343348    0.332518 
    7       -1.216721    1.790288    0.194521 
    6       -0.038717    0.986457    0.165058 
    6        0.230792   -0.049373    1.081299 
    6        0.988942    1.404289   -0.689341 
    6        1.480727   -0.653029    1.114657 
    1       -0.537991   -0.361653    1.780599 
    6        2.234668    0.778201   -0.687229 
    1        0.797222    2.235164   -1.361977 
    6        2.488289   -0.256513    0.222602 
    1        1.701982   -1.441905    1.827184 
    1        2.999461    1.115645   -1.377440 
    6       -4.058106   -0.377186    0.065087 
    6       -2.128700   -1.002079   -0.655292 
    6       -3.550287   -1.610595   -0.723819 
    1       -4.581616    0.365727   -0.547494 
    1       -4.635626   -0.567622    0.975479 
    1       -1.792155   -0.530305   -1.586288 
    1       -1.324920   -1.632329   -0.266524 
    1       -3.965287   -1.735053   -1.726100 
    1       -3.643578   -2.550869   -0.175694 
    7       -2.652293    0.005185    0.318720 
    8        3.671727   -0.930169    0.327301 
    6        4.735285   -0.555069   -0.532624 
    1        4.471865   -0.699019   -1.589099 
    1        5.032429    0.490374   -0.375646 
    1        5.571301   -1.209169   -0.278111 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.25416898; ZPE = 0.223238 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CH3O-4 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.891745    0.533740   -0.209966 
    7        1.117834   -0.467501   -0.243363 
    6       -0.257215   -0.143634   -0.153872 
    6       -0.789416    1.160947   -0.131259 
    6       -1.138152   -1.226898   -0.090824 
    6       -2.156836    1.358241   -0.039333 
    1       -0.114712    2.008029   -0.188088 
    6       -2.518158   -1.038138    0.004127 
    1       -0.721873   -2.229633   -0.114559 
    6       -3.034333    0.261715    0.031062 
    1       -2.580067    2.358163   -0.022867 
    1       -3.171203   -1.901927    0.053486 
    6        4.261806    0.991662    0.256926 
    6        3.792711   -1.099125   -0.018023 
    6        5.081656   -0.324998    0.370107 
    1        3.975807    1.424008    1.223577 
    1        4.665002    1.779588   -0.387896 
    1        3.272268   -1.582647    0.818364 
    1        3.851229   -1.802192   -0.853923 
    1        5.484866   -0.543835    1.360580 
    1        5.879712   -0.405648   -0.371271 
    7        3.180777    0.202870   -0.356208 
    8       -4.361543    0.573114    0.119869 
    6       -5.294972   -0.491207    0.194969 
    1       -5.257655   -1.126372   -0.700309 
    1       -5.127094   -1.114167    1.083818 
    1       -6.278979   -0.023430    0.263611 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.27317003; ZPE = 0.223466 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3O-4 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        2.026178    0.112834   -0.903927 
    7        1.013215    0.854891   -0.750690 
    6       -0.214654    0.416478   -0.363738 
    6       -0.578150   -0.942746   -0.289859 
    6       -1.221251    1.382674   -0.245874 
    6       -1.901431   -1.307888   -0.081413 
    1        0.179065   -1.709213   -0.419163 
    6       -2.546024    1.024797    0.000549 
    1       -0.949491    2.428880   -0.351461 
    6       -2.894132   -0.329888    0.080540 
    1       -2.193018   -2.352897   -0.037736 
    1       -3.294769    1.801561    0.106317 
    6        4.005005   -1.028839   -0.234008 
    6        3.734632    0.838914    0.800613 
    6        4.884941   -0.194442    0.730898 
    1        4.297150   -0.955868   -1.287842 
    1        3.836846   -2.079644    0.023170 
    1        3.900596    1.743063    0.202652 
    1        3.372718    1.129694    1.789998 
    1        5.826594    0.171090    0.316220 
    1        5.079111   -0.688403    1.685655 
    7        2.863334   -0.145410    0.086907 
    8       -4.157852   -0.798548    0.301152 
    6       -5.206849    0.144582    0.447572 
    1       -5.042430    0.802269    1.311669 
    1       -5.326319    0.759477   -0.454380 
    1       -6.114845   -0.439680    0.607971 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.21238314; ZPE = 0.221054  





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        2.006538    1.551740    0.178648 
    7        0.825644    1.885422   -0.092226 
    6       -0.324251    1.051169    0.003865 
    6       -0.600168    0.233100    1.117542 
    6       -1.331841    1.236189   -0.950495 
    6       -1.834209   -0.390417    1.246942 
    1        0.151355    0.107072    1.890682 
    6       -2.560657    0.585129   -0.845199 
    1       -1.139446    1.903849   -1.785269 
    6       -2.819975   -0.233302    0.261426 
    1       -2.058684   -1.011181    2.109120 
    1       -3.308716    0.738469   -1.614722 
    6        1.851324   -0.880824   -0.405773 
    6        3.833338    0.107004    0.593757 
    6        3.066861   -1.804630   -0.611301 
    1        1.472672   -0.485049   -1.356512 
    1        1.019477   -1.385560    0.092941 
    6        4.276481   -0.862327   -0.506505 
    1        4.032225   -0.312453    1.589406 
    1        4.286261    1.099170    0.541591 
    1        3.105690   -2.555571    0.186938 
    1        3.011975   -2.338900   -1.564890 
    1        5.209120   -1.383497   -0.269346 
    1        4.419422   -0.317797   -1.447878 
    7        2.377210    0.249440    0.400197 
    8       -3.989127   -0.907473    0.477118 
    6       -5.027218   -0.768880   -0.478680 
    1       -5.854855   -1.379647   -0.113070 
    1       -5.358885    0.274278   -0.567754 
    1       -4.718450   -1.132886   -1.467991 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -667.59346250; ZPE = 0.253187 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CH3O-5 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.500596    0.509691   -0.105808 
    7       -0.725311   -0.498831   -0.068067 
    6        0.648843   -0.162529   -0.045613 
    6        1.174883    1.144963   -0.067177 
    6        1.542052   -1.237179    0.002888 
    6        2.544110    1.352940   -0.039606 
    1        0.493822    1.987944   -0.105370 
    6        2.923844   -1.037656    0.031536 
    1        1.133699   -2.243422    0.018658 
    6        3.432267    0.264911    0.010614 
    1        2.959288    2.356384   -0.055689 
    1        3.583961   -1.896787    0.069642 
    6       -3.318990   -1.167845   -0.030145 
    6       -3.801520    1.240124   -0.089756 
    6       -4.837869   -0.940540   -0.115311 
    1       -3.003012   -1.623891    0.918586 
    1       -2.917479   -1.793816   -0.834047 
    6       -5.034099    0.487652    0.433892 
    1       -3.979511    1.648717   -1.096051 
    1       -3.477526    2.061539    0.555840 
    1       -5.164943   -0.988400   -1.160847 
    1       -5.402238   -1.693081    0.443050 
    1       -5.973619    0.946128    0.111907 
    1       -5.022737    0.474514    1.530213 
    7       -2.785012    0.192503   -0.124173 
    8        4.761624    0.586812    0.035669 
    6        5.702864   -0.470623    0.090426 
    1        5.579250   -1.076548    0.998371 
    1        5.629406   -1.125165   -0.788791 
    1        6.686767    0.002526    0.105019 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -667.61744102; ZPE = 0.25331 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3O-5 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.804781   -1.284885    0.450665 
    7        0.737688   -0.801438    0.945838 
    6       -0.519255   -0.552360    0.490498 
    6       -0.886535   -0.794309   -0.858667 
    6       -1.502415   -0.039069    1.370317 
    6       -2.184835   -0.532577   -1.288566 
    1       -0.146296   -1.198332   -1.543770 
    6       -2.788615    0.217493    0.912869 
    1       -1.231885    0.145712    2.405647 
    6       -3.150181   -0.022968   -0.417950 
    1       -2.441102   -0.733024   -2.327025 
    1       -3.524241    0.611847    1.610648 
    6        2.422049    1.051393   -0.048067 
    6        4.031744   -0.778190   -0.340106 
    6        3.807563    1.619823   -0.400100 
    1        2.079012    1.302786    0.965282 
    1        1.628501    1.345108   -0.740774 
    6        4.791753    0.506851    0.017347 
    1        4.154818   -1.030859   -1.401369 
    1        4.287630   -1.653824    0.259310 
    1        3.878156    1.799661   -1.479179 
    1        4.000679    2.570004    0.105732 
    1        5.757752    0.577154   -0.490304 
    1        4.972244    0.543418    1.097955 
    7        2.633417   -0.407241   -0.078815 
    8       -4.478669    0.244623   -0.874474 
    6       -5.262065    0.753451    0.208246 
    1       -6.285815    0.824375   -0.094747 
    1       -5.183152    0.093323    1.046639 
    1       -4.903405    1.723388    0.482994 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -667.55838103; ZPE = 0.251351 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -4.127713   -0.743036   -0.665639 
    6       -3.762014   -1.755157    0.429453 
    6       -2.253507   -1.720959    0.711989 
    6       -1.769141   -0.294651    0.995483 
    6       -3.593397    0.649574   -0.322061 
    1       -2.005393   -2.358142    1.570011 
    1       -4.307761   -1.503737    1.350628 
    1       -4.076275   -2.765977    0.142603 
    1       -3.697902   -1.061710   -1.624556 
    1       -5.215279   -0.690348   -0.798534 
    1       -2.235281    0.085478    1.921575 
    1       -0.690887   -0.284299    1.139613 
    1       -4.091099    1.031354    0.587066 
    1       -3.787642    1.361172   -1.127484 
    1       -1.701971   -2.114063   -0.152010 
    7       -1.628606    1.898741   -0.158896 
    7       -0.403747    2.141829   -0.067789 
    6        0.657386    1.190600   -0.085961 
    6        0.733093    0.115531   -0.995506 
    6        1.781581    1.487953    0.692565 
    6        1.892541   -0.638147   -1.094940 
    1       -0.120171   -0.116654   -1.622991 
    6        2.937356    0.709170    0.625717 
    1        1.739956    2.345799    1.357253 
    6        2.999920   -0.359094   -0.276974 
    1        1.966394   -1.459673   -1.801071 
    1        3.781562    0.957707    1.258705 
    7       -2.136801    0.593496   -0.125764 
    8        4.079574   -1.177104   -0.443633 
    6        5.231477   -0.937330    0.348936 
    1        5.652425    0.058845    0.158808 
    1        5.012542   -1.036771    1.420503 
    1        5.958786   -1.697335    0.057717 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -706.90877052; ZPE = 0.282198 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CH3O-6 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -4.694646    1.154065   -0.191166 
    6       -5.293497   -0.240257    0.042218 
    6       -4.330959   -1.324298   -0.462512 
    6       -2.937336   -1.188525    0.162289 
    6       -3.311446    1.264152    0.455861 
    1       -4.721722   -2.325099   -0.241718 
    1       -5.475811   -0.382889    1.117735 
    1       -6.265780   -0.329526   -0.457107 
    1       -4.602708    1.340959   -1.269211 
    1       -5.346713    1.933747    0.220915 
    1       -2.962957   -1.450821    1.234353 
    1       -2.216184   -1.854752   -0.312677 
    1       -3.414566    1.231213    1.555151 
    1       -2.812964    2.202283    0.199374 
    1       -4.237544   -1.248775   -1.553919 
    7       -1.131373    0.477773    0.057192 
    7       -0.353023   -0.519647    0.051744 
    6        1.020304   -0.177074    0.008794 
    6        1.533243    1.125918   -0.147964 
    6        1.921032   -1.239542    0.125720 
    6        2.900737    1.343144   -0.174719 
    1        0.843588    1.956514   -0.249031 
    6        3.301302   -1.030506    0.101315 
    1        1.520697   -2.242557    0.240309 
    6        3.798046    0.268341   -0.049196 
    1        3.308097    2.342356   -0.297126 
    1        3.969631   -1.878587    0.197578 
    7       -2.443349    0.180556    0.003288 
    8        5.123854    0.597982   -0.090902 
    6        6.075990   -0.445217    0.027281 
    1        5.986176   -0.968057    0.989074 
    1        5.980173   -1.175448   -0.787647 
    1        7.055352    0.033599   -0.031925 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -706.93632119; ZPE = 0.282889 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3O-6 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -4.431039   -1.067433   -0.437115 
    6       -4.822291   -0.421281    0.899582 
    6       -3.569269   -0.038248    1.699464 
    6       -2.604550    0.805490    0.858775 
    6       -3.452450   -0.177686   -1.207580 
    1       -3.841952    0.525043    2.600636 
    1       -5.416092    0.483451    0.703431 
    1       -5.459475   -1.096232    1.483739 
    1       -3.957424   -2.041165   -0.254503 
    1       -5.318650   -1.248720   -1.055596 
    1       -3.075023    1.769952    0.598201 
    1       -1.700624    1.020640    1.424586 
    1       -3.945374    0.769495   -1.490156 
    1       -3.114021   -0.660072   -2.127134 
    1       -3.045744   -0.944315    2.031397 
    7       -1.300221    0.569939   -1.170256 
    7       -0.280551    1.158535   -0.705686 
    6        0.895452    0.581352   -0.340342 
    6        1.152956   -0.802215   -0.430954 
    6        1.965666    1.444879   -0.080917 
    6        2.437481   -1.289754   -0.245110 
    1        0.340488   -1.485123   -0.652851 
    6        3.253108    0.957300    0.146122 
    1        1.776036    2.514007   -0.059758 
    6        3.496645   -0.418580    0.058952 
    1        2.649442   -2.351625   -0.325633 
    1        4.053585    1.655054    0.364078 
    7       -2.261958    0.087530   -0.385547 
    8        4.713602   -1.008367    0.242626 
    6        5.823326   -0.177190    0.542948 
    1        6.022223    0.538804   -0.265448 
    1        5.673978    0.372678    1.481786 
    1        6.678701   -0.846768    0.649687 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -706.87675152; ZPE = 0.280767 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        4.118695   -0.790277    0.577644 
    6        2.384691   -1.713702   -0.692478 
    6        1.779829   -0.333763   -0.954755 
    6        3.589567    0.620596    0.339744 
    1        2.215018   -2.367058   -1.553549 
    1        3.706685   -1.188236    1.519909 
    1        5.210253   -0.782780    0.648350 
    1        2.181118    0.075380   -1.896123 
    1        0.698668   -0.423885   -1.050221 
    1        4.075422    1.053138   -0.549588 
    1        3.805469    1.264255    1.196414 
    1        1.900276   -2.163121    0.190097 
    7        1.630459    1.876144    0.166530 
    7        0.408804    2.120983    0.061694 
    6       -0.658407    1.177280    0.086654 
    6       -0.745472    0.106672    1.000382 
    6       -1.776728    1.480380   -0.698255 
    6       -1.910688   -0.638406    1.096650 
    1        0.102635   -0.128774    1.633628 
    6       -2.937606    0.709748   -0.635102 
    1       -1.725474    2.336052   -1.364961 
    6       -3.011926   -0.354938    0.271457 
    1       -1.994126   -1.456445    1.805663 
    1       -3.776888    0.961613   -1.273172 
    7        2.131124    0.561144    0.165302 
    8       -4.096924   -1.164376    0.435145 
    6       -5.244655   -0.919754   -0.363179 
    1       -5.659979    0.079356   -0.176939 
    1       -5.021478   -1.023648   -1.433292 
    1       -5.977285   -1.674736   -0.072671 
    8        3.789820   -1.652128   -0.503995 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -742.79755669; ZPE = 0.258235 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CH3O-6-O 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -4.733623    1.037342   -0.137892 
    6       -4.370768   -1.259458   -0.399396 
    6       -2.937455   -1.170879    0.125103 
    6       -3.332719    1.252333    0.430980 
    1       -4.810406   -2.225634   -0.135735 
    1       -4.720435    1.188828   -1.229893 
    1       -5.439800    1.744194    0.307085 
    1       -2.894126   -1.450347    1.190183 
    1       -2.277837   -1.846566   -0.422854 
    1       -3.381062    1.238904    1.532147 
    1       -2.916841    2.213267    0.115396 
    1       -4.366785   -1.163376   -1.497588 
    7       -1.138586    0.501175    0.012302 
    7       -0.364836   -0.497847    0.005163 
    6        1.011033   -0.163837   -0.018922 
    6        1.532663    1.137358   -0.160174 
    6        1.902822   -1.233225    0.101495 
    6        2.901386    1.346294   -0.168357 
    1        0.849234    1.972763   -0.263940 
    6        3.284314   -1.032448    0.096400 
    1        1.494847   -2.234418    0.204000 
    6        3.790485    0.264709   -0.038519 
    1        3.316552    2.343615   -0.278651 
    1        3.946418   -1.885030    0.195125 
    7       -2.451990    0.196829   -0.057420 
    8        5.117557    0.586444   -0.060507 
    6        6.063069   -0.462422    0.067135 
    1        5.955090   -0.989384    1.024635 
    1        5.976409   -1.187412   -0.753301 
    1        7.045256    0.012234    0.025965 
    8       -5.212042   -0.264862    0.170507 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -742.82460388; ZPE = 0.258834 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3O-6-O 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -4.378997   -0.607523   -0.705475 
    6       -2.871201   -1.557631    0.826120 
    6       -2.206183   -0.208966    1.122346 
    6       -3.809477    0.797815   -0.486722 
    1       -2.856345   -2.192203    1.716283 
    1       -3.866684   -1.088160   -1.554690 
    1       -5.449542   -0.557440   -0.922245 
    1       -2.650624    0.242999    2.020223 
    1       -1.130828   -0.311664    1.272536 
    1       -4.411767    1.323595    0.267943 
    1       -3.795436    1.386051   -1.407780 
    1       -2.322042   -2.068344    0.019015 
    7       -1.528937    1.505079   -0.555601 
    7       -0.399027    1.565048   -0.000735 
    6        0.808455    0.930974   -0.079193 
    6        1.013328   -0.171100   -0.948521 
    6        1.897805    1.363074    0.702585 
    6        2.253629   -0.791992   -1.022505 
    1        0.193604   -0.516863   -1.572019 
    6        3.136815    0.727232    0.624433 
    1        1.763141    2.208087    1.370543 
    6        3.328420   -0.356700   -0.239003 
    1        2.407956   -1.630119   -1.696362 
    1        3.947074    1.094802    1.244827 
    7       -2.435210    0.680007   -0.018718 
    8        4.508466   -1.051115   -0.390103 
    6        5.621390   -0.622642    0.367459 
    1        5.901525    0.414337    0.132217 
    1        5.435946   -0.701592    1.448602 
    1        6.446482   -1.285829    0.097803 
    8       -4.237734   -1.396866    0.467520 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -742.76403319; ZPE = 0.256669 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.533702   -0.990220    1.177590 
    7       -0.459462   -0.595181    1.699911 
    6        0.749744   -0.282313    1.022631 
    6        1.478152    0.835256    1.470703 
    6        1.362475   -1.154850    0.111539 
    6        2.746650    1.102876    0.978912 
    1        1.028518    1.485101    2.215797 
    6        2.653458   -0.909199   -0.363641 
    1        0.832522   -2.044509   -0.215666 
    6        3.347814    0.230625    0.057815 
    1        3.305007    1.973759    1.308169 
    1        3.101223   -1.610768   -1.058537 
    8        4.604266    0.576094   -0.354017 
    6        5.269906   -0.282059   -1.265058 
    1        5.415647   -1.285630   -0.843236 
    1        4.723383   -0.367741   -2.214109 
    1        6.243645    0.174979   -1.451124 
    6       -3.155231   -1.480162   -0.421625 
    6       -1.304338    0.024811   -1.122094 
    6       -4.281524   -0.496376   -0.072149 
    1       -3.198971   -1.752610   -1.482692 
    1       -3.281649   -2.399590    0.156032 
    6       -1.606011    1.487248   -0.740322 
    1       -1.810761   -0.217067   -2.061298 
    1       -0.234921   -0.096407   -1.304505 
    6       -4.157572    0.916481   -0.671007 
    1       -4.330503   -0.407923    1.020664 
    1       -5.228665   -0.951829   -0.393626 
    6       -2.983078    1.732953   -0.093864 
    1       -1.518766    2.071021   -1.667192 
    1       -0.825247    1.863837   -0.069938 
    1       -4.089460    0.865919   -1.768327 
    1       -5.091768    1.450261   -0.454802 
    1       -3.206509    2.803935   -0.179489 
    1       -2.917248    1.524680    0.981921 
    7       -1.788589   -0.991730   -0.168493 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -746.21562084; ZPE = 0.311917 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CH3O-7 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
   7        -1.050820   -0.674876   -0.566592 
   7        -0.288395    0.337010   -0.641262 
   6         1.071008    0.053855   -0.368079 
   6         1.611291   -1.228181   -0.143228 
   6         1.932200    1.154638   -0.332618 
   6         2.962848   -1.385454    0.116306 
   1         0.956004   -2.091483   -0.176782 
   6         3.295937    1.006222   -0.072101 
   1         1.513475    2.140376   -0.513098 
   6         3.818380   -0.271045    0.155298 
   1         3.389999   -2.368769    0.289751 
   1         3.931744    1.884038   -0.052040 
   8         5.132703   -0.543304    0.416935 
   6         6.042232    0.542192    0.465752 
   1         6.090879    1.073823   -0.494303 
   1         5.778227    1.256508    1.257367 
   1         7.018987    0.106625    0.685431 
   6        -3.271032   -1.491343   -0.566631 
   6        -2.816712    0.893765   -1.240721 
   6        -3.887713   -1.360960    0.835255 
   1        -4.061292   -1.473679   -1.328104 
   1        -2.740687   -2.443728   -0.657357 
   6        -3.033180    1.840194   -0.037802 
   1        -3.762575    0.728474   -1.766605 
   1        -2.110035    1.342329   -1.944627 
   6        -4.483400    0.019602    1.168032 
   1        -3.114576   -1.596712    1.578831 
   1        -4.663339   -2.133485    0.932903 
   6        -3.432271    1.145475    1.277925 
   1        -3.810203    2.560943   -0.326890 
   1        -2.117423    2.413192    0.137331 
   1        -5.258291    0.287996    0.434020 
   1        -5.003025   -0.068873    2.130572 
   1        -3.799940    1.918669    1.964400 
   1        -2.530454    0.730989    1.747787 
   7        -2.321730   -0.438500   -0.903347 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -746.24378386; ZPE = 0.311917 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3O-7 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.134761   -0.971711   -0.003801 
    7       -0.290932   -0.514508    0.818216 
    6        1.052848   -0.298909    0.420044 
    6        1.409474    0.763724   -0.432339 
    6        2.074183   -1.075428    0.980700 
    6        2.738828    1.010810   -0.736378 
    1        0.625944    1.390261   -0.846171 
    6        3.417493   -0.822325    0.693172 
    1        1.808125   -1.882515    1.656953 
    6        3.756115    0.220812   -0.175739 
    1        3.021672    1.822879   -1.399380 
    1        4.181894   -1.440892    1.149744 
    8        5.032003    0.555702   -0.534605 
    6        6.100036   -0.198771    0.012010 
    1        6.127230   -0.127455    1.107771 
    1        6.037971   -1.256806   -0.276735 
    1        7.014421    0.233116   -0.399359 
    6       -2.937457   -0.791850   -1.503255 
    6       -2.140841    1.285004   -0.351519 
    6       -4.200542   -1.168255   -0.713546 
    1       -3.193539   -0.124859   -2.335648 
    1       -2.484884   -1.691691   -1.928977 
    6       -2.904195    1.500659    0.972314 
    1       -2.718338    1.700133   -1.183365 
    1       -1.186269    1.815743   -0.320535 
    6       -4.842836   -0.032328    0.104103 
    1       -3.947582   -1.989151   -0.029818 
    1       -4.932029   -1.569156   -1.429156 
    6       -3.979492    0.444365    1.291721 
    1       -3.366102    2.495744    0.912310 
    1       -2.191364    1.538681    1.802762 
    1       -5.099032    0.814697   -0.550266 
    1       -5.797799   -0.406041    0.494920 
    1       -4.631111    0.857574    2.072047 
    1       -3.495314   -0.433955    1.738442 
    7       -1.901679   -0.116205   -0.718191 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -746.1835274; ZPE = 0.310031 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.348591    1.423351   -0.470368 
    7       -0.134083    1.699714   -0.301339 
    6        0.896857    0.725484   -0.145340 
    6        1.086484   -0.328227   -1.055861 
    6        1.869481    0.966229    0.837300 
    6        2.220878   -1.134741   -0.962439 
    1        0.354194   -0.497600   -1.839352 
    6        2.983246    0.136916    0.942218 
    1        1.733630    1.809567    1.508102 
    6        3.166481   -0.916343    0.041558 
    1        2.363852   -1.940120   -1.678569 
    1        3.719885    0.322901    1.719528 
    1        4.043813   -1.552933    0.114722 
    6       -1.476821   -0.882186    0.647995 
    6       -3.275656   -0.008196   -0.159685 
    6       -2.977171   -1.261820    0.702732 
    1       -1.086613   -0.435147    1.569607 
    1       -0.773925   -1.641616    0.296526 
    1       -3.710588    0.830970    0.394834 
    1       -3.840767   -0.162421   -1.084585 
    1       -3.426496   -1.265881    1.697787 
    1       -3.204312   -2.205223    0.201253 
    7       -1.822376    0.156192   -0.369825 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.73192901; ZPE = 0.190379 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-4 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.953618    0.539033   -0.170026 
    7       -0.196987   -0.476225   -0.216302 
    6        1.183005   -0.174882   -0.09445 
    6        1.732661    1.119121   -0.095805 
    6        2.035233   -1.281798    0.020698 
    6        3.108290    1.288583    0.027986 
    1        1.072521    1.973599   -0.196461 
    6        3.412133   -1.104755    0.146378 
    1        1.592600   -2.273429    0.011796 
    6        3.954888    0.181267    0.151238 
    1        3.526511    2.292196    0.024088 
    1        4.061229   -1.971789    0.237524 
    1        5.028275    0.322523    0.244892 
    6       -2.893036   -1.059696   -0.090514 
    6       -3.331367    1.034479    0.232963 
    6       -4.177973   -0.269929    0.281321 
    1       -2.413943   -1.590579    0.741478 
    1       -2.936758   -1.724475   -0.957971 
    1       -3.078436    1.443255    1.218576 
    1       -3.693619    1.841287   -0.412701 
    1       -4.613243   -0.509316    1.253179 
    1       -4.955637   -0.313373   -0.484229 
    7       -2.239753    0.239443   -0.351028 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.75052249; ZPE = 0.190705 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-4 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.082073    0.486132    0.971277 
    7       -0.152096   -0.354971    1.113903 
    6        1.095532   -0.124167    0.470983 
    6        1.544062    1.142637    0.059007 
    6        1.947704   -1.230354    0.340396 
    6        2.821931    1.286997   -0.477100 
    1        0.889776    2.001101    0.170223 
    6        3.218830   -1.079972   -0.209842 
    1        1.592643   -2.199190    0.679189 
    6        3.662900    0.179484   -0.619851 
    1        3.162866    2.271176   -0.788862 
    1        3.866641   -1.946668   -0.312746 
    1        4.656214    0.298636   -1.043792 
    6       -2.438689   -1.012956   -0.568273 
    6       -3.307802    0.868550    0.042057 
    6       -3.830042   -0.354739   -0.760073 
    1       -2.403007   -1.803254    0.191123 
    1       -1.910910   -1.355512   -1.462382 
    1       -3.683301    0.927946    1.070236 
    1       -3.395007    1.851156   -0.433015 
    1       -4.669463   -0.887447   -0.309237 
    1       -4.064596   -0.127280   -1.802256 
    7       -1.955603    0.285476   -0.031224 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.69418214; ZPE = 0.188438 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.974024    1.587453    0.238298 
    7       -0.238462    1.739200   -0.057483 
    6       -1.242498    0.731719   -0.021248 
    6       -1.448180   -0.086787    1.103678 
    6       -2.190564    0.720626   -1.056717 
    6       -2.571046   -0.911696    1.171287 
    1       -0.737784   -0.056028    1.924392 
    6       -3.292617   -0.128023   -0.993569 
    1       -2.045593    1.387254   -1.901854 
    6       -3.491050   -0.947608    0.121481 
    1       -2.725019   -1.531671    2.051060 
    1       -4.008797   -0.138974   -1.811221 
    1       -4.359339   -1.598227    0.176320 
    6        1.197159   -0.838625   -0.378796 
    6        3.003461    0.435060    0.636758 
    6        2.540043   -1.568260   -0.579284 
    1        0.761562   -0.511648   -1.330978 
    1        0.451376   -1.458418    0.126441 
    6        3.597004   -0.457809   -0.456668 
    1        3.244766    0.046209    1.635514 
    1        3.308220    1.482438    0.591918 
    1        2.683309   -2.312892    0.212899 
    1        2.574037   -2.095745   -1.537433 
    1        4.591961   -0.838024   -0.205793 
    1        3.673112    0.103361   -1.395972 
    7        1.546998    0.363459    0.416784 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.07152668; ZPE = 0.220344 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-5 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.580935    0.506075   -0.093705 
    7        0.182826   -0.511502   -0.036826 
    6        1.561553   -0.187571   -0.012375 
    6        2.094838    1.114010   -0.027093 
    6        2.437887   -1.281583    0.033149 
    6        3.473375    1.302163    0.002614 
    1        1.419149    1.961478   -0.061335 
    6        3.817600   -1.086025    0.062781 
    1        2.010419   -2.279921    0.044393 
    6        4.343083    0.207084    0.047675 
    1        3.875301    2.312557   -0.008874 
    1        4.482693   -1.945202    0.097757 
    1        5.418285    0.363006    0.071171 
    6       -2.418509   -1.148568   -0.015768 
    6       -2.871669    1.264270   -0.125901 
    6       -3.932659   -0.904413   -0.135344 
    1       -2.126965   -1.599733    0.942542 
    1       -2.005773   -1.783916   -0.806334 
    6       -4.123907    0.535846    0.383823 
    1       -3.018928    1.648053   -1.146584 
    1       -2.554415    2.097754    0.507102 
    1       -4.239635   -0.967906   -1.186084 
    1       -4.516889   -1.639930    0.425071 
    1       -5.050283    0.999124    0.032320 
    1       -4.136963    0.543070    1.480122 
    7       -1.865542    0.205467   -0.108416 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.09522392; ZPE = 0.220629 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-5 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.718222   -0.651925    0.984629 
    7       -0.228930    0.153780    1.219172 
    6       -1.448938    0.039408    0.502299 
    6       -1.916607   -1.157659   -0.068913 
    6       -2.270884    1.176235    0.473827 
    6       -3.176224   -1.201031   -0.662824 
    1       -1.291675   -2.044036   -0.032170 
    6       -3.523052    1.128287   -0.134871 
    1       -1.906531    2.088466    0.937164 
    6       -3.983557   -0.060721   -0.705756 
    1       -3.530231   -2.133256   -1.096370 
    1       -4.144479    2.019923   -0.156929 
    1       -4.963232   -0.101102   -1.173929 
    6        1.985241    1.113819   -0.263811 
    6        2.813830   -1.182444   -0.064904 
    6        3.402996    1.009669   -0.857781 
    1        1.944316    1.757212    0.624715 
    1        1.244338    1.495433   -0.972853 
    6        4.011233   -0.229195   -0.171488 
    1        2.681068   -1.761499   -0.990067 
    1        2.867193   -1.883383    0.771636 
    1        3.344037    0.847357   -1.940656 
    1        3.983887    1.921739   -0.691633 
    1        4.847639   -0.661791   -0.728429 
    1        4.369403    0.031680    0.831609 
    7        1.680713   -0.272561    0.130948 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.04027000; ZPE = 0.218751 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.490103   -0.249015    0.639811 
    6        3.259426   -1.383493   -0.368519 
    6        1.757719   -1.617133   -0.583834 
    6        1.032909   -0.314630   -0.943766 
    6        2.724710    1.010926    0.227565 
    1        1.590111   -2.348962   -1.383708 
    1        3.724522   -1.113956   -1.328115 
    1        3.746456   -2.305971   -0.030283 
    1        3.149403   -0.561620    1.635751 
    1        4.558025   -0.012204    0.720779 
    1        1.399354    0.065664   -1.913198 
    1       -0.034659   -0.491110   -1.039366 
    1        3.125912    1.400146   -0.724812 
    1        2.818456    1.801171    0.974878 
    1        1.307267   -2.027380    0.329312 
    7        0.553186    1.869493    0.194788 
    7       -0.697161    1.899885    0.114976 
    6       -1.568510    0.773345    0.087045 
    6       -1.548641   -0.195120    1.106607 
    6       -2.607145    0.760185   -0.855447 
    6       -2.541556   -1.171292    1.156626 
    1       -0.759459   -0.170612    1.851419 
    6       -3.580275   -0.236992   -0.811631 
    1       -2.635501    1.536979   -1.613942 
    6       -3.554699   -1.205711    0.194398 
    1       -2.523032   -1.911075    1.953023 
    1       -4.370928   -0.247044   -1.557407 
    1       -4.322418   -1.973204    0.235425 
    7        1.292867    0.706731    0.089824 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.38659946; ZPE = 0.249620 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.775862    1.183339   -0.199030 
    6       -4.393072   -0.206311    0.012463 
    6       -3.432334   -1.296599   -0.481959 
    6       -2.051150   -1.182502    0.173997 
    6       -2.405670    1.276367    0.478402 
    1       -3.838462   -2.294902   -0.278770 
    1       -4.598060   -0.354971    1.083028 
    1       -5.356062   -0.281491   -0.506588 
    1       -3.659339    1.376274   -1.273624 
    1       -4.428592    1.966970    0.204227 
    1       -2.102983   -1.454505    1.242193 
    1       -1.325309   -1.849386   -0.292448 
    1       -2.532452    1.239943    1.574655 
    1       -1.890193    2.208909    0.236048 
    1       -3.314806   -1.212413   -1.570376 
    7       -0.230123    0.469163    0.083828 
    7        0.542113   -0.534145    0.061305 
    6        1.918024   -0.196170    0.006417 
    6        2.428935    1.101001   -0.175592 
    6        2.809489   -1.270377    0.135749 
    6        3.804804    1.306741   -0.213523 
    1        1.738772    1.929976   -0.286414 
    6        4.186409   -1.057224    0.097318 
    1        2.397144   -2.266279    0.268388 
    6        4.690875    0.232616   -0.076853 
    1        4.191628    2.313000   -0.355450 
    1        4.865327   -1.899707    0.201172 
    1        5.763788    0.401722   -0.110863 
    7       -1.539575    0.183780    0.043508 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.41384079; ZPE = 0.250169 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.421713   -0.976573   -0.702844 
    6        3.837429    0.490965   -0.878820 
    6        2.601789    1.401765   -0.880930 
    6        1.729402    1.178660    0.360278 
    6        2.554167   -1.150117    0.546592 
    1        2.897229    2.457382   -0.920162 
    1        4.502960    0.781304   -0.052515 
    1        4.409841    0.620369   -1.805152 
    1        2.853129   -1.308548   -1.581552 
    1        4.302926   -1.624422   -0.621128 
    1        2.260791    1.512199    1.268346 
    1        0.804657    1.748921    0.295367 
    1        3.155751   -0.944018    1.449335 
    1        2.164600   -2.166816    0.633074 
    1        1.997750    1.202239   -1.775706 
    7        0.359466   -0.699296    1.247953 
    7       -0.634749    0.050848    1.437291 
    6       -1.751731   -0.012703    0.560907 
    6       -2.070972   -1.146552   -0.206895 
    6       -2.622322    1.086433    0.558579 
    6       -3.239047   -1.165274   -0.964705 
    1       -1.400904   -1.999737   -0.198877 
    6       -3.782969    1.063809   -0.213075 
    1       -2.370652    1.948442    1.169388 
    6       -4.098095   -0.061795   -0.977155 
    1       -3.480474   -2.047340   -1.552731 
    1       -4.445883    1.925201   -0.211905 
    1       -5.005418   -0.082049   -1.574534 
    7        1.400642   -0.247957    0.495778 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.35859073; ZPE = 0.248260 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.469444   -0.328071    0.565201 
    6        1.860643   -1.596301   -0.567515 
    6        1.041061   -0.348880   -0.902966 
    6        2.724003    0.966114    0.251594 
    1        1.769864   -2.331435   -1.372596 
    1        3.149444   -0.711763    1.548007 
    1        4.548549   -0.151377    0.591531 
    1        1.348448    0.044880   -1.884994 
    1       -0.013763   -0.609429   -0.948612 
    1        3.113790    1.398835   -0.683588 
    1        2.856198    1.697078    1.052802 
    1        1.476334   -2.044080    0.363556 
    7        0.565831    1.855620    0.194755 
    7       -0.680950    1.896677    0.097318 
    6       -1.562190    0.776468    0.079504 
    6       -1.568003   -0.168972    1.120067 
    6       -2.580354    0.750034   -0.884120 
    6       -2.566919   -1.139139    1.169463 
    1       -0.793695   -0.132992    1.879789 
    6       -3.559156   -0.241640   -0.840120 
    1       -2.588705    1.510888   -1.658990 
    6       -3.559309   -1.188831    0.186478 
    1       -2.569174   -1.862057    1.981273 
    1       -4.333888   -0.263906   -1.602007 
    1       -4.331475   -1.951792    0.227271 
    7        1.289316    0.672530    0.132212 
    8        3.244170   -1.306416   -0.441120 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.27514288; ZPE = 0.225540 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6-O 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.813616    1.076102    0.147532 
    6        3.475722   -1.220258    0.447316 
    6        2.057430   -1.166219   -0.121893 
    6        2.427863    1.260472   -0.468139 
    1        3.937646   -2.184972    0.219117 
    1        3.764937    1.248704    1.235334 
    1        4.523448    1.783912   -0.289874 
    1        2.050629   -1.471448   -1.180281 
    1        1.388996   -1.835484    0.422936 
    1        2.509960    1.228334   -1.566518 
    1        1.986742    2.219119   -0.181847 
    1        3.437116   -1.099421    1.542323 
    7        0.237288    0.487088   -0.057190 
    7       -0.528276   -0.519022   -0.025297 
    6       -1.907773   -0.190685    0.006232 
    6       -2.427891    1.102286    0.189611 
    6       -2.789350   -1.269732   -0.145122 
    6       -3.805299    1.299943    0.206145 
    1       -1.744257    1.934004    0.318929 
    6       -4.167937   -1.064392   -0.129149 
    1       -2.369023   -2.262262   -0.277550 
    6       -4.682114    0.221429    0.046083 
    1       -4.200558    2.302527    0.349963 
    1       -4.840366   -1.909564   -0.250729 
    1       -5.756370    0.384113    0.063550 
    7        1.548385    0.199131    0.008997 
    8        4.317967   -0.225202   -0.120327 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.30190136; ZPE = 0.226106 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6-O 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.432456    1.176521   -0.112305 
    6        2.993839   -0.575665    1.376705 
    6        1.956449   -1.185287    0.431991 
    6        2.431324    0.619800   -1.120642 
    1        3.505040   -1.367373    1.932305 
    1        2.933948    1.915991    0.535925 
    1        4.263622    1.665596   -0.628396 
    1        2.440203   -1.929078   -0.221210 
    1        1.185063   -1.684353    1.013815 
    1        2.951716   -0.045234   -1.828222 
    1        1.958063    1.425489   -1.686864 
    1        2.485369    0.087468    2.095596 
    7        0.339761   -0.311409   -1.204314 
    7       -0.697823   -0.934368   -0.844103 
    6       -1.800240   -0.391192   -0.261663 
    6       -1.885595    0.986620    0.004816 
    6       -2.943553   -1.192415   -0.132025 
    6       -3.095390    1.538356    0.421323 
    1       -1.006482    1.610918   -0.119430 
    6       -4.141718   -0.634562    0.311381 
    1       -2.875410   -2.247341   -0.380779 
    6       -4.224877    0.732078    0.587885 
    1       -3.155582    2.605733    0.618136 
    1       -5.017655   -1.267734    0.425424 
    1       -5.163343    1.167477    0.919129 
    7        1.380857   -0.108732   -0.396396 
    8        3.999963    0.137309    0.674182 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.24572841; ZPE = 0.224073 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.375264    1.298784   -0.429226 
    7       -1.233243    1.799326   -0.263047 
    6       -0.032004    1.043474   -0.143043 
    6        0.335881    0.036589   -1.052184 
    6        0.909569    1.482845    0.800950 
    6        1.607677   -0.532117   -1.001072 
    1       -0.369115   -0.286926   -1.811335 
    6        2.169511    0.897800    0.877873 
    1        0.637191    2.291927    1.471867 
    6        2.511245   -0.107960   -0.027740 
    1        1.894688   -1.301363   -1.710526 
    1        2.887918    1.227561    1.620961 
    6       -2.052473   -1.014580    0.634309 
    6       -3.993668   -0.478605   -0.141385 
    6       -3.453896   -1.670798    0.690480 
    1       -1.738844   -0.525219    1.563815 
    1       -1.225405   -1.620714    0.255879 
    1       -4.576065    0.250118    0.433076 
    1       -4.524545   -0.717869   -1.068232 
    1       -3.882820   -1.779675    1.688427 
    1       -3.504134   -2.629461    0.169757 
    7       -2.599956   -0.033986   -0.352220 
    17       4.108784   -0.841008    0.051096 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.32792939; ZPE = 0.180700 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-Cl-4 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.836832   -0.520927   -0.181227 
    7        1.112788    0.520246   -0.220058 
    6       -0.275205    0.257001   -0.135821 
    6       -0.863329   -1.019863   -0.163185 
    6       -1.101848    1.384054   -0.031565 
    6       -2.243883   -1.160535   -0.076408 
    1       -0.228801   -1.894269   -0.254519 
    6       -2.485658    1.252699    0.057664 
    1       -0.637124    2.365095   -0.019114 
    6       -3.046849   -0.022678    0.035262 
    1       -2.700299   -2.144780   -0.098915 
    1       -3.121750    2.127469    0.140968 
    6        3.829879    1.008165   -0.036450 
    6        4.193153   -1.109958    0.238160 
    6        5.081451    0.164401    0.332207 
    1        3.362410    1.543724    0.798952 
    1        3.906524    1.683437   -0.893429 
    1        3.920705   -1.543718    1.207528 
    1        4.532815   -1.905217   -0.433428 
    1        5.507842    0.363405    1.316920 
    1        5.872826    0.201702   -0.419293 
    7        3.131938   -0.261030   -0.324469 
   17       -4.794843   -0.204975    0.142084 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.34718415; ZPE = 0.181047 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-Cl-4 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.009850   -0.325845   -1.040192 
    7       -1.121854    0.567597   -1.136503 
    6        0.187838    0.295895   -0.660406 
    6        0.713784   -0.995439   -0.481711 
    6        1.022720    1.404574   -0.457553 
    6        2.042241   -1.169366   -0.103156 
    1        0.079089   -1.859040   -0.649423 
    6        2.347969    1.239336   -0.064707 
    1        0.613854    2.397834   -0.615707 
    6        2.849373   -0.050606    0.108942 
    1        2.450677   -2.165789    0.030344 
    1        2.988558    2.099445    0.098878 
    6       -3.249647    0.852566    0.841192 
    6       -4.116016   -0.954335    0.028113 
    6       -4.592304    0.106529    1.058243 
    1       -3.315790    1.755682    0.222693 
    1       -2.642522    1.070350    1.724047 
    1       -4.596451   -0.879909   -0.954120 
    1       -4.114781   -1.999579    0.353605 
    1       -5.488979    0.661849    0.777185 
    1       -4.713431   -0.287616    2.069451 
    7       -2.785915   -0.318813    0.053675 
   17        4.525138   -0.272278    0.599438 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.29151555; ZPE = 0.178996 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        3.054288   -1.255066   -0.431419 
    7        1.942665   -1.820885   -0.264012 
    6        0.702387   -1.136341   -0.142112 
    6        0.264827   -0.188656   -1.084894 
    6       -0.193305   -1.585399    0.841799 
    6       -1.032639    0.311061   -1.023558 
    1        0.940032    0.140824   -1.868180 
    6       -1.479312   -1.063856    0.915704 
    1        0.139366   -2.344645    1.542829 
    6       -1.905947   -0.112589   -0.017489 
    1       -1.365713    1.041511   -1.754143 
    1       -2.157572   -1.397784    1.694087 
    6        2.586333    1.043881    0.618332 
    6        4.564800    0.617677   -0.138292 
    6        3.947209    1.780461    0.681924 
    1        2.287423    0.550804    1.550502 
    1        1.732153    1.596359    0.218574 
    1        5.193571   -0.066841    0.441379 
    1        5.078520    0.883793   -1.067412 
    1        4.359605    1.917344    1.683310 
    1        3.947282    2.738502    0.157854 
    7        3.203228    0.082755   -0.345305 
    6       -3.316499    0.402127    0.016877 
    9       -4.147323   -0.339662   -0.754286 
    9       -3.829819    0.385822    1.268252 
    9       -3.398754    1.674097   -0.438788 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -850.7701749; ZPE = 0.195107 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CF3-4 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        2.526304   -0.511536   -0.173985 
    7        1.815799    0.540309   -0.229217 
    6        0.424721    0.291146   -0.167584 
    6       -0.175341   -0.979834   -0.224744 
    6       -0.390773    1.427210   -0.061461 
    6       -1.557282   -1.100660   -0.160454 
    1        0.451820   -1.858362   -0.323946 
    6       -1.774764    1.304109    0.004226 
    1        0.085749    2.402014   -0.032227 
    6       -2.364389    0.038097   -0.044406 
    1       -2.018376   -2.081838   -0.212554 
    1       -2.397889    2.188994    0.083070 
    6        4.542592    0.989472   -0.024824 
    6        4.874067   -1.135427    0.259309 
    6        5.779207    0.127578    0.354479 
    1        4.084130    1.545993    0.801551 
    1        4.631622    1.649678   -0.892272 
    1        4.598929   -1.571799    1.226519 
    1        5.201105   -1.930515   -0.418637 
    1        6.200006    0.323487    1.342128 
    1        6.577196    0.151404   -0.390390 
    7        3.822470   -0.270478   -0.295063 
    6       -3.853414   -0.107437    0.083846 
    9       -4.239369   -0.239427    1.377214 
    9       -4.512780    0.966303   -0.408498 
    9       -4.313856   -1.199392   -0.569350 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -850.78934391; ZPE = 0.195475 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CF3-4 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.849015    0.669363   -1.044694 
    7       -1.820659    1.152379   -0.468463 
    6       -0.528269    0.777900   -0.323402 
    6       -0.033263   -0.436707   -0.870867 
    6        0.374722    1.609971    0.385621 
    6        1.299683   -0.784614   -0.710506 
    1       -0.709381   -1.085273   -1.419722 
    6        1.699684    1.239475    0.536941 
    1        0.007974    2.539877    0.808226 
    6        2.183120    0.038410   -0.002995 
    1        1.658428   -1.717746   -1.135006 
    1        2.373338    1.886967    1.090048 
    6       -3.508273   -0.438927    1.131430 
    6       -5.002753   -0.446656   -0.459265 
    6       -5.007029   -0.847445    1.046375 
    1       -3.271419    0.467495    1.701048 
    1       -2.791576   -1.222979    1.389955 
    1       -5.591557    0.435919   -0.726139 
    1       -5.200742   -1.251417   -1.173188 
    1       -5.674850   -0.250976    1.669995 
    1       -5.193832   -1.907335    1.226191 
    7       -3.568367   -0.139032   -0.313159 
    6        3.626518   -0.321734    0.117755 
    9        4.382254    0.168411   -0.901714 
    9        3.820323   -1.664786    0.115035 
    9        4.179098    0.161760    1.258488 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -850.73705231; ZPE = 0.193498 





 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.551554    1.564315   -0.297593 
    7       -0.367892    1.867741   -0.002323 
    6        0.747108    0.983409    0.006408 
    6        1.061305    0.143626   -1.074537 
    6        1.684437    1.125332    1.041906 
    6        2.272976   -0.547264   -1.096428 
    1        0.363088    0.047100   -1.900700 
    6        2.874655    0.406822    1.020652 
    1        1.459043    1.804152    1.859401 
    6        3.197521   -0.440606   -0.050638 
    1        2.501242   -1.186526   -1.946900 
    1        3.576147    0.516345    1.845321 
    6       -1.497672   -0.847463    0.407337 
    6       -3.429888    0.170760   -0.662394 
    6       -2.747975   -1.721678    0.623867 
    1       -1.115660   -0.436398    1.349924 
    1       -0.678208   -1.393648   -0.067446 
    6       -3.924544   -0.745553    0.460975 
    1       -3.619497   -0.278333   -1.647035 
    1       -3.853308    1.177068   -0.655885 
    1       -2.797671   -2.501098   -0.145885 
    1       -2.728660   -2.220402    1.597776 
    1       -4.868143   -1.245492    0.221833 
    1       -4.069326   -0.164416    1.379850 
    7       -1.975850    0.274630   -0.437163 
    6        4.512827   -1.183190   -0.085176 
    1        5.342012   -0.519061   -0.364114 
    1        4.759934   -1.609814    0.894081 
    1        4.491581   -2.001454   -0.812503 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.38939443; ZPE = 0.247827 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CH3-5 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.049196   -0.491724   -0.106956 
    7        0.307150    0.541836   -0.058739 
    6       -1.077600    0.248186   -0.033487 
    6       -1.643457   -1.039535   -0.064514 
    6       -1.934603    1.354402    0.024767 
    6       -3.023775   -1.196415   -0.035154 
    1       -0.990153   -1.903751   -0.114454 
    6       -3.317611    1.183948    0.054239 
    1       -1.492998    2.346531    0.043771 
    6       -3.890600   -0.092375    0.027658 
    1       -3.443564   -2.200500   -0.062610 
    1       -3.962535    2.059106    0.097735 
    6        2.920658    1.124657   -0.025138 
    6        3.323884   -1.297777   -0.107739 
    6        4.431044    0.847876   -0.115858 
    1        2.621375    1.583622    0.927284 
    1        2.537107    1.768093   -0.823810 
    6        4.581615   -0.591087    0.419489 
    1        3.484398   -1.698867   -1.119771 
    1        2.975001   -2.115586    0.529106 
    1        4.757828    0.895142   -1.161487 
    1        5.020733    1.576073    0.448474 
    1        5.504590   -1.077074    0.090252 
    1        4.573680   -0.588223    1.515885 
    7        2.341123   -0.217336   -0.126022 
    6       -5.387993   -0.284914    0.083510 
    1       -5.725437   -1.033155   -0.643627 
    1       -5.712383   -0.632123    1.073990 
    1       -5.919299    0.649482   -0.125355 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.41305066; ZPE = 0.248097 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3-5 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.355574   -1.148547   -0.727008 
    7        0.324985   -1.233527    0.013445 
    6       -0.932005   -0.715033   -0.007027 
    6       -1.347048    0.198112   -1.010814 
    6       -1.866735   -1.084423    0.989960 
    6       -2.644073    0.704641   -1.003505 
    1       -0.644676    0.483209   -1.789240 
    6       -3.152672   -0.559494    0.975576 
    1       -1.559577   -1.785646    1.760140 
    6       -3.561432    0.340116   -0.016013 
    1       -2.937764    1.398569   -1.788654 
    1       -3.850508   -0.860556    1.753999 
    6        2.060779    0.683996    0.767119 
    6        3.579734   -0.225399   -0.932750 
    6        3.459581    1.304761    0.924263 
    1        1.757518    0.044432    1.607797 
    1        1.261898    1.414265    0.611156 
    6        4.405161    0.283657    0.257312 
    1        3.661938    0.452201   -1.792616 
    1        3.813504   -1.239092   -1.263338 
    1        3.507889    2.263904    0.395634 
    1        3.708304    1.493208    1.972417 
    1        5.358783    0.721159   -0.050915 
    1        4.617152   -0.544278    0.943759 
    7        2.206893   -0.194278   -0.407835 
    6       -4.991217    0.912221   -0.019207 
    1       -5.657314    0.205111   -0.467771 
    1       -5.300464    1.105058    0.986815 
    1       -5.009295    1.823997   -0.578884 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.35709730; ZPE = 0.246325 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-539.018 Hz) 
 
89 
cis-CH3O-5 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        2.008753    1.552316    0.177219 
    7        0.825368    1.889245   -0.093361 
    6       -0.325142    1.053767    0.002793 
    6       -0.601731    0.242102    1.120973 
    6       -1.330721    1.231673   -0.955317 
    6       -1.835579   -0.382523    1.251192 
    1        0.147043    0.121089    1.898547 
    6       -2.559824    0.580667   -0.848275 
    1       -1.138117    1.892736   -1.796493 
    6       -2.820014   -0.231800    0.262821 
    1       -2.059444   -0.999130    2.117678 
    1       -3.305650    0.729369   -1.621307 
    6        1.848461   -0.881546   -0.400561 
    6        3.839438    0.108324    0.585673 
    6        3.060692   -1.810868   -0.599117 
    1        1.468317   -0.494054   -1.353995 
    1        1.018015   -1.377571    0.108588 
    6        4.274177   -0.871994   -0.507385 
    1        4.034048   -0.305189    1.584487 
    1        4.299606    1.096974    0.526210 
    1        3.098470   -2.553353    0.207050 
    1        3.000829   -2.353710   -1.547531 
    1        5.205145   -1.394550   -0.266919 
    1        4.416283   -0.336506   -1.454171 
    7        2.382757    0.256900    0.390423 
    8       -3.989125   -0.905638    0.480126 
    6       -5.026943   -0.773362   -0.480806 
    1       -5.854243   -1.383631   -0.113753 
    1       -5.358640    0.268947   -0.574856 
    1       -4.713684   -1.142179   -1.466462 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -667.59823226; ZPE = 0.252897 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CH3O-5 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.501738    0.501255   -0.098332 
    7       -0.724290   -0.508445   -0.057247 
    6        0.649563   -0.167999   -0.038924 
    6        1.173265    1.140904   -0.059515 
    6        1.547310   -1.240036    0.005074 
    6        2.542668    1.352481   -0.036165 
    1        0.491724    1.984485   -0.093481 
    6        2.929065   -1.037237    0.029272 
    1        1.143552   -2.249082    0.020622 
    6        3.434417    0.266841    0.008825 
    1        2.953644    2.358684   -0.051439 
    1        3.590429   -1.895969    0.063612 
    6       -3.327097   -1.168835   -0.022609 
    6       -3.799578    1.241622   -0.097658 
    6       -4.843998   -0.934747   -0.122472 
    1       -3.022681   -1.625771    0.929443 
    1       -2.920664   -1.795368   -0.823921 
    6       -5.039290    0.496715    0.418310 
    1       -3.963124    1.638523   -1.110760 
    1       -3.480079    2.067908    0.544033 
    1       -5.161372   -0.986406   -1.170852 
    1       -5.415575   -1.682408    0.435128 
    1       -5.973127    0.957716    0.083714 
    1       -5.038268    0.489473    1.514824 
    7       -2.784221    0.189589   -0.110272 
    8        4.763296    0.591937    0.029862 
    6        5.708547   -0.465456    0.081722 
    1        5.586770   -1.071590    0.989317 
    1        5.633681   -1.118066   -0.798343 
    1        6.691232    0.010073    0.095004 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -667.62113290; ZPE = 0.252961 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3O-5 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.805252   -1.267006    0.488434 
    7       -0.761750   -1.272424   -0.256522 
    6        0.496522   -0.772125   -0.076680 
    6        0.862941   -0.035253    1.080340 
    6        1.492461   -0.984914   -1.053820 
    6        2.157556    0.446026    1.236981 
    1        0.122336    0.140279    1.856417 
    6        2.787131   -0.492797   -0.889148 
    1        1.238015   -1.547911   -1.947746 
    6        3.134370    0.228081    0.259199 
    1        2.430030    1.003057    2.130461 
    1        3.516458   -0.684252   -1.669701 
    6       -2.441621    0.797102   -0.700168 
    6       -3.996030   -0.313873    0.844286 
    6       -3.814238    1.490065   -0.742831 
    1       -2.161733    0.295355   -1.636632 
    1       -1.614725    1.457030   -0.423371 
    6       -4.800823    0.415305   -0.239437 
    1       -4.035286    0.223581    1.800513 
    1       -4.274768   -1.355646    1.013974 
    1       -3.820703    2.353479   -0.067431 
    1       -4.056749    1.852117   -1.745881 
    1       -5.731785    0.838447    0.147837 
    1       -5.052809   -0.281421   -1.047477 
    7       -2.624246   -0.262428    0.311449 
    8        4.383414    0.756195    0.518153 
    6        5.399555    0.528124   -0.438650 
    1        6.299916    1.007638   -0.047425 
    1        5.595074   -0.544663   -0.579102 
    1        5.151190    0.971909   -1.413608 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -667.56394656; ZPE = 0.251123 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-570.411 Hz) 
 
90 
cis-CH3O-5 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        2.014130    1.556384    0.164506 
    7        0.825431    1.899551   -0.103353 
    6       -0.325800    1.062422   -0.003844 
    6       -0.608710    0.279212    1.132990 
    6       -1.322519    1.211124   -0.976754 
    6       -1.842259   -0.346632    1.268087 
    1        0.132145    0.178834    1.923307 
    6       -2.552373    0.561046   -0.862593 
    1       -1.125638    1.844646   -1.840063 
    6       -2.819188   -0.222985    0.267721 
    1       -2.067962   -0.943544    2.149936 
    1       -3.289182    0.687393   -1.649354 
    6        1.837726   -0.887515   -0.377598 
    6        3.851823    0.113337    0.562264 
    6        3.041453   -1.831279   -0.559903 
    1        1.445329   -0.529690   -1.337377 
    1        1.014729   -1.357831    0.166270 
    6        4.265779   -0.902785   -0.504475 
    1        4.038644   -0.276952    1.571655 
    1        4.328329    1.092584    0.475584 
    1        3.078531   -2.551226    0.266458 
    1        2.967899   -2.397509   -1.493574 
    1        5.191514   -1.428908   -0.251961 
    1        4.407867   -0.396878   -1.467597 
    7        2.395597    0.275382    0.362165 
    8       -3.989653   -0.893068    0.493210 
    6       -5.019288   -0.794382   -0.486270 
    1       -5.848614   -1.395926   -0.109498 
    1       -5.351359    0.243522   -0.615642 
    1       -4.690977   -1.192572   -1.454785 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -667.60679527; ZPE = 0.252265 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CH3O-5 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.503452    0.482473   -0.101683 
    7       -0.722571   -0.528499   -0.033914 
    6        0.651100   -0.180197   -0.023492 
    6        1.168611    1.132203   -0.025135 
    6        1.557944   -1.247076   -0.002078 
    6        2.538081    1.351504   -0.009351 
    1        0.485212    1.976484   -0.037740 
    6        2.939419   -1.037142    0.014031 
    1        1.164667   -2.262101    0.000928 
    6        3.437312    0.270585    0.010384 
    1        2.939853    2.363380   -0.009412 
    1        3.603242   -1.895588    0.029626 
    6       -3.343106   -1.170412    0.012157 
    6       -3.794144    1.241984   -0.139770 
    6       -4.856068   -0.925161   -0.113932 
    1       -3.056697   -1.605915    0.979781 
    1       -2.932328   -1.818041   -0.770446 
    6       -5.045402    0.522879    0.382413 
    1       -3.936977    1.598555   -1.170372 
    1       -3.477556    2.088173    0.477130 
    1       -5.159735   -1.004956   -1.164646 
    1       -5.439388   -1.651494    0.459562 
    1       -5.969491    0.981928    0.019248 
    1       -5.058771    0.548977    1.478722 
    7       -2.783173    0.181401   -0.098954 
    8        4.764746    0.603219    0.026650 
    6        5.719536   -0.452517    0.053712 
    1        5.606615   -1.072495    0.952307 
    1        5.639045   -1.089537   -0.836434 
    1        6.699018    0.029364    0.066775 
 ------------------- ------------------------ 
E = -667.62783433; ZPE = 0.252277 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3O-5 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.693609   -0.736602    0.961911 
    7        0.736707   -0.000949    1.365127 
    6       -0.540866   -0.111528    0.750503 
    6       -1.016125   -1.269483    0.101631 
    6       -1.418932    0.967467    0.912067 
    6       -2.319224   -1.326405   -0.374144 
    1       -0.361351   -2.129127   -0.016930 
    6       -2.726564    0.924567    0.423434 
    1       -1.064234    1.857383    1.429195 
    6       -3.184399   -0.229519   -0.224270 
    1       -2.691141   -2.221171   -0.870308 
    1       -3.369235    1.788068    0.561927 
    6        2.780633    1.184865   -0.221262 
    6        3.692928   -1.089179   -0.325738 
    6        4.129501    1.185865   -0.964166 
    1        2.817598    1.742521    0.723852 
    1        1.960035    1.597953   -0.815776 
    6        4.842379   -0.083412   -0.458974 
    1        3.475862   -1.577645   -1.286037 
    1        3.855211   -1.864966    0.427244 
    1        3.959331    1.115483   -2.045214 
    1        4.696220    2.102205   -0.773397 
    1        5.627380   -0.432532   -1.136428 
    1        5.293126    0.099844    0.524127 
    7        2.557548   -0.243905    0.074515 
    8       -4.442629   -0.391064   -0.736302 
    6       -5.363671    0.687137   -0.604905 
    1       -6.232589    0.338331   -0.037981 
    1       -4.910602    1.541247   -0.085610 
    1       -5.683599    0.998854   -1.604173 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -667.57425690; ZPE = 0.250633 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-549.162 Hz) 
 
91 
cis-CH3-5 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.553033    1.569376   -0.294399 
    7       -0.365601    1.875759   -0.003551 
    6        0.748806    0.989020    0.006346 
    6        1.065076    0.157498   -1.080445 
    6        1.681308    1.119737    1.047718 
    6        2.274730   -0.537817   -1.102277 
    1        0.371211    0.069827   -1.912348 
    6        2.870474    0.398397    1.025444 
    1        1.454203    1.790442    1.872759 
    6        3.195164   -0.441726   -0.051378 
    1        2.503930   -1.171799   -1.957272 
    1        3.568482    0.499408    1.855057 
    6       -1.493133   -0.845184    0.403851 
    6       -3.438426    0.178262   -0.644874 
    6       -2.734852   -1.735501    0.598745 
    1       -1.119451   -0.446636    1.355267 
    1       -0.667649   -1.373847   -0.079545 
    6       -3.920631   -0.767204    0.459315 
    1       -3.626408   -0.249515   -1.639127 
    1       -3.871499    1.180321   -0.613652 
    1       -2.776362   -2.495806   -0.190371 
    1       -2.709970   -2.256567    1.560761 
    1       -4.859391   -1.270667    0.208957 
    1       -4.069605   -0.207784    1.391024 
    7       -1.983030    0.287204   -0.420887 
    6        4.507867   -1.189269   -0.085384 
    1        5.343207   -0.522242   -0.337849 
    1        4.740007   -1.638368    0.887446 
    1        4.492651   -1.990417   -0.831603 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.39349962; ZPE = 0.247594 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-CH3-5 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.049834   -0.482165   -0.097854 
    7        0.305697    0.553009   -0.048476 
    6       -1.078662    0.254577   -0.028814 
    6       -1.641362   -1.035283   -0.058521 
    6       -1.941370    1.357751    0.024075 
    6       -3.021771   -1.197347   -0.033651 
    1       -0.986536   -1.899459   -0.103488 
    6       -3.324391    1.182436    0.048907 
    1       -1.505042    2.353250    0.042653 
    6       -3.893209   -0.096266    0.023463 
    1       -3.437097   -2.204030   -0.059868 
    1       -3.972243    2.056462    0.088127 
    6        2.929012    1.125601   -0.016180 
    6        3.320355   -1.299252   -0.112886 
    6        4.436753    0.841436   -0.124890 
    1        2.644040    1.586870    0.939529 
    1        2.538970    1.768485   -0.812508 
    6        4.586811   -0.600466    0.402414 
    1        3.463308   -1.689101   -1.131600 
    1        2.977411   -2.121185    0.522044 
    1        4.751549    0.892306   -1.174070 
    1        5.034956    1.564518    0.437091 
    1        5.502599   -1.089410    0.057935 
    1        4.592363   -0.603235    1.498908 
    7        2.339702   -0.213973   -0.107354 
    6       -5.390220   -0.294100    0.075074 
    1       -5.722504   -1.045404   -0.651265 
    1       -5.716058   -0.640830    1.065278 
    1       -5.924009    0.638139   -0.136924 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.41613644; ZPE = 0.247729 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3-5 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.355574   -1.148547   -0.727008 
    7        0.324985   -1.233527    0.013445 
    6       -0.932005   -0.715033   -0.007027 
    6       -1.347048    0.198112   -1.010814 
    6       -1.866735   -1.084423    0.989960 
    6       -2.644073    0.704641   -1.003505 
    1       -0.644676    0.483209   -1.789240 
    6       -3.152672   -0.559494    0.975576 
    1       -1.559577   -1.785646    1.760140 
    6       -3.561432    0.340116   -0.016013 
    1       -2.937764    1.398569   -1.788654 
    1       -3.850508   -0.860556    1.753999 
    6        2.060779    0.683996    0.767119 
    6        3.579734   -0.225399   -0.932750 
    6        3.459581    1.304761    0.924263 
    1        1.757518    0.044432    1.607797 
    1        1.261898    1.414265    0.611156 
    6        4.405161    0.283657    0.257312 
    1        3.661938    0.452201   -1.792616 
    1        3.813504   -1.239092   -1.263338 
    1        3.507889    2.263904    0.395634 
    1        3.708304    1.493208    1.972417 
    1        5.358783    0.721159   -0.050915 
    1        4.617152   -0.544278    0.943759 
    7        2.206893   -0.194278   -0.407835 
    6       -4.991217    0.912221   -0.019207 
    1       -5.657314    0.205111   -0.467771 
    1       -5.300464    1.105058    0.986815 
    1       -5.009295    1.823997   -0.578884 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.36194742; ZPE = 0.246029 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-534.467 Hz) 
 
92 
cis-CH3-5 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.555624   -1.575770   -0.290075 
    7        0.360609   -1.889013   -0.010218 
    6       -0.752768   -0.996715    0.004742 
    6       -1.073336   -0.176507   -1.089620 
    6       -1.676941   -1.111736    1.055588 
    6       -2.279945    0.525657   -1.109460 
    1       -0.385996   -0.098720   -1.929997 
    6       -2.865458   -0.387188    1.033177 
    1       -1.445796   -1.768768    1.892461 
    6       -3.193760    0.442989   -0.050783 
    1       -2.510329    1.154414   -1.969451 
    1       -3.556976   -0.475570    1.871206 
    6        1.486712    0.848478    0.390128 
    6        3.453725   -0.191078   -0.616040 
    6        2.719571    1.755138    0.561348 
    1        1.108304    0.479603    1.351273 
    1        0.664132    1.350959   -0.124080 
    6        3.917325    0.796655    0.457388 
    1        3.634021    0.207202   -1.623647 
    1        3.902014   -1.185143   -0.550863 
    1        2.755435    2.490945   -0.250876 
    1        2.684653    2.303236    1.507931 
    1        4.849351    1.303574    0.189594 
    1        4.071450    0.270929    1.407846 
    7        1.997611   -0.310043   -0.387681 
    6       -4.503255    1.196816   -0.083356 
    1       -5.342479    0.532261   -0.329980 
    1       -4.729754    1.649471    0.889082 
    1       -4.486157    1.994336   -0.833355 
 -------------------------------------- ----- 
E = -592.40105191; ZPE = 0.247006 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
tran s-CH3-5 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.052127   -0.466313   -0.096740 
    7        0.303746    0.570795   -0.042711 
    6       -1.080302    0.264230   -0.024456 
    6       -1.638094   -1.029070   -0.051857 
    6       -1.951447    1.362467    0.024092 
    6       -3.018696   -1.198928   -0.030203 
    1       -0.981552   -1.893608   -0.092625 
    6       -3.334480    1.180202    0.045665 
    1       -1.524037    2.363594    0.041531 
    6       -3.896952   -0.102176    0.021662 
    1       -3.427415   -2.209615   -0.054834 
    1       -3.986495    2.052826    0.081046 
    6        2.943429    1.127088   -0.010649 
    6        3.314882   -1.301952   -0.118833 
    6        4.447814    0.830069   -0.124845 
    1        2.666341    1.583837    0.949717 
    1        2.557420    1.776658   -0.803946 
    6        4.587389   -0.615126    0.395505 
    1        3.449547   -1.683330   -1.141367 
    1        2.966069   -2.123746    0.513210 
    1        4.759617    0.883571   -1.174826 
    1        5.051349    1.545970    0.440752 
    1        5.496504   -1.110106    0.041982 
    1        4.597894   -0.624234    1.492088 
    7        2.338782   -0.207393   -0.105916 
    6       -5.393315   -0.307684    0.068718 
    1       -5.718661   -1.063309   -0.656264 
    1       -5.719842   -0.654599    1.058660 
    1       -5.930700    0.621748   -0.146363 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.42182514; ZPE = 0.247079 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-CH3-5 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.355574   -1.148547   -0.727008 
    7        0.324985   -1.233527    0.013445 
    6       -0.932005   -0.715033   -0.007027 
    6       -1.347048    0.198112   -1.010814 
    6       -1.866735   -1.084423    0.989960 
    6       -2.644073    0.704641   -1.003505 
    1       -0.644676    0.483209   -1.789240 
    6       -3.152672   -0.559494    0.975576 
    1       -1.559577   -1.785646    1.760140 
    6       -3.561432    0.340116   -0.016013 
    1       -2.937764    1.398569   -1.788654 
    1       -3.850508   -0.860556    1.753999 
    6        2.060779    0.683996    0.767119 
    6        3.579734   -0.225399   -0.932750 
    6        3.459581    1.304761    0.924263 
    1        1.757518    0.044432    1.607797 
    1        1.261898    1.414265    0.611156 
    6        4.405161    0.283657    0.257312 
    1        3.661938    0.452201   -1.792616 
    1        3.813504   -1.239092   -1.263338 
    1        3.507889    2.263904    0.395634 
    1        3.708304    1.493208    1.972417 
    1        5.358783    0.721159   -0.050915 
    1        4.617152   -0.544278    0.943759 
    7        2.206893   -0.194278   -0.407835 
    6       -4.991217    0.912221   -0.019207 
    1       -5.657314    0.205111   -0.467771 
    1       -5.300464    1.105058    0.986815 
    1       -5.009295    1.823997   -0.578884 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.37097743; ZPE = 0.245491 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-506.37 Hz) 
 
93 
cis-H-4 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.350820    1.420012   -0.472246 
    7       -0.127571    1.700759   -0.312229 
    6        0.903537    0.724216   -0.148603 
    6        1.086546   -0.340537   -1.047934 
    6        1.880500    0.975970    0.828587 
    6        2.221401   -1.147973   -0.949915 
    1        0.352568   -0.521699   -1.830565 
    6        2.996742    0.147894    0.936155 
    1        1.748483    1.823860    1.498633 
    6        3.173942   -0.916804    0.046021 
    1        2.357959   -1.964963   -1.657205 
    1        3.738235    0.342429    1.709780 
    1        4.052804   -1.554754    0.122076 
    6       -1.480065   -0.899529    0.625671 
    6       -3.291589   -0.004042   -0.153757 
    6       -2.985452   -1.253275    0.712577 
    1       -1.050412   -0.486511    1.545004 
    1       -0.808996   -1.662614    0.223354 
    1       -3.741108    0.833365    0.391401 
    1       -3.840217   -0.172940   -1.086110 
    1       -3.407597   -1.230448    1.719221 
    1       -3.240553   -2.199504    0.230265 
    7       -1.835115    0.176122   -0.352477 
 -------------------------------------------  
E = -513.74414639; ZPE = 0.189426 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-4 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.952935    0.516984   -0.119908 
    7       -0.188769   -0.497058   -0.212936 
    6        1.190539   -0.185442   -0.092239 
    6        1.734225    1.112455   -0.121321 
    6        2.053883   -1.284120    0.041085 
    6        3.110379    1.294535   -0.002289 
    1        1.073224    1.966445   -0.240558 
    6        3.430847   -1.094919    0.161770 
    1        1.623058   -2.283715    0.053343 
    6        3.966174    0.195609    0.141766 
    1        3.520905    2.303250   -0.027934 
    1        4.086204   -1.958071    0.268957 
    1        5.040723    0.346229    0.231086 
    6       -2.926740   -1.055678   -0.133251 
    6       -3.337502    1.040309    0.254753 
    6       -4.201397   -0.253846    0.247919 
    1       -2.483015   -1.645271    0.678822 
    1       -2.966526   -1.665585   -1.041307 
    1       -3.111914    1.432010    1.253468 
    1       -3.665401    1.857842   -0.396050 
    1       -4.644377   -0.517678    1.209974 
    1       -4.972457   -0.261282   -0.525555 
    7       -2.232992    0.238989   -0.303356 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.75974752; ZPE = 0.189598 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-4 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.085305    0.415246    1.007419 
    7       -0.142710   -0.428167    1.112190 
    6        1.099581   -0.155177    0.471065 
    6        1.515639    1.129880    0.078977 
    6        1.979224   -1.238514    0.316656 
    6        2.789106    1.315739   -0.458619 
    1        0.843587    1.975367    0.204453 
    6        3.246339   -1.046448   -0.233239 
    1        1.652167   -2.226805    0.635160 
    6        3.658306    0.231898   -0.622163 
    1        3.103032    2.315520   -0.755982 
    1        3.915712   -1.897070   -0.353504 
    1        4.648930    0.383647   -1.047462 
    6       -2.439357   -0.982832   -0.636606 
    6       -3.307732    0.869548    0.082592 
    6       -3.829210   -0.309832   -0.783582 
    1       -2.406250   -1.836005    0.051265 
    1       -1.905284   -1.239176   -1.556044 
    1       -3.703472    0.895896    1.104272 
    1       -3.363078    1.869859   -0.359479 
    1       -4.661264   -0.867621   -0.349668 
    1       -4.072946   -0.027686   -1.810197 
    7       -1.960916    0.265565    0.015633 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.70888451; ZPE = 0.187604 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-532.672 Hz) 
 
94 
cis-H-4 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.349717    1.423551   -0.468801 
    7       -0.131886    1.702343   -0.304062 
    6        0.899200    0.726820   -0.145699 
    6        1.088421   -0.326177   -1.057266 
    6        1.870272    0.965975    0.839151 
    6        2.222124   -1.134325   -0.962895 
    1        0.358005   -0.494564   -1.844095 
    6        2.984163    0.135865    0.944125 
    1        1.734170    1.807523    1.513891 
    6        3.167390   -0.916946    0.042309 
    1        2.364739   -1.940050   -1.679922 
    1        3.720288    0.320602    1.723413 
    1        4.044825   -1.554831    0.115880 
    6       -1.475797   -0.890118    0.637978 
    6       -3.281082   -0.007088   -0.154153 
    6       -2.977115   -1.264678    0.700501 
    1       -1.074207   -0.457868    1.561522 
    1       -0.781259   -1.647518    0.266218 
    1       -3.720683    0.827193    0.403987 
    1       -3.842246   -0.160194   -1.081694 
    1       -3.417627   -1.268418    1.699467 
    1       -3.211270   -2.205804    0.197919 
    7       -1.826996    0.165244   -0.361551 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.73694291; ZPE = 0.190018 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-4 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.953619    0.530586   -0.154338 
    7       -0.193804   -0.484549   -0.214662 
    6        1.185749   -0.178727   -0.093397 
    6        1.733139    1.116880   -0.103019 
    6        2.042527   -1.282570    0.026400 
    6        3.108979    1.291092    0.019112 
    1        1.072711    1.971526   -0.208764 
    6        3.419473   -1.101028    0.150312 
    1        1.604363   -2.277349    0.023526 
    6        3.959333    0.186820    0.148092 
    1        3.524075    2.296846    0.008876 
    1        4.071029   -1.966804    0.245776 
    1        5.033190    0.331625    0.240256 
    6       -2.905573   -1.059078   -0.101718 
    6       -3.334261    1.037580    0.236718 
    6       -4.186673   -0.263536    0.270791 
    1       -2.438586   -1.607998    0.725542 
    1       -2.948384   -1.707715   -0.981739 
    1       -3.090760    1.444440    1.225309 
    1       -3.684549    1.845285   -0.414463 
    1       -4.624221   -0.507953    1.240376 
    1       -4.962217   -0.297251   -0.497442 
    7       -2.237265    0.238356   -0.334855 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.75423730; ZPE = 0.190268 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-4 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.215393   -0.071255   -1.245924 
    7        0.158278   -0.641488   -0.845048 
    6       -1.080398   -0.290213   -0.406639 
    6       -1.457760    1.070138   -0.269507 
    6       -2.029788   -1.288001   -0.084178 
    6       -2.736588    1.397831    0.171589 
    1       -0.740163    1.846256   -0.519750 
    6       -3.297742   -0.931080    0.358185 
    1       -1.750076   -2.331688   -0.191243 
    6       -3.670641    0.410688    0.493588 
    1       -3.002821    2.448893    0.263504 
    1       -4.008923   -1.717967    0.599809 
    1       -4.664567    0.678496    0.839045 
    6        2.132919   -0.229195    1.103384 
    6        3.546271    0.334273   -0.456921 
    6        3.676201   -0.044831    1.048258 
    1        1.760530   -1.258080    1.182042 
    1        1.577259    0.405854    1.798609 
    1        3.942366   -0.394895   -1.170455 
    1        3.882189    1.338194   -0.733267 
    1        4.251087   -0.952578    1.239897 
    1        4.053072    0.761854    1.679506 
    7        2.084216    0.226744   -0.299636 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.70000970; ZPE = 0.188132 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-564.44 Hz) 
 
95 
cis-H-4 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.349009    1.423021   -0.469992 
    7       -0.131584    1.701833   -0.303665 
    6        0.899141    0.726075   -0.144999 
    6        1.086380   -0.328964   -1.054669 
    6        1.872513    0.967331    0.837012 
    6        2.220385   -1.136799   -0.961082 
    1        0.354260   -0.499174   -1.839301 
    6        2.986610    0.137499    0.941307 
    1        1.737840    1.810260    1.510150 
    6        3.167876   -0.917234    0.041441 
    1        2.361418   -1.944074   -1.676568 
    1        3.724413    0.323927    1.718494 
    1        4.045417   -1.554904    0.114441 
    6       -1.476938   -0.889154    0.640181 
    6       -3.280633   -0.008129   -0.158797 
    6       -2.979057   -1.260345    0.704638 
    1       -1.073752   -0.455858    1.562536 
    1       -0.784278   -1.648902    0.269700 
    1       -3.723448    0.828920    0.392598 
    1       -3.837835   -0.167201   -1.087708 
    1       -3.419760   -1.256013    1.703513 
    1       -3.215066   -2.204643    0.208944 
    7       -1.826103    0.164571   -0.361627 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.73632703; ZPE = 0.190068 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-4 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.953644    0.533639   -0.153379 
    7       -0.194433   -0.481679   -0.214434 
    6        1.185308   -0.177467   -0.093237 
    6        1.734153    1.117387   -0.103407 
    6        2.040642   -1.282305    0.026869 
    6        3.110142    1.289994    0.018526 
    1        1.074416    1.972401   -0.209445 
    6        3.417740   -1.102384    0.150652 
    1        1.601083   -2.276321    0.024262 
    6        3.959108    0.184771    0.147865 
    1        3.526476    2.295118    0.007819 
    1        4.068238   -1.968794    0.246363 
    1        5.033047    0.328297    0.239812 
    6       -2.902887   -1.058754   -0.103659 
    6       -3.335358    1.036070    0.239093 
    6       -4.185802   -0.266397    0.269479 
    1       -2.435206   -1.607911    0.723018 
    1       -2.943830   -1.706439   -0.984434 
    1       -3.092703    1.440349    1.228975 
    1       -3.686983    1.845363   -0.409405 
    1       -4.624087   -0.513747    1.237991 
    1       -4.960560   -0.299587   -0.499545 
    7       -2.237376    0.240294   -0.334830 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.75373315; ZPE = 0.190318 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-4 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.082911    0.465161    0.983110 
    7       -0.148896   -0.377095    1.115249 
    6        1.096839   -0.133899    0.471611 
    6        1.534961    1.138659    0.065147 
    6        1.957708   -1.232953    0.333429 
    6        2.811298    1.295960   -0.472313 
    1        0.875295    1.993319    0.181246 
    6        3.227463   -1.069617   -0.217451 
    1        1.611503   -2.208160    0.666064 
    6        3.661304    0.195762   -0.621579 
    1        3.143581    2.285151   -0.780049 
    1        3.882012   -1.931513   -0.325861 
    1        4.653714    0.325028   -1.046580 
    6       -2.438902   -1.004878   -0.588894 
    6       -3.307864    0.869853    0.052476 
    6       -3.829440   -0.341430   -0.768124 
    1       -2.404990   -1.815568    0.148670 
    1       -1.908231   -1.320615   -1.491275 
    1       -3.691688    0.921535    1.077897 
    1       -3.383017    1.857196   -0.414863 
    1       -4.666715   -0.881189   -0.321727 
    1       -4.066486   -0.098321   -1.806217 
    7       -1.957505    0.278848   -0.014520 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.69929322; ZPE = 0.188178 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-565.854 Hz) 
 
96 
cis-H-4 in DMSO  
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -1.349942    1.423190   -0.469285 
    7       -0.126213    1.703929   -0.313410 
    6        0.904224    0.726715   -0.148168 
    6        1.088513   -0.333679   -1.052563 
    6        1.877987    0.972411    0.833094 
    6        2.221691   -1.143476   -0.954768 
    1        0.356214   -0.509667   -1.838079 
    6        2.992524    0.141992    0.940335 
    1        1.744206    1.816218    1.507974 
    6        3.171425   -0.918346    0.045434 
    1        2.359345   -1.957347   -1.665450 
    1        3.731174    0.331167    1.718033 
    1        4.048870   -1.558176    0.121818 
    6       -1.478795   -0.901928    0.624380 
    6       -3.290957   -0.001142   -0.146335 
    6       -2.982808   -1.264386    0.698841 
    1       -1.057702   -0.495370    1.550639 
    1       -0.800620   -1.657214    0.219554 
    1       -3.738738    0.826686    0.414964 
    1       -3.843338   -0.153485   -1.079435 
    1       -3.410294   -1.264392    1.703465 
    1       -3.229981   -2.202128    0.196152 
    7       -1.835555    0.180703   -0.344612 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.74424026; ZPE = 0.189415 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-4 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.952808    0.518413   -0.116924 
    7       -0.189091   -0.495295   -0.216993 
    6        1.190187   -0.184890   -0.094254 
    6        1.735123    1.112397   -0.126041 
    6        2.052279   -1.284036    0.043389 
    6        3.111260    1.293546   -0.005021 
    1        1.075148    1.966639   -0.249082 
    6        3.429164   -1.095757    0.166136 
    1        1.620446   -2.283159    0.057466 
    6        3.965740    0.194244    0.143648 
    1        3.522778    2.301803   -0.032911 
    1        4.083537   -1.959227    0.276798 
    1        5.040282    0.344089    0.234375 
    6       -2.925901   -1.054332   -0.140376 
    6       -3.337277    1.038573    0.262771 
    6       -4.200472   -0.255895    0.247894 
    1       -2.480549   -1.649038    0.667020 
    1       -2.966512   -1.658144   -1.052445 
    1       -3.110445    1.423159    1.263966 
    1       -3.666534    1.860612   -0.381634 
    1       -4.642324   -0.526671    1.208551 
    1       -4.972427   -0.258266   -0.524733 
    7       -2.232961    0.241895   -0.302690 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.75974981; ZPE = 0.189588 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-4 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.156540   -1.145972   -0.682701 
    7        0.100562   -1.380238    0.021504 
    6       -1.028913   -0.536757   -0.011279 
    6       -1.078046    0.820579   -0.396639 
    6       -2.228816   -1.169257    0.380068 
    6       -2.300083    1.495786   -0.429696 
    1       -0.180239    1.336402   -0.717306 
    6       -3.435736   -0.479156    0.368561 
    1       -2.187689   -2.216817    0.671761 
    6       -3.480923    0.860422   -0.038358 
    1       -2.322366    2.538320   -0.745181 
    1       -4.350372   -0.991406    0.663924 
    1       -4.426092    1.400261   -0.051605 
    6        2.045468    0.551195    0.955829 
    6        3.377396   -0.092663   -0.633925 
    6        3.532900    0.832381    0.608525 
    1        1.884537   -0.156765    1.780295 
    1        1.383523    1.411191    1.091008 
    1        3.844495   -1.078365   -0.531127 
    1        3.641305    0.341302   -1.603539 
    1        4.257527    0.492833    1.350447 
    1        3.727074    1.875587    0.349976 
    7        1.929870   -0.137750   -0.349826 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -513.70901223; ZPE = 0.187594 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-531.721 Hz) 
 
97 
cis-H-5 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.974848    1.596305    0.247350 
    7       -0.250764    1.755681   -0.031098 
    6       -1.250161    0.738863   -0.011288 
    6       -1.459858   -0.081671    1.112000 
    6       -2.187687    0.721810   -1.057122 
    6       -2.577156   -0.917392    1.167166 
    1       -0.759350   -0.048517    1.944334 
    6       -3.287391   -0.133086   -1.003615 
    1       -2.037792    1.383352   -1.908665 
    6       -3.489498   -0.956324    0.109368 
    1       -2.731945   -1.543330    2.045063 
    1       -3.996103   -0.148962   -1.830461 
    1       -4.354867   -1.615014    0.155559 
    6        1.191365   -0.838687   -0.361578 
    6        3.028491    0.458585    0.589602 
    6        2.523677   -1.593814   -0.529100 
    1        0.753580   -0.551889   -1.325500 
    1        0.445128   -1.419716    0.185877 
    6        3.599315   -0.496549   -0.461165 
    1        3.258214    0.111558    1.606069 
    1        3.355883    1.496386    0.494698 
    1        2.655836   -2.302310    0.297315 
    1        2.545996   -2.162846   -1.463585 
    1        4.586398   -0.882174   -0.188638 
    1        3.684770    0.017697   -1.426435 
    7        1.568439    0.398779    0.367856 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.08367164; ZPE = 0.219381 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-5 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.582406    0.470629   -0.128475 
    7        0.188696   -0.541337    0.016825 
    6        1.565044   -0.201615    0.011467 
    6        2.083019    1.106314    0.078148 
    6        2.460871   -1.282403   -0.039187 
    6        3.460855    1.314571    0.079376 
    1        1.398946    1.948602    0.131017 
    6        3.839239   -1.067367   -0.037946 
    1        2.052946   -2.290750   -0.083254 
    6        4.347892    0.232931    0.020217 
    1        3.847528    2.331762    0.132543 
    1        4.517000   -1.918882   -0.081216 
    1        5.423077    0.403849    0.024770 
    6       -2.439352   -1.148049    0.107576 
    6       -2.862474    1.246738   -0.259349 
    6       -3.947092   -0.900094   -0.066709 
    1       -2.174740   -1.511757    1.109977 
    1       -2.018785   -1.853917   -0.617143 
    6       -4.130910    0.587537    0.297924 
    1       -2.976861    1.501982   -1.322842 
    1       -2.552004    2.145624    0.281075 
    1       -4.233450   -1.068387   -1.111701 
    1       -4.547895   -1.568149    0.557248 
    1       -5.042321    1.021419   -0.123390 
    1       -4.166037    0.710016    1.387179 
    7       -1.861998    0.187454   -0.093117 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.10466547; ZPE = 0.219583 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-5 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.814867   -0.773446   -1.098571 
    7       -0.218971   -1.179133   -0.420951 
    6       -1.395451   -0.523412   -0.213166 
    6       -1.645712    0.790981   -0.694992 
    6       -2.437307   -1.173598    0.500792 
    6       -2.879070    1.402384   -0.473794 
    1       -0.866722    1.312956   -1.247931 
    6       -3.656466   -0.540386    0.711485 
    1       -2.262332   -2.179714    0.877697 
    6       -3.899065    0.753955    0.228909 
    1       -3.040153    2.408918   -0.860930 
    1       -4.434343   -1.068161    1.263516 
    1       -4.856688    1.241388    0.398476 
    6        1.666004    0.150629    1.018177 
    6        3.054041    0.111526   -1.015353 
    6        3.071195    0.693614    1.323528 
    1        1.431888   -0.795486    1.524612 
    1        0.855888    0.853773    1.229058 
    6        3.963475    0.090787    0.218566 
    1        3.044430    1.099920   -1.491901 
    1        3.266334   -0.648446   -1.770135 
    1        3.071970    1.787534    1.254818 
    1        3.399811    0.419408    2.329851 
    1        4.883788    0.658944    0.058192 
    1        4.235028   -0.942556    0.464594 
    7        1.721425   -0.145615   -0.431168 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.05484854; ZPE = 0.217894 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-488.266 Hz) 
 
98 
cis-H-5 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.974667    1.593560    0.236034 
    7       -0.243104    1.748123   -0.053282 
    6       -1.245019    0.736549   -0.019994 
    6       -1.454323   -0.074454    1.109776 
    6       -2.185747    0.713653   -1.062106 
    6       -2.573395   -0.905494    1.175500 
    1       -0.750976   -0.034292    1.937384 
    6       -3.285576   -0.139021   -0.999500 
    1       -2.037803    1.372387   -1.914267 
    6       -3.487194   -0.952260    0.120094 
    1       -2.729347   -1.521172    2.058931 
    1       -3.996575   -0.159002   -1.822618 
    1       -4.353418   -1.607139    0.173901 
    6        1.192142   -0.838166   -0.370087 
    6        3.013525    0.446220    0.614679 
    6        2.528683   -1.583352   -0.550463 
    1        0.759922   -0.529638   -1.329901 
    1        0.442358   -1.438085    0.152233 
    6        3.595871   -0.480001   -0.456309 
    1        3.250014    0.080483    1.623145 
    1        3.329407    1.489061    0.542813 
    1        2.664300   -2.308376    0.261016 
    1        2.557554   -2.134466   -1.495400 
    1        4.586695   -0.863307   -0.194218 
    1        3.677407    0.056547   -1.409561 
    7        1.555102    0.380454    0.395393 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.07644610; ZPE = 0.219969 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-5 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.582224    0.495834   -0.093939 
    7        0.184849   -0.522256   -0.027795 
    6        1.562585   -0.192119   -0.008428 
    6        2.091744    1.112026   -0.015675 
    6        2.445655   -1.282250    0.026097 
    6        3.470193    1.306302    0.008861 
    1        1.413964    1.959065   -0.039972 
    6        3.825129   -1.080900    0.050617 
    1        2.024421   -2.284375    0.032588 
    6        4.345692    0.214873    0.041992 
    1        3.867179    2.319568    0.003288 
    1        4.494061   -1.938458    0.076703 
    1        5.421067    0.375461    0.061882 
    6       -2.426541   -1.150411   -0.001167 
    6       -2.869002    1.263883   -0.140507 
    6       -3.938561   -0.900136   -0.131589 
    1       -2.143111   -1.593503    0.963370 
    1       -2.012339   -1.793427   -0.785048 
    6       -4.125981    0.546270    0.371200 
    1       -3.006409    1.630077   -1.168614 
    1       -2.552178    2.105060    0.482553 
    1       -4.239571   -0.973800   -1.183429 
    1       -4.527880   -1.627152    0.434616 
    1       -5.047725    1.009894    0.008171 
    1       -4.144654    0.566167    1.467370 
    7       -1.864381    0.200737   -0.101394 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.09901335; ZPE = 0.220208 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-5 in benzene 
 --------------------------------------------
- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.827925   -0.072271   -1.338600 
    7       -0.204813   -0.725990   -0.944222 
    6       -1.404294   -0.318412   -0.447474 
    6       -1.708601    1.051144   -0.225730 
    6       -2.401750   -1.278564   -0.141977 
    6       -2.956055    1.423675    0.270054 
    1       -0.961361    1.804741   -0.461491 
    6       -3.635806   -0.880011    0.356002 
    1       -2.181885   -2.329888   -0.308826 
    6       -3.933759    0.472169    0.570169 
    1       -3.162493    2.482103    0.422784 
    1       -4.381611   -1.640885    0.580456 
    1       -4.902891    0.773386    0.958572 
    6        1.667057   -0.321496    0.965362 
    6        3.090804    0.588582   -0.820297 
    6        3.092612   -0.087964    1.492722 
    1        1.370200   -1.378544    0.926731 
    1        0.891053    0.217679    1.515549 
    6        3.975139   -0.100516    0.226851 
    1        3.155002    1.681390   -0.741584 
    1        3.276991    0.297918   -1.855938 
    1        3.154946    0.888845    1.986190 
    1        3.386111   -0.847853    2.222271 
    1        4.929642    0.414083    0.367121 
    1        4.185055   -1.130887   -0.083120 
    7        1.738196    0.152014   -0.431866 
 ---- --------------------------------------- 
E = -553.04616463; ZPE = 0.218453 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-513.233 Hz) 
 
99 
cis-H-5 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.974539    1.593603    0.235330 
    7       -0.242897    1.747548   -0.053697 
    6       -1.244803    0.736241   -0.019782 
    6       -1.454498   -0.074647    1.110062 
    6       -2.185414    0.713535   -1.062006 
    6       -2.573938   -0.905208    1.175494 
    1       -0.751251   -0.034448    1.937607 
    6       -3.285295   -0.138911   -0.999725 
    1       -2.037107    1.372574   -1.913712 
    6       -3.487397   -0.951937    0.119884 
    1       -2.730452   -1.520611    2.058902 
    1       -3.996083   -0.158750   -1.822896 
    1       -4.353740   -1.606494    0.173581 
    6        1.192459   -0.838204   -0.370457 
    6        3.012928    0.446180    0.615275 
    6        2.529190   -1.583047   -0.550898 
    1        0.760642   -0.529013   -1.330263 
    1        0.442335   -1.438808    0.150642 
    6        3.596003   -0.479394   -0.455957 
    1        3.250166    0.080508    1.623616 
    1        3.327964    1.489261    0.543578 
    1        2.664856   -2.308382    0.260303 
    1        2.558569   -2.133934   -1.495949 
    1        4.586961   -0.862475   -0.194028 
    1        3.677548    0.057549   -1.408969 
    7        1.554670    0.379616    0.396400 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.07586687; ZPE = 0.220011 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-5 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.582202    0.497898   -0.093667 
    7        0.184425   -0.520429   -0.033193 
    6        1.562198   -0.191357   -0.010863 
    6        2.092400    1.112249   -0.022862 
    6        2.444030   -1.282154    0.030597 
    6        3.470873    1.305368    0.004792 
    1        1.415218    1.959445   -0.053273 
    6        3.823535   -1.081912    0.058178 
    1        2.021568   -2.283592    0.040200 
    6        4.345197    0.213322    0.045386 
    1        3.868833    2.318116   -0.004544 
    1        4.491629   -1.939801    0.089848 
    1        5.420556    0.373031    0.067457 
    6       -2.425278   -1.150088   -0.010115 
    6       -2.869637    1.264708   -0.132139 
    6       -3.937836   -0.900044   -0.133776 
    1       -2.137943   -1.598006    0.951034 
    1       -2.013390   -1.788929   -0.798556 
    6       -4.124372    0.542887    0.379269 
    1       -3.011604    1.639034   -1.156735 
    1       -2.550570    2.101321    0.495874 
    1       -4.242518   -0.966892   -1.185021 
    1       -4.524990   -1.631128    0.429436 
    1       -5.047897    1.008197    0.022976 
    1       -4.139083    0.555350    1.475604 
    7       -1.864576    0.201956   -0.105298 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.09854782; ZPE = 0.220259 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-5 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.719923   -0.658050    0.983004 
    7       -0.231420    0.143979    1.228997 
    6       -1.449597    0.035479    0.506754 
    6       -1.918158   -1.159291   -0.069510 
    6       -2.269635    1.174247    0.477685 
    6       -3.175637   -1.198318   -0.669480 
    1       -1.296790   -2.049039   -0.032474 
    6       -3.520113    1.130513   -0.135907 
    1       -1.905798    2.086470    0.943582 
    6       -3.981001   -0.056146   -0.712381 
    1       -3.529468   -2.129372   -1.107445 
    1       -4.139629    2.024377   -0.157890 
    1       -4.959489   -0.093247   -1.184948 
    6        1.984693    1.116984   -0.253606 
    6        2.816362   -1.181222   -0.067055 
    6        3.395449    1.012597   -0.862691 
    1        1.953666    1.758247    0.636879 
    1        1.236524    1.498105   -0.955154 
    6        4.011153   -0.226699   -0.184425 
    1        2.671743   -1.756509   -0.992549 
    1        2.879319   -1.884287    0.767211 
    1        3.323959    0.851513   -1.945017 
    1        3.977653    1.924611   -0.700763 
    1        4.840692   -0.658762   -0.751913 
    1        4.380156    0.032402    0.815304 
    7        1.683835   -0.270696    0.143551 
 ---------------------- --------------------- 
E = -553.04543986; ZPE = 0.218498 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-515.211 Hz) 
 
100 
cis-H-5 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.975285    1.598714    0.241890 
    7       -0.250825    1.758057   -0.035006 
    6       -1.249965    0.740746   -0.012772 
    6       -1.461761   -0.072965    1.115072 
    6       -2.184032    0.715695   -1.061366 
    6       -2.577605   -0.910490    1.171918 
    1       -0.764202   -0.032951    1.949573 
    6       -3.282625   -0.140642   -1.005780 
    1       -2.032463    1.371640   -1.917018 
    6       -3.486639   -0.957459    0.111535 
    1       -2.733958   -1.531423    2.053155 
    1       -3.988758   -0.162851   -1.834768 
    1       -4.351033   -1.617436    0.159055 
    6        1.189278   -0.838201   -0.360983 
    6        3.028065    0.459573    0.586930 
    6        2.519884   -1.597598   -0.521160 
    1        0.755488   -0.554155   -1.327566 
    1        0.439874   -1.415109    0.186435 
    6        3.597735   -0.502253   -0.458400 
    1        3.256278    0.117307    1.605349 
    1        3.357715    1.496209    0.486913 
    1        2.648892   -2.300800    0.310284 
    1        2.542405   -2.172835   -1.451838 
    1        4.583824   -0.888292   -0.182903 
    1        3.684884    0.006608   -1.426383 
    7        1.567977    0.401178    0.364508 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.08377352; ZPE = 0.219372 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-5 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.582880    0.473052   -0.121892 
    7        0.188357   -0.541213    0.005604 
    6        1.564747   -0.201091    0.006605 
    6        2.083591    1.107413    0.055774 
    6        2.460189   -1.282927   -0.023643 
    6        3.461494    1.314551    0.062740 
    1        1.400051    1.951009    0.090315 
    6        3.838769   -1.069030   -0.016479 
    1        2.051658   -2.291480   -0.055785 
    6        4.348169    0.231518    0.025857 
    1        3.848628    2.332227    0.101990 
    1        4.516018   -1.921669   -0.042998 
    1        5.423457    0.401756    0.034352 
    6       -2.439363   -1.150050    0.083386 
    6       -2.862955    1.252412   -0.230551 
    6       -3.947218   -0.898330   -0.082593 
    1       -2.172370   -1.529168    1.079512 
    1       -2.021006   -1.844866   -0.653088 
    6       -4.129406    0.580526    0.316461 
    1       -2.982687    1.535728   -1.286271 
    1       -2.548522    2.136463    0.331627 
    1       -4.235327   -1.042399   -1.130767 
    1       -4.547072   -1.580497    0.526848 
    1       -5.042393    1.023876   -0.091389 
    1       -4.160405    0.678053    1.408367 
    7       -1.862354    0.188307   -0.097719 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.10456664; ZPE = 0.219571 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-5 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.722070   -0.705199    0.952743 
    7       -0.236146    0.080441    1.247951 
    6       -1.451723    0.009806    0.513593 
    6       -1.951806   -1.173179   -0.062299 
    6       -2.240671    1.171279    0.478843 
    6       -3.206388   -1.177456   -0.671951 
    1       -1.359280   -2.083873   -0.018992 
    6       -3.489135    1.161751   -0.142493 
    1       -1.855646    2.077721    0.942915 
    6       -3.979635   -0.012732   -0.721435 
    1       -3.583443   -2.100505   -1.110860 
    1       -4.083284    2.074222   -0.169552 
    1       -4.957123   -0.023065   -1.200561 
    6        1.991887    1.129812   -0.189006 
    6        2.815848   -1.181071   -0.123846 
    6        3.388994    1.044526   -0.830452 
    1        1.981785    1.733388    0.727948 
    1        1.231685    1.538078   -0.861725 
    6        4.011662   -0.226826   -0.221911 
    1        2.642549   -1.705195   -1.074129 
    1        2.894521   -1.925397    0.672810 
    1        3.293204    0.932535   -1.917059 
    1        3.978861    1.945571   -0.637437 
    1        4.824410   -0.637593   -0.828196 
    1        4.403675   -0.016093    0.780609 
    7        1.693202   -0.273136    0.159301 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.05498747; ZPE = 0.217896 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-487.935 Hz) 
 
101 
cis-H-5 in ethanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.974846    1.597823    0.242209 
    7       -0.250069    1.756802   -0.036750 
    6       -1.249602    0.740274   -0.013505 
    6       -1.459473   -0.074753    1.113669 
    6       -2.185809    0.716992   -1.060241 
    6       -2.575457   -0.911892    1.171713 
    1       -0.759427   -0.036638    1.946140 
    6       -3.284289   -0.139267   -1.003741 
    1       -2.035773    1.374568   -1.914772 
    6       -3.486471   -0.957327    0.113009 
    1       -2.730411   -1.533711    2.052455 
    1       -3.991993   -0.160224   -1.831280 
    1       -4.350821   -1.617122    0.161327 
    6        1.189921   -0.837339   -0.364587 
    6        3.025692    0.457347    0.591711 
    6        2.521320   -1.594899   -0.526942 
    1        0.757492   -0.548567   -1.330388 
    1        0.439767   -1.418155    0.177849 
    6        3.597868   -0.498656   -0.457700 
    1        3.254236    0.110933    1.608682 
    1        3.353790    1.494951    0.496804 
    1        2.650163   -2.302044    0.301187 
    1        2.545552   -2.165787   -1.460255 
    1        4.584197   -0.884910   -0.183382 
    1        3.685380    0.014995   -1.423124 
    7        1.566030    0.398066    0.368606 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.08334374; ZPE = 0.219410 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-5 in ethanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.583192    0.475193   -0.117319 
    7        0.188189   -0.540167   -0.002094 
    6        1.564695   -0.200371    0.003173 
    6        2.084452    1.108102    0.041294 
    6        2.459307   -1.283095   -0.013564 
    6        3.462414    1.314060    0.052281 
    1        1.401602    1.952554    0.063823 
    6        3.837988   -1.070368   -0.002507 
    1        2.049874   -2.291403   -0.038013 
    6        4.348298    0.230019    0.029748 
    1        3.850257    2.331675    0.082696 
    1        4.514525   -1.923726   -0.018183 
    1        5.423602    0.399453    0.040886 
    6       -2.439100   -1.151183    0.066084 
    6       -2.863605    1.255291   -0.213255 
    6       -3.947532   -0.897226   -0.091217 
    1       -2.168495   -1.543164    1.056234 
    1       -2.023528   -1.836581   -0.680710 
    6       -4.128131    0.575923    0.329020 
    1       -2.987401    1.553855   -1.264290 
    1       -2.546726    2.131145    0.360213 
    1       -4.239332   -1.026822   -1.140255 
    1       -4.545337   -1.587770    0.510742 
    1       -5.042677    1.024903   -0.069039 
    1       -4.154960    0.658128    1.422281 
    7       -1.862728    0.189380   -0.099548 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.10433969; ZPE = 0.219617 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-5 in ethanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.816275   -0.733632   -1.124460 
    7       -0.217545   -1.159083   -0.460863 
    6       -1.395758   -0.514714   -0.231555 
    6       -1.653002    0.811444   -0.675866 
    6       -2.432685   -1.188602    0.467309 
    6       -2.887650    1.411963   -0.433160 
    1       -0.878608    1.351823   -1.216939 
    6       -3.652809   -0.565660    0.700888 
    1       -2.252321   -2.203966    0.815459 
    6       -3.902254    0.740692    0.255602 
    1       -3.053745    2.428171   -0.791702 
    1       -4.426476   -1.111421    1.241157 
    1       -4.860804    1.219640    0.442860 
    6        1.665967    0.123655    1.020812 
    6        3.057106    0.143700   -1.010275 
    6        3.073379    0.648853    1.346401 
    1        1.425678   -0.837272    1.495531 
    1        0.859031    0.823577    1.253668 
    6        3.964536    0.078097    0.223609 
    1        3.053703    1.147124   -1.454420 
    1        3.266868   -0.592216   -1.789196 
    1        3.080209    1.744431    1.314151 
    1        3.398703    0.339732    2.343644 
    1        4.887969    0.646516    0.083389 
    1        4.230471   -0.964098    0.436102 
    7        1.722462   -0.125659   -0.437004 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.05445670; ZPE = 0.217921 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-489.526 Hz) 
 
102 
cis-H-5 in methanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.975809    1.588195    0.255228 
    7       -0.247540    1.748541   -0.030716 
    6       -1.249761    0.733831   -0.011310 
    6       -1.450382   -0.100954    1.102935 
    6       -2.198055    0.734700   -1.047405 
    6       -2.571161   -0.931832    1.159315 
    1       -0.740740   -0.082775    1.927834 
    6       -3.300905   -0.116237   -0.993613 
    1       -2.054326    1.406675   -1.891876 
    6       -3.494845   -0.952857    0.110764 
    1       -2.719641   -1.568462    2.030635 
    1       -4.018427   -0.118212   -1.813032 
    1       -4.362783   -1.608228    0.157750 
    6        1.196465   -0.836974   -0.374362 
    6        3.022822    0.444658    0.614233 
    6        2.534723   -1.577013   -0.563327 
    1        0.756035   -0.528433   -1.330227 
    1        0.455385   -1.437628    0.158901 
    6        3.601719   -0.473620   -0.464261 
    1        3.248606    0.064420    1.619476 
    1        3.345215    1.486668    0.555624 
    1        2.673065   -2.307719    0.242489 
    1        2.560477   -2.118590   -1.513901 
    1        4.592071   -0.858806   -0.203047 
    1        3.682197    0.069540   -1.414027 
    7        1.563037    0.386027    0.386286 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.08359935; ZPE = 0.219384 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-5 in methanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -0.584817    0.481948   -0.110248 
    7        0.187708   -0.534340   -0.011410 
    6        1.564569   -0.197040   -0.001035 
    6        2.088255    1.110206    0.021976 
    6        2.455687   -1.282939   -0.000238 
    6        3.466841    1.311771    0.037989 
    1        1.408286    1.957361    0.028785 
    6        3.834990   -1.074479    0.015850 
    1        2.043177   -2.290245   -0.014414 
    6        4.349285    0.224637    0.034571 
    1        3.857874    2.328488    0.056411 
    1        4.508866   -1.930128    0.014462 
    1        5.425098    0.390818    0.048990 
    6       -2.436435   -1.151737    0.042131 
    6       -2.867586    1.258692   -0.189994 
    6       -3.946190   -0.898197   -0.103201 
    1       -2.160256   -1.560987    1.023727 
    1       -2.023202   -1.822488   -0.719152 
    6       -4.127902    0.566346    0.345540 
    1       -2.997036    1.576359   -1.234697 
    1       -2.549629    2.124298    0.398237 
    1       -4.242804   -1.008946   -1.153048 
    1       -4.539375   -1.601257    0.488749 
    1       -5.045337    1.020644   -0.039604 
    1       -4.149379    0.627895    1.440275 
    7       -1.863657    0.193054   -0.101237 
 --------------------------------------------  
E = -553.10481696; ZPE = 0.219602 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-5 in methanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        0.723071   -0.671311    0.968086 
    7       -0.234272    0.125341    1.233651 
    6       -1.452613    0.027601    0.506936 
    6       -1.934491   -1.165150   -0.064085 
    6       -2.261595    1.175299    0.473469 
    6       -3.192855   -1.193097   -0.665135 
    1       -1.325289   -2.064874   -0.024112 
    6       -3.513514    1.142306   -0.140007 
    1       -1.889615    2.089498    0.932876 
    6       -3.986924   -0.042324   -0.712409 
    1       -3.556077   -2.123552   -1.099962 
    1       -4.123706    2.044118   -0.165856 
    1       -4.966955   -0.071175   -1.185508 
    6        1.992993    1.122883   -0.233345 
    6        2.818365   -1.183418   -0.090324 
    6        3.401512    1.022272   -0.847796 
    1        1.966245    1.752713    0.665360 
    1        1.243470    1.509349   -0.930586 
    6        4.014943   -0.230883   -0.193551 
    1        2.659903   -1.730448   -1.030123 
    1        2.883891   -1.907751    0.725654 
    1        3.325331    0.880550   -1.932475 
    1        3.986513    1.929354   -0.668804 
    1        4.838567   -0.657068   -0.773994 
    1        4.388872    0.008027    0.809557 
    7        1.690333   -0.269983    0.151900 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -553.05467097; ZPE = 0.217902 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-486.962 Hz) 
 
103 
cis-H-6 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.523482   -0.218728    0.575573 
    6        3.228458   -1.427193   -0.324522 
    6        1.715050   -1.646647   -0.460222 
    6        1.000309   -0.365813   -0.909432 
    6        2.773452    1.022743    0.084049 
    1        1.501987   -2.439501   -1.187951 
    1        3.658699   -1.249233   -1.321048 
    1        3.709924   -2.328654    0.073389 
    1        3.214844   -0.436207    1.607039 
    1        4.598428   -0.000747    0.594781 
    1        1.339231   -0.076720   -1.917867 
    1       -0.072793   -0.518157   -0.950111 
    1        3.145040    1.315900   -0.912140 
    1        2.907089    1.869889    0.760174 
    1        1.294061   -1.966658    0.502208 
    7        0.585449    1.843168    0.261422 
    7       -0.677273    1.893289    0.243569 
    6       -1.567430    0.781867    0.139182 
    6       -1.593579   -0.217559    1.128815 
    6       -2.570151    0.809330   -0.841805 
    6       -2.593993   -1.189438    1.108842 
    1       -0.833735   -0.224094    1.908083 
    6       -3.556550   -0.177808   -0.862565 
    1       -2.561288    1.603597   -1.586329 
    6       -3.574344   -1.180723    0.111077 
    1       -2.606827   -1.958719    1.879850 
    1       -4.320296   -0.156359   -1.638774 
    1       -4.350372   -1.943927    0.098746 
    7        1.330079    0.744888    0.008723 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.39792340; ZPE = 0.248463 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.759423    1.203421   -0.161270 
    6       -4.395290   -0.187417   -0.032433 
    6       -3.434749   -1.260627   -0.561682 
    6       -2.068645   -1.201207    0.132623 
    6       -2.407968    1.250296    0.556599 
    1       -3.853159   -2.264618   -0.420147 
    1       -4.626310   -0.387658    1.024371 
    1       -5.345388   -0.225615   -0.578875 
    1       -3.613878    1.447632   -1.222339 
    1       -4.411830    1.974869    0.265468 
    1       -2.149147   -1.530104    1.182154 
    1       -1.342164   -1.850144   -0.358269 
    1       -2.562724    1.158475    1.644754 
    1       -1.877332    2.188135    0.371688 
    1       -3.289738   -1.120167   -1.641403 
    7       -0.233667    0.439845    0.142546 
    7        0.546599   -0.563169    0.071155 
    6        1.918875   -0.208342    0.008394 
    6        2.412845    1.086539   -0.237317 
    6        2.829459   -1.262278    0.185701 
    6        3.787251    1.311980   -0.283844 
    1        1.713848    1.903527   -0.392942 
    6        4.204126   -1.029901    0.138529 
    1        2.436935   -2.261724    0.364746 
    6        4.690654    0.259135   -0.095299 
    1        4.158198    2.318105   -0.476063 
    1        4.895998   -1.858605    0.282358 
    1        5.762943    0.442772   -0.137525 
    7       -1.535657    0.165543    0.099443 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.42223956; ZPE = 0.248924 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.394605   -0.940196    0.731948 
    6       -3.765314    0.535108    0.938124 
    6       -2.508948    1.415462    0.893909 
    6       -1.701658    1.190417   -0.390745 
    6       -2.595968   -1.124609   -0.561361 
    1       -2.775325    2.477776    0.956226 
    1       -4.459955    0.849819    0.145343 
    1       -4.289637    0.668501    1.892090 
    1       -2.792265   -1.294799    1.579312 
    1       -4.293880   -1.566478    0.684965 
    1       -2.267216    1.545611   -1.268104 
    1       -0.760548    1.735069   -0.362519 
    1       -3.234648   -0.892577   -1.430087 
    1       -2.232703   -2.149078   -0.673105 
    1       -1.868871    1.190299    1.757527 
    7       -0.380548   -0.748865   -1.250844 
    7        0.642574   -0.038019   -1.488586 
    6        1.742723   -0.052660   -0.585704 
    6        2.017060   -1.130753    0.275790 
    6        2.637798    1.026856   -0.642000 
    6        3.165011   -1.114781    1.066879 
    1        1.329311   -1.972001    0.317935 
    6        3.780236    1.038175    0.159012 
    1        2.422105    1.851941   -1.318646 
    6        4.050365   -0.032040    1.016639 
    1        3.368520   -1.954148    1.730710 
    1        4.462905    1.885365    0.109742 
    1        4.942804   -0.024594    1.639998 
    7       -1.420713   -0.244055   -0.571474 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.37215860; ZPE = 0.247337 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-485.976 Hz) 
 
104 
cis-H-6 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.503814   -0.239540    0.621640 
    6        3.258185   -1.390738   -0.363622 
    6        1.753383   -1.627190   -0.551235 
    6        1.023348   -0.332317   -0.927442 
    6        2.736939    1.015297    0.197063 
    1        1.572465   -2.373711   -1.334500 
    1        3.708658   -1.138085   -1.334736 
    1        3.749328   -2.307529   -0.015899 
    1        3.175458   -0.533678    1.627497 
    1        4.572849   -0.002136    0.684491 
    1        1.375098    0.029165   -1.908858 
    1       -0.045273   -0.509299   -1.002597 
    1        3.126406    1.386718   -0.766718 
    1        2.841017    1.816917    0.931094 
    1        1.316982   -2.019379    0.376790 
    7        0.560026    1.862000    0.206930 
    7       -0.694215    1.899609    0.134439 
    6       -1.570763    0.775730    0.094169 
    6       -1.562708   -0.193625    1.113176 
    6       -2.599685    0.766269   -0.859111 
    6       -2.557636   -1.169004    1.151499 
    1       -0.782167   -0.171303    1.868529 
    6       -3.576343   -0.228689   -0.825483 
    1       -2.618381    1.542360   -1.620125 
    6       -3.562097   -1.199387    0.179395 
    1       -2.547613   -1.910863    1.947188 
    1       -4.360062   -0.236012   -1.579780 
    1       -4.332168   -1.966125    0.211813 
    7        1.301158    0.714410    0.077992 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.39113855; ZPE = 0.261199 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.772579    1.188602   -0.191795 
    6       -4.394993   -0.200344    0.006842 
    6       -3.436969   -1.288496   -0.496590 
    6       -2.056765   -1.187568    0.163744 
    6       -2.405112    1.272640    0.491765 
    1       -3.845540   -2.287966   -0.304094 
    1       -4.602615   -0.358057    1.075641 
    1       -5.356627   -0.267587   -0.515907 
    1       -3.652041    1.389996   -1.264599 
    1       -4.422832    1.971742    0.216455 
    1       -2.111163   -1.471876    1.228319 
    1       -1.334050   -1.851807   -0.311586 
    1       -2.535008    1.226337    1.586748 
    1       -1.886221    2.205758    0.257988 
    1       -3.316527   -1.193514   -1.583979 
    7       -0.231322    0.460042    0.094802 
    7        0.543776   -0.543970    0.063424 
    6        1.918643   -0.200204    0.006877 
    6        2.425170    1.097626   -0.187115 
    6        2.816146   -1.269287    0.145111 
    6        3.800774    1.309327   -0.226503 
    1        1.733058    1.924721   -0.306776 
    6        4.192617   -1.050492    0.105117 
    1        2.409820   -2.267577    0.286456 
    6        4.692162    0.240364   -0.080024 
    1        4.182883    2.316901   -0.377847 
    1        4.875220   -1.890121    0.216462 
    1        5.765126    0.413947   -0.115461 
    7       -1.537889    0.179085    0.054289 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.41715604; ZPE = 0.249675 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.422065   -0.971441    0.702011 
    6       -3.830508    0.496967    0.885249 
    6       -2.590075    1.400759    0.888648 
    6       -1.723281    1.182379   -0.357312 
    6       -2.562561   -1.144849   -0.552797 
    1       -2.878795    2.458009    0.934357 
    1       -4.496888    0.794475    0.062149 
    1       -4.398632    0.624727    1.814493 
    1       -2.850710   -1.309627    1.576782 
    1       -4.305994   -1.615688    0.620822 
    1       -2.255218    1.524600   -1.261342 
    1       -0.795243    1.746656   -0.290040 
    1       -3.166986   -0.931949   -1.451464 
    1       -2.177538   -2.163152   -0.643545 
    1       -1.984029    1.192430    1.780289 
    7       -0.363592   -0.704064   -1.246447 
    7        0.637231    0.039641   -1.446488 
    6        1.752142   -0.017721   -0.565571 
    6        2.062360   -1.143650    0.218078 
    6        2.628806    1.077122   -0.572896 
    6        3.227377   -1.158993    0.981735 
    1        1.388831   -1.995248    0.218754 
    6        3.786934    1.057785    0.203586 
    1        2.384736    1.935112   -1.194200 
    6        4.092979   -0.060010    0.983539 
    1        3.460994   -2.035434    1.582669 
    1        4.454668    1.916458    0.194162 
    1        4.998316   -0.077579    1.585493 
    7       -1.403662   -0.246131   -0.509208 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.36393246; ZPE = 0.247935 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-509.182 Hz) 
 
105 
cis-H-6 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.503635   -0.238370    0.617795 
    6        3.251665   -1.397046   -0.357320 
    6        1.745744   -1.629462   -0.542274 
    6        1.020513   -0.334344   -0.927563 
    6        2.740079    1.015529    0.183969 
    1        1.561971   -2.381242   -1.319813 
    1        3.702357   -1.154525   -1.330911 
    1        3.739528   -2.312813   -0.002371 
    1        3.176362   -0.522574    1.626810 
    1        4.573758   -0.004725    0.676176 
    1        1.373940    0.018442   -1.911599 
    1       -0.048835   -0.506708   -1.001704 
    1        3.129128    1.376711   -0.783938 
    1        2.847615    1.823659    0.910237 
    1        1.308251   -2.013044    0.388791 
    7        0.562083    1.862348    0.211911 
    7       -0.692326    1.900389    0.145792 
    6       -1.569343    0.777566    0.098907 
    6       -1.564824   -0.193784    1.116065 
    6       -2.594837    0.769519   -0.858047 
    6       -2.559211   -1.169926    1.148645 
    1       -0.787295   -0.172016    1.874508 
    6       -3.571245   -0.225797   -0.829713 
    1       -2.611070    1.546930   -1.617636 
    6       -3.560163   -1.198742    0.172980 
    1       -2.551673   -1.913410    1.942753 
    1       -4.352255   -0.231841   -1.586731 
    1       -4.329994   -1.965774    0.201021 
    7        1.303975    0.717558    0.069977 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.39060026; ZPE = 0.249221 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.771769    1.188918   -0.190330 
    6       -4.394273   -0.200846    0.002588 
    6       -3.434755   -1.287485   -0.501418 
    6       -2.056475   -1.187996    0.163068 
    6       -2.405895    1.271097    0.496819 
    1       -3.844003   -2.287465   -0.313062 
    1       -4.604572   -0.361657    1.070406 
    1       -5.354668   -0.266825   -0.522579 
    1       -3.648601    1.393499   -1.262214 
    1       -4.423460    1.970552    0.218497 
    1       -2.114002   -1.475268    1.226719 
    1       -1.331804   -1.850595   -0.311529 
    1       -2.538816    1.222148    1.591410 
    1       -1.886298    2.204791    0.267080 
    1       -3.311339   -1.189289   -1.588169 
    7       -0.231296    0.460506    0.098398 
    7        0.543545   -0.543230    0.063952 
    6        1.918297   -0.199897    0.006811 
    6        2.424757    1.097333   -0.190804 
    6        2.815592   -1.268709    0.147849 
    6        3.800305    1.308839   -0.230721 
    1        1.732390    1.923763   -0.312666 
    6        4.191986   -1.050050    0.107403 
    1        2.408908   -2.266338    0.291776 
    6        4.691530    0.240249   -0.081228 
    1        4.182522    2.315823   -0.384947 
    1        4.874569   -1.889245    0.221074 
    1        5.764403    0.413637   -0.117148 
    7       -1.538110    0.178974    0.058383 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.41674485; ZPE = 0.249734 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.417749   -0.966717    0.708825 
    6       -3.821999    0.503007    0.891570 
    6       -2.580206    1.405052    0.885194 
    6       -1.721449    1.181850   -0.365561 
    6       -2.565574   -1.144059   -0.550575 
    1       -2.867391    2.462748    0.930130 
    1       -4.493010    0.799909    0.072019 
    1       -4.384263    0.633806    1.823944 
    1       -2.842120   -1.304551    1.580889 
    1       -4.303689   -1.608977    0.634061 
    1       -2.258911    1.522245   -1.267064 
    1       -0.792120    1.744816   -0.306553 
    1       -3.175126   -0.931628   -1.445977 
    1       -2.182664   -2.163035   -0.642187 
    1       -1.968964    1.198155    1.773585 
    7       -0.364760   -0.713022   -1.245957 
    7        0.637379    0.027136   -1.451032 
    6        1.750497   -0.022902   -0.567834 
    6        2.059111   -1.143176    0.224457 
    6        2.626838    1.072099   -0.580712 
    6        3.222120   -1.152762    0.991201 
    1        1.385765   -1.994833    0.228988 
    6        3.783086    1.058402    0.198578 
    1        2.383907    1.925515   -1.208529 
    6        4.087441   -0.053652    0.987273 
    1        3.454423   -2.024727    1.598964 
    1        4.450658    1.917032    0.184688 
    1        4.991228   -0.066684    1.591497 
    7       -1.405537   -0.247348   -0.514863 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.36328165; ZPE = 0.247973 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-510.157 Hz) 
 
106 
cis-H-6 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.527359   -0.216726    0.576931 
    6        3.239910   -1.417737   -0.335064 
    6        1.727832   -1.645255   -0.469541 
    6        1.003394   -0.365502   -0.904992 
    6        2.769014    1.024827    0.099481 
    1        1.517801   -2.432328   -1.204411 
    1        3.667007   -1.226585   -1.330473 
    1        3.728053   -2.319910    0.052952 
    1        3.221139   -0.447102    1.606321 
    1        4.600740    0.008684    0.597872 
    1        1.337132   -0.064053   -1.911547 
    1       -0.068614   -0.526259   -0.943638 
    1        3.137163    1.332162   -0.893704 
    1        2.898348    1.864701    0.785435 
    1        1.311226   -1.977529    0.490668 
    7        0.580818    1.843180    0.255956 
    7       -0.681559    1.893064    0.226968 
    6       -1.570373    0.779546    0.132009 
    6       -1.588815   -0.219733    1.121936 
    6       -2.580788    0.806687   -0.841108 
    6       -2.589635   -1.191274    1.110010 
    1       -0.822837   -0.227252    1.895053 
    6       -3.567108   -0.180601   -0.854514 
    1       -2.577797    1.600889   -1.585741 
    6       -3.577551   -1.183084    0.119635 
    1       -2.596600   -1.960225    1.881387 
    1       -4.336726   -0.159266   -1.624861 
    1       -4.353620   -1.946290    0.113671 
    7        1.326192    0.739967    0.023123 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.39804555; ZPE = 0.248477 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.762659    1.199240   -0.179886 
    6       -4.396486   -0.188808   -0.016619 
    6       -3.439626   -1.271806   -0.532222 
    6       -2.067722   -1.197382    0.148963 
    6       -2.405669    1.262125    0.526028 
    1       -3.855794   -2.273055   -0.366675 
    1       -4.617717   -0.367365    1.046152 
    1       -5.351374   -0.238753   -0.553673 
    1       -3.625742    1.420973   -1.247024 
    1       -4.412183    1.979256    0.235562 
    1       -2.138735   -1.505711    1.205442 
    1       -1.344956   -1.855411   -0.335282 
    1       -2.551450    1.193008    1.617099 
    1       -1.877550    2.196326    0.317110 
    1       -3.304077   -1.153281   -1.615809 
    7       -0.233189    0.442939    0.125056 
    7        0.546380   -0.561467    0.070539 
    6        1.919338   -0.207706    0.008768 
    6        2.415921    1.090755   -0.212088 
    6        2.827987   -1.266504    0.164965 
    6        3.790656    1.313885   -0.257027 
    1        1.718692    1.912459   -0.349239 
    6        4.203215   -1.036530    0.119179 
    1        2.433478   -2.268211    0.326020 
    6        4.692209    0.255560   -0.090815 
    1        4.163513    2.322912   -0.429447 
    1        4.893399   -1.869462    0.245764 
    1        5.764831    0.437776   -0.131159 
    7       -1.535666    0.168750    0.084361 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.42213285; ZPE = 0.248918 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.404354   -0.942755    0.729309 
    6       -3.783962    0.532070    0.921005 
    6       -2.530303    1.416442    0.886222 
    6       -1.706758    1.186719   -0.387020 
    6       -2.590283   -1.132927   -0.553268 
    1       -2.800874    2.478242    0.938560 
    1       -4.469932    0.838711    0.117597 
    1       -4.320347    0.669609    1.867640 
    1       -2.810229   -1.288655    1.586024 
    1       -4.300077   -1.573654    0.676451 
    1       -2.262276    1.534911   -1.273583 
    1       -0.768018    1.734963   -0.349623 
    1       -3.219399   -0.910105   -1.431333 
    1       -2.221664   -2.156738   -0.652764 
    1       -1.900001    1.199061    1.759000 
    7       -0.377655   -0.746976   -1.241611 
    7        0.642038   -0.031407   -1.479090 
    6        1.746107   -0.049411   -0.580679 
    6        2.033690   -1.135153    0.266844 
    6        2.633449    1.036740   -0.630587 
    6        3.186369   -1.119632    1.050917 
    1        1.352717   -1.982038    0.303915 
    6        3.780487    1.047821    0.163886 
    1        2.407883    1.867518   -1.296955 
    6        4.063578   -0.029869    1.007746 
    1        3.400262   -1.965141    1.703593 
    1        4.456676    1.900469    0.119870 
    1        4.959839   -0.023145    1.625603 
    7       -1.417623   -0.247942   -0.556477 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.37215489; ZPE = 0.247334 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-486.366 Hz) 
 
107 
cis-H-6 in ethanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.523860   -0.220241    0.581430 
    6        3.237329   -1.418928   -0.334120 
    6        1.725383   -1.644190   -0.474701 
    6        1.004624   -0.361906   -0.909194 
    6        2.768168    1.023101    0.104245 
    1        1.517164   -2.429268   -1.212206 
    1        3.668109   -1.226177   -1.327657 
    1        3.723034   -2.322710    0.053223 
    1        3.214380   -0.452498    1.609419 
    1        4.597552    0.003296    0.605890 
    1        1.342516   -0.058999   -1.914060 
    1       -0.067565   -0.520889   -0.952843 
    1        3.140331    1.331652   -0.887232 
    1        2.896925    1.862053    0.791468 
    1        1.304725   -1.978172    0.483139 
    7        0.580467    1.845258    0.252936 
    7       -0.681405    1.893797    0.222654 
    6       -1.569492    0.780213    0.130154 
    6       -1.588323   -0.215411    1.123890 
    6       -2.578804    0.802822   -0.844217 
    6       -2.588594   -1.187361    1.114973 
    1       -0.823258   -0.218509    1.897843 
    6       -3.564282   -0.185212   -0.854740 
    1       -2.575605    1.594621   -1.591292 
    6       -3.575290   -1.183728    0.123441 
    1       -2.596272   -1.952942    1.889609 
    1       -4.332999   -0.167533   -1.625997 
    1       -4.350902   -1.947322    0.119524 
    7        1.325851    0.739295    0.023583 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.39762199; ZPE = 0.248526 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6 in ethanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.763403    1.198966   -0.177553 
    6       -4.396563   -0.189798   -0.017604 
    6       -3.438773   -1.271255   -0.534733 
    6       -2.067232   -1.197254    0.147192 
    6       -2.406513    1.261051    0.528657 
    1       -3.854438   -2.273063   -0.371374 
    1       -4.618490   -0.370640    1.044626 
    1       -5.351072   -0.239156   -0.555373 
    1       -3.626485    1.423244   -1.244135 
    1       -4.413440    1.977646    0.239577 
    1       -2.138516   -1.507267    1.203163 
    1       -1.343953   -1.854215   -0.337727 
    1       -2.552354    1.189775    1.619600 
    1       -1.878910    2.195969    0.321698 
    1       -3.302733   -1.150556   -1.617992 
    7       -0.233401    0.444023    0.125697 
    7        0.546332   -0.560091    0.070547 
    6        1.919401   -0.206956    0.008620 
    6        2.416726    1.090737   -0.214621 
    6        2.827407   -1.265921    0.167116 
    6        3.791547    1.313052   -0.259473 
    1        1.720062    1.912513   -0.353735 
    6        4.202707   -1.036752    0.121472 
    1        2.432253   -2.267009    0.329933 
    6        4.692431    0.254633   -0.090813 
    1        4.164965    2.321462   -0.433781 
    1        4.892364   -1.869729    0.249941 
    1        5.765091    0.436193   -0.131126 
    7       -1.535897    0.169183    0.084776 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.42193545; ZPE = 0.248951 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6 in ethanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.403921   -0.943614    0.729397 
    6       -3.783749    0.531182    0.921497 
    6       -2.530547    1.416260    0.886145 
    6       -1.707358    1.186428   -0.387364 
    6       -2.589692   -1.133115   -0.553221 
    1       -2.801713    2.477896    0.938575 
    1       -4.470236    0.837654    0.118456 
    1       -4.319912    0.668498    1.868289 
    1       -2.809795   -1.289648    1.586041 
    1       -4.299652   -1.574488    0.676484 
    1       -2.263543    1.534313   -1.273708 
    1       -0.769008    1.735494   -0.350749 
    1       -3.219248   -0.910370   -1.431097 
    1       -2.221073   -2.156861   -0.653439 
    1       -1.899753    1.199274    1.758645 
    7       -0.377302   -0.746009   -1.242802 
    7        0.641702   -0.029338   -1.478224 
    6        1.745907   -0.048266   -0.580478 
    6        2.033975   -1.135409    0.265106 
    6        2.632883    1.038243   -0.628566 
    6        3.186868   -1.121135    1.048727 
    1        1.353203   -1.982448    0.300425 
    6        3.780037    1.048102    0.165618 
    1        2.406911    1.869844   -1.293646 
    6        4.063700   -0.031082    1.007317 
    1        3.401288   -1.967818    1.699593 
    1        4.455949    1.900956    0.123049 
    1        4.960091   -0.025183    1.624873 
    7       -1.417562   -0.247892   -0.555667 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.37177924; ZPE = 0.247367 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-487.179 Hz) 
 
108 
cis-H-6 in methanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.517010   -0.226236    0.588495 
    6        3.233322   -1.418913   -0.335828 
    6        1.721777   -1.640055   -0.487323 
    6        1.006964   -0.353383   -0.918548 
    6        2.767414    1.021811    0.113751 
    1        1.516584   -2.419905   -1.231186 
    1        3.670745   -1.221274   -1.325481 
    1        3.714520   -2.326052    0.049303 
    1        3.200602   -0.463665    1.613189 
    1        4.591048   -0.005375    0.620753 
    1        1.352488   -0.045100   -1.919156 
    1       -0.065394   -0.509022   -0.970296 
    1        3.146518    1.334986   -0.873613 
    1        2.893941    1.856360    0.806768 
    1        1.294224   -1.979002    0.465709 
    7        0.579835    1.847276    0.252796 
    7       -0.682251    1.895255    0.219530 
    6       -1.568407    0.779796    0.127818 
    6       -1.577649   -0.219934    1.117561 
    6       -2.585035    0.804421   -0.838764 
    6       -2.576576   -1.193194    1.113274 
    1       -0.805640   -0.225307    1.884758 
    6       -3.569387   -0.184969   -0.844902 
    1       -2.589102    1.598739   -1.583223 
    6       -3.571396   -1.186872    0.129907 
    1       -2.576902   -1.961837    1.885000 
    1       -4.344264   -0.165586   -1.610009 
    1       -4.346195   -1.951406    0.129407 
    7        1.325073    0.741557    0.022736 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.39786628; ZPE = 0.248476 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6 in methanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6       -3.761563    1.204062   -0.144742 
    6       -4.395387   -0.188947   -0.030400 
    6       -3.434976   -1.254493   -0.575040 
    6       -2.066600   -1.201803    0.115349 
    6       -2.408429    1.244097    0.570159 
    1       -3.851560   -2.260660   -0.444007 
    1       -4.623285   -0.401865    1.024597 
    1       -5.346919   -0.222021   -0.574675 
    1       -3.619097    1.460820   -1.203254 
    1       -4.413657    1.969730    0.292724 
    1       -2.142465   -1.544778    1.160699 
    1       -1.341205   -1.843283   -0.386861 
    1       -2.560317    1.139127    1.657517 
    1       -1.879574    2.184876    0.395193 
    1       -3.293683   -1.101227   -1.653500 
    7       -0.233555    0.440533    0.146403 
    7        0.546669   -0.561880    0.067232 
    6        1.919072   -0.207915    0.006830 
    6        2.413265    1.083866   -0.253485 
    6        2.829124   -1.259723    0.199185 
    6        3.787777    1.309344   -0.297914 
    1        1.714353    1.898393   -0.422316 
    6        4.203799   -1.027209    0.154461 
    1        2.436366   -2.257185    0.388427 
    6        4.690684    0.259229   -0.092955 
    1        4.159080    2.313043   -0.501633 
    1        4.895510   -1.853785    0.310616 
    1        5.763050    0.442647   -0.133700 
    7       -1.535571    0.166078    0.098003 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.42236366; ZPE = 0.261007 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6 in methanol 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.437021    0.417457   -0.874961 
    6        3.414395    1.273433    0.400015 
    6        1.997415    1.345263    0.988910 
    6        1.422101   -0.058754    1.230530 
    6        2.846914   -0.975761   -0.615720 
    1        1.996314    1.886092    1.942549 
    1        4.097269    0.839071    1.144399 
    1        3.781730    2.283052    0.182010 
    1        2.856179    0.908035   -1.667479 
    1        4.460860    0.296731   -1.247834 
    1        2.010105   -0.588822    1.992810 
    1        0.378499   -0.039823    1.540374 
    1        3.482104   -1.536454    0.084373 
    1        2.726596   -1.559597   -1.531046 
    1        1.331458    1.888982    0.306260 
    7        0.534629   -1.482462   -0.588896 
    7       -0.609468   -1.528167    0.011743 
    6       -1.653581   -0.652754   -0.061188 
    6       -1.616818    0.530751   -0.847627 
    6       -2.846443   -0.933696    0.655687 
    6       -2.725339    1.374132   -0.906820 
    1       -0.719985    0.767213   -1.415786 
    6       -3.936050   -0.073987    0.583646 
    1       -2.890578   -1.836816    1.261472 
    6       -3.895329    1.090784   -0.196163 
    1       -2.667291    2.270609   -1.524501 
    1       -4.836558   -0.318423    1.147035 
    1       -4.753468    1.757270   -0.246894 
    7        1.514989   -0.851989   -0.009361 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -592.37207671; ZPE = 0.247343 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-485.81 Hz) 
 
109 
cis-H-6-O in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.491931   -0.312693    0.545052 
    6        1.864115   -1.608069   -0.535028 
    6        1.031558   -0.371680   -0.876725 
    6        2.739789    0.974344    0.222022 
    1        1.753112   -2.357325   -1.324942 
    1        3.186334   -0.686696    1.535375 
    1        4.570351   -0.127936    0.553773 
    1        1.309246    0.005616   -1.873361 
    1       -0.021036   -0.641815   -0.888613 
    1        3.111911    1.393161   -0.726241 
    1        2.887670    1.712620    1.014502 
    1        1.510232   -2.038959    0.415184 
    7        0.573966    1.842143    0.208892 
    7       -0.679361    1.893093    0.116478 
    6       -1.569241    0.775384    0.085807 
    6       -1.581557   -0.176514    1.120740 
    6       -2.582234    0.762365   -0.884064 
    6       -2.586397   -1.143060    1.158607 
    1       -0.810974   -0.152234    1.888393 
    6       -3.568126   -0.224633   -0.850193 
    1       -2.581491    1.523947   -1.662156 
    6       -3.576527   -1.179117    0.171076 
    1       -2.593467   -1.874580    1.965615 
    1       -4.339779   -0.238990   -1.618644 
    1       -4.353565   -1.940909    0.203034 
    7        1.300551    0.680504    0.125850 
    8        3.253187   -1.308006   -0.448029 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.28824855; ZPE = 0.224523 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6-O in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.797931    1.098686    0.116832 
    6        3.477252   -1.187058    0.527742 
    6        2.074795   -1.181737   -0.081624 
    6        2.429445    1.234266   -0.546125 
    1        3.950785   -2.159976    0.365621 
    1        3.719567    1.318868    1.193561 
    1        4.508230    1.796109   -0.336980 
    1        2.099045   -1.546170   -1.120707 
    1        1.405404   -1.829027    0.488710 
    1        2.540947    1.147866   -1.638436 
    1        1.972884    2.201523   -0.317029 
    1        3.409863   -1.002726    1.611851 
    7        0.239744    0.458700   -0.117755 
    7       -0.532277   -0.546182   -0.035013 
    6       -1.909123   -0.202593    0.003747 
    6       -2.413543    1.087565    0.250303 
    6       -2.807988   -1.262044   -0.194944 
    6       -3.789829    1.304095    0.275802 
    1       -1.722033    1.907349    0.424135 
    6       -4.184708   -1.038173   -0.169852 
    1       -2.405797   -2.257722   -0.373337 
    6       -4.682498    0.246379    0.064663 
    1       -4.170684    2.306134    0.469620 
    1       -4.869190   -1.869816   -0.330612 
    1       -5.756517    0.422900    0.090729 
    7        1.544780    0.182927   -0.047633 
    8        4.325170   -0.212467   -0.075448 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.31231579; ZPE = 0.224988 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6-O in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.449013   -0.919536   -0.631847 
    6        2.667584    1.261940   -0.988477 
    6        1.727268    1.194482    0.215669 
    6        2.572849   -1.085801    0.606302 
    1        3.024975    2.287446   -1.122593 
    1        2.914122   -1.284861   -1.523148 
    1        4.376470   -1.488498   -0.517220 
    1        2.207551    1.635344    1.103300 
    1        0.815816    1.753023    0.005934 
    1        3.152826   -0.825569    1.505728 
    1        2.224155   -2.117910    0.700618 
    1        2.125937    0.953704   -1.897001 
    7        0.374167   -0.600549    1.283226 
    7       -0.623556    0.161250    1.429790 
    6       -1.748671    0.030986    0.566190 
    6       -2.029463   -1.137879   -0.163990 
    6       -2.654325    1.101849    0.531663 
    6       -3.199885   -1.220534   -0.916844 
    1       -1.330935   -1.970562   -0.136404 
    6       -3.817668    1.014359   -0.233649 
    1       -2.430896    1.997303    1.109102 
    6       -4.096776   -0.146964   -0.959733 
    1       -3.411251   -2.129584   -1.478555 
    1       -4.509665    1.854955   -0.258528 
    1       -5.005903   -0.216872   -1.554583 
    7        1.399693   -0.213419    0.488089 
    8        3.821890    0.445462   -0.812011 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.26044198; ZPE = 0.223192 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-505.632 Hz) 
 
110 
cis-H-6-O in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.483415   -0.316470    0.547220 
    6        1.853967   -1.609578   -0.529654 
    6        1.028893   -0.370466   -0.881632 
    6        2.736270    0.971415    0.214239 
    1        1.746614   -2.363445   -1.315311 
    1        3.176470   -0.678906    1.541888 
    1        4.562914   -0.139635    0.554416 
    1        1.316814   -0.000956   -1.878575 
    1       -0.025855   -0.632383   -0.900132 
    1        3.112577    1.380871   -0.736648 
    1        2.882206    1.719063    0.997648 
    1        1.488542   -2.034114    0.419477 
    7        0.572382    1.849288    0.204947 
    7       -0.677902    1.897744    0.116271 
    6       -1.564489    0.780305    0.086345 
    6       -1.585411   -0.161541    1.130006 
    6       -2.568595    0.752970   -0.891965 
    6       -2.585640   -1.131734    1.167482 
    1       -0.823233   -0.123473    1.903310 
    6       -3.550098   -0.237241   -0.858068 
    1       -2.564515    1.509679   -1.672441 
    6       -3.565008   -1.182260    0.170968 
    1       -2.599185   -1.853456    1.981356 
    1       -4.314563   -0.260752   -1.631463 
    1       -4.339021   -1.945026    0.203021 
    7        1.298281    0.680179    0.119770 
    8        3.241384   -1.317542   -0.435389 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.28051988; ZPE = 0.225133 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-H-6-O in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.808242    1.084214    0.138627 
    6        3.476443   -1.209658    0.474971 
    6        2.063887   -1.171962   -0.109388 
    6        2.428742    1.252503   -0.494416 
    1        3.942443   -2.177718    0.269573 
    1        3.748821    1.271918    1.223082 
    1        4.518231    1.789202   -0.303331 
    1        2.068283   -1.497227   -1.161721 
    1        1.395360   -1.834312    0.444014 
    1        2.521300    1.202629   -1.591041 
    1        1.982223    2.214259   -0.226888 
    1        3.427373   -1.066888    1.566645 
    7        0.238424    0.477363   -0.078304 
    7       -0.529767   -0.528680   -0.029836 
    6       -1.908232   -0.194740    0.004988 
    6       -2.423261    1.097642    0.209729 
    6       -2.796018   -1.267384   -0.161771 
    6       -3.800379    1.301744    0.229904 
    1       -1.737229    1.926028    0.353571 
    6       -4.174069   -1.055820   -0.142179 
    1       -2.381941   -2.261477   -0.309724 
    6       -4.682792    0.229946    0.053097 
    1       -4.190639    2.304625    0.390660 
    1       -4.850610   -1.896867   -0.276567 
    1       -5.757101    0.397348    0.073953 
    7        1.546972    0.193840   -0.011683 
    8        4.321086   -0.221010   -0.104354 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.30611836; ZPE = 0.225652 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-H-6-O in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    6        3.452970   -0.886383   -0.679801 
    6        2.674419    1.309990   -0.918148 
    6        1.729984    1.176191    0.277491 
    6        2.570615   -1.119206    0.543676 
    1        3.036800    2.339372   -0.994595 
    1        2.921626   -1.207177   -1.590646 
    1        4.381681   -1.457856   -0.593519 
    1        2.210418    1.564472    1.189466 
    1        0.819176    1.747352    0.101818 
    1        3.147744   -0.907596    1.457836 
    1        2.220022   -2.153772    0.585185 
    1        2.132272    1.057169   -1.843749 
    7        0.371593   -0.673381    1.243831 
    7       -0.620045    0.082526    1.428839 
    6       -1.747849    0.000267    0.565403 
    6       -2.063481   -1.146612   -0.184171 
    6       -2.623827    1.095058    0.553421 
    6       -3.236037   -1.182751   -0.935583 
    1       -1.388430   -1.996936   -0.169558 
    6       -3.789769    1.054129   -0.210462 
    1       -2.373961    1.969458    1.148955 
    6       -4.102078   -0.084362   -0.957273 
    1       -3.474793   -2.074467   -1.511364 
    1       -4.458227    1.912167   -0.217415 
    1       -5.013172   -0.118216   -1.549750 
    7        1.398823   -0.243594    0.463590 
    8        3.824570    0.483657   -0.786725 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -628.25159751; ZPE = 0.223734 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-520.764 Hz) 
 
111 
cis-Cl-4 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        2.380731    1.300584    0.418036 
    7        1.232441    1.812690    0.266571 
    6        0.030260    1.054294    0.143506 
    6       -0.344860    0.071474    1.076200 
    6       -0.897094    1.465336   -0.827485 
    6       -1.614623   -0.504336    1.022845 
    1        0.347569   -0.232502    1.858392 
    6       -2.157532    0.877841   -0.903525 
    1       -0.618008    2.250360   -1.527979 
    6       -2.503072   -0.102946    0.026840 
    1       -1.905032   -1.259262    1.750288 
    1       -2.865569    1.186951   -1.669332 
    6        2.032256   -1.041368   -0.595386 
    6        4.000979   -0.487710    0.123275 
    6        3.436161   -1.691036   -0.676214 
    1        1.672231   -0.598851   -1.530955 
    1        1.233653   -1.636225   -0.144908 
    1        4.600802    0.214758   -0.465838 
    1        4.518344   -0.718245    1.060290 
    1        3.835890   -1.802005   -1.686038 
    1        3.505880   -2.644081   -0.147460 
    7        2.614190   -0.010240    0.318937 
   17       -4.106596   -0.843026   -0.050683 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.34060538; ZPE = 0.179785 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-Cl-4 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.835922   -0.498817   -0.131522 
    7        1.106297    0.544872   -0.204497 
    6       -0.280626    0.272551   -0.124075 
    6       -0.863265   -1.008016   -0.171595 
    6       -1.116902    1.394019   -0.009589 
    6       -2.244629   -1.159413   -0.092227 
    1       -0.229519   -1.884330   -0.274039 
    6       -2.501328    1.254361    0.072067 
    1       -0.663481    2.382935    0.019130 
    6       -3.050789   -0.025644    0.030827 
    1       -2.692343   -2.150230   -0.131030 
    1       -3.141267    2.128969    0.164475 
    6        3.865541    1.002860   -0.070357 
    6        4.200469   -1.122446    0.239833 
    6        5.108320    0.141102    0.287198 
    1        3.444575    1.589783    0.755453 
    1        3.929287    1.631601   -0.964162 
    1        3.964908   -1.555112    1.218974 
    1        4.497167   -1.917212   -0.452775 
    1        5.551208    0.352093    1.262200 
    1        5.885884    0.151203   -0.479503 
    7        3.122911   -0.258471   -0.272544 
   17       -4.806063   -0.219943    0.127573 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.35681612; ZPE = 0.179891 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-Cl-4 in acetonitrile 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.129606    0.753042   -1.000902 
    7       -1.122647    1.312818   -0.385525 
    6        0.133292    0.805530   -0.258926 
    6        0.524112   -0.454676   -0.790401 
    6        1.123086    1.569430    0.416629 
    6        1.831560   -0.914866   -0.654437 
    1       -0.205593   -1.066665   -1.316129 
    6        2.423117    1.101764    0.553124 
    1        0.847026    2.536601    0.831567 
    6        2.775632   -0.139793    0.016177 
    1        2.108990   -1.880552   -1.073181 
    1        3.163240    1.703634    1.076912 
    6       -2.848967   -0.364892    1.154081 
    6       -4.221711   -0.528322   -0.540240 
    6       -4.283720   -0.933815    0.961689 
    1       -2.742180    0.532182    1.774442 
    1       -2.063288   -1.083354    1.405401 
    1       -4.907330    0.259180   -0.867330 
    1       -4.220611   -1.351590   -1.261012 
    1       -5.050990   -0.407744    1.532088 
    1       -4.365973   -2.008432    1.131491 
    7       -2.862791   -0.006779   -0.282442 
   17        4.441389   -0.734646    0.194215 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.30780686; ZPE = 0.178052 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-497.279 Hz) 
 
112 
cis-Cl-4 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.378019    1.299016   -0.424130 
    7       -1.233836    1.804731   -0.262931 
    6       -0.031729    1.048396   -0.142666 
    6        0.340134    0.054022   -1.063938 
    6        0.903132    1.473924    0.814390 
    6        1.611027   -0.517632   -1.012524 
    1       -0.358725   -0.258637   -1.834703 
    6        2.163253    0.887752    0.890499 
    1        0.627673    2.272039    1.498844 
    6        2.507205   -0.105377   -0.027633 
    1        1.900411   -1.278553   -1.731580 
    1        2.876853    1.207519    1.644166 
    6       -2.042345   -1.026169    0.616606 
    6       -3.996252   -0.483531   -0.133455 
    6       -3.444862   -1.679292    0.685896 
    1       -1.707951   -0.555203    1.548058 
    1       -1.227196   -1.628590    0.207779 
    1       -4.585122    0.235260    0.446815 
    1       -4.522896   -0.720502   -1.063413 
    1       -3.860113   -1.787313    1.689704 
    1       -3.504306   -2.636569    0.163598 
    7       -2.605476   -0.025139   -0.341099 
   17        4.107372   -0.841898    0.050871 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.33325846; ZPE = 0.180352 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-Cl-4 in benzene 
 -------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.836507   -0.512542   -0.161005 
    7        1.110292    0.529855   -0.215316 
    6       -0.277202    0.262952   -0.132332 
    6       -0.863557   -1.015150   -0.168622 
    6       -1.107567    1.387721   -0.022658 
    6       -2.244477   -1.160062   -0.084158 
    1       -0.229704   -1.890361   -0.265455 
    6       -2.491628    1.253367    0.064271 
    1       -0.647052    2.371725   -0.003411 
    6       -3.048089   -0.023758    0.033576 
    1       -2.697557   -2.146747   -0.113889 
    1       -3.128986    2.128011    0.152229 
    6        3.844373    1.006154   -0.051530 
    6        4.196424   -1.114812    0.240788 
    6        5.092029    0.155861    0.315436 
    1        3.394320    1.564231    0.778707 
    1        3.916918    1.660987   -0.924964 
    1        3.938105   -1.547338    1.214357 
    1        4.519794   -1.910266   -0.438628 
    1        5.523606    0.361185    1.296606 
    1        5.879138    0.181419   -0.441049 
    7        3.127962   -0.261042   -0.303471 
   17       -4.799632   -0.210610    0.137378 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.35116886; ZPE = 0.180599 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-Cl-4 in benzene 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.011505   -0.295073   -1.052920 
    7       -1.120507    0.601147   -1.135355 
    6        0.188027    0.317212   -0.661532 
    6        0.707439   -0.979777   -0.503418 
    6        1.027399    1.418817   -0.436832 
    6        2.034380   -1.167029   -0.123970 
    1        0.071127   -1.839950   -0.687531 
    6        2.351579    1.241087   -0.044094 
    1        0.624897    2.418539   -0.576736 
    6        2.844304   -0.054650    0.108091 
    1        2.436515   -2.169098   -0.006093 
    1        2.995136    2.097059    0.135832 
    6       -3.244826    0.830691    0.869033 
    6       -4.111674   -0.960638    0.013397 
    6       -4.584457    0.074787    1.070884 
    1       -3.316052    1.756727    0.286242 
    1       -2.629712    1.011976    1.754757 
    1       -4.605420   -0.874663   -0.961137 
    1       -4.091962   -2.011002    0.321575 
    1       -5.481386    0.636060    0.802720 
    1       -4.703331   -0.343484    2.072634 
    7       -2.787670   -0.309880    0.032866 
   17        4.521467   -0.292854    0.599780 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.29825807; ZPE = 0.178631 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-542.93 Hz) 
 
113 
cis-Cl-4 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.378087    1.299401   -0.424060 
    7       -1.234207    1.804719   -0.263406 
    6       -0.032083    1.048514   -0.143797 
    6        0.339661    0.053175   -1.064088 
    6        0.903179    1.475203    0.812351 
    6        1.610623   -0.518247   -1.012167 
    1       -0.359386   -0.260217   -1.834055 
    6        2.163096    0.888926    0.889163 
    1        0.627685    2.274397    1.495312 
    6        2.507047   -0.105480   -0.027660 
    1        1.900143   -1.279700   -1.730390 
    1        2.876832    1.209361    1.642195 
    6       -2.042976   -1.023385    0.621242 
    6       -3.995527   -0.481874   -0.128988 
    6       -3.442201   -1.684142    0.678968 
    1       -1.721424   -0.548715    1.555520 
    1       -1.219631   -1.620847    0.221837 
    1       -4.577186    0.234412    0.461713 
    1       -4.530380   -0.709464   -1.056521 
    1       -3.861254   -1.809580    1.679129 
    1       -3.493481   -2.634004    0.142347 
    7       -2.604557   -0.026118   -0.341655 
   17        4.106536   -0.842223    0.051566 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.33258918; ZPE = 0.180407 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-Cl-4 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.836576   -0.515312   -0.162168 
    7        1.110955    0.527211   -0.216440 
    6       -0.276587    0.261351   -0.133252 
    6       -0.863782   -1.016175   -0.169728 
    6       -1.105954    1.386639   -0.022925 
    6       -2.244737   -1.160088   -0.084690 
    1       -0.230283   -1.891450   -0.267015 
    6       -2.490032    1.253237    0.064657 
    1       -0.644549    2.370052   -0.003734 
    6       -3.047569   -0.023367    0.033802 
    1       -2.698615   -2.146190   -0.114569 
    1       -3.126714    2.128083    0.153111 
    6        3.841061    1.006248   -0.052619 
    6        4.196416   -1.112918    0.244453 
    6        5.090062    0.159133    0.316746 
    1        3.387953    1.562770    0.776928 
    1        3.913526    1.661793   -0.925471 
    1        3.935914   -1.541623    1.219080 
    1        4.523017   -1.910940   -0.430395 
    1        5.521593    0.367410    1.297350 
    1        5.877063    0.184073   -0.439772 
    7        3.128270   -0.262769   -0.306417 
   17       -4.798987   -0.208955    0.138294 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.35064236; ZPE = 0.180657 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-Cl-4 in cyclohexane 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.161776    0.619909   -1.074082 
    7       -1.122741    1.084622   -0.506769 
    6        0.162004    0.680178   -0.332394 
    6        0.629079   -0.563616   -0.829480 
    6        1.080430    1.512231    0.351357 
    6        1.954246   -0.946571   -0.646390 
    1       -0.056182   -1.214124   -1.364582 
    6        2.399018    1.116685    0.531744 
    1        0.739645    2.469707    0.732369 
    6        2.837819   -0.112264    0.034927 
    1        2.298137   -1.899533   -1.037002 
    1        3.090981    1.765757    1.059153 
    6       -2.879418   -0.367711    1.139977 
    6       -4.364314   -0.379105   -0.458309 
    6       -4.395369   -0.708334    1.064128 
    1       -2.602931    0.555698    1.662903 
    1       -2.202262   -1.169518    1.446398 
    1       -4.905469    0.519760   -0.768638 
    1       -4.603259   -1.204571   -1.135253 
    1       -5.037495   -0.053066    1.655066 
    1       -4.633038   -1.748878    1.291276 
    7       -2.916165   -0.140029   -0.318260 
   17        4.516216   -0.609512    0.271689 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.29745942; ZPE = 0.178679 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-546.347 Hz) 
 
114 
cis-Cl-4 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        2.380270    1.299410    0.421294 
    7        1.232301    1.810901    0.268614 
    6        0.029924    1.052909    0.143759 
    6       -0.344463    0.067697    1.073841 
    6       -0.898119    1.466907   -0.825212 
    6       -1.614293   -0.507554    1.021231 
    1        0.349412   -0.238028    1.854136 
    6       -2.158688    0.879617   -0.901381 
    1       -0.619918    2.253938   -1.523807 
    6       -2.503493   -0.103263    0.027028 
    1       -1.903923   -1.264210    1.747187 
    1       -2.867347    1.190757   -1.665739 
    6        2.035560   -1.036403   -0.602588 
    6        4.002134   -0.483623    0.117407 
    6        3.436150   -1.693673   -0.670150 
    1        1.692563   -0.584607   -1.540305 
    1        1.226425   -1.628024   -0.167392 
    1        4.589125    0.219009   -0.484441 
    1        4.532689   -0.703826    1.049373 
    1        3.840949   -1.824414   -1.675531 
    1        3.496448   -2.637976   -0.124625 
    7        2.613742   -0.012816    0.323933 
   17       -4.107582   -0.842398   -0.051138 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.34074057; ZPE = 0.179793 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
trans-Cl-4 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7        1.835287   -0.498335   -0.127406 
    7        1.106468    0.545292   -0.210391 
    6       -0.280475    0.273221   -0.127561 
    6       -0.863358   -1.007057   -0.179762 
    6       -1.116644    1.394089   -0.006907 
    6       -2.244650   -1.158918   -0.098368 
    1       -0.230069   -1.883056   -0.287608 
    6       -2.500926    1.254097    0.076870 
    1       -0.663345    2.382968    0.025246 
    6       -3.050434   -0.025692    0.031218 
    1       -2.692264   -2.149652   -0.140948 
    1       -3.140541    2.128416    0.174297 
    6        3.867088    1.001357   -0.079851 
    6        4.199033   -1.121771    0.249596 
    6        5.107654    0.141484    0.289612 
    1        3.445278    1.598051    0.738449 
    1        3.933913    1.620038   -0.980422 
    1        3.961999   -1.547887    1.231240 
    1        4.496085   -1.921134   -0.437526 
    1        5.546213    0.360295    1.264843 
    1        5.888707    0.144643   -0.473613 
    7        3.122520   -0.260737   -0.270230 
   17       -4.805861   -0.220064    0.130186 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.35675843; ZPE = 0.179877 
Number of imaginary freq = 0 
ts-Cl-4 in DMSO 
--------------------------------------------- 
 Atomic      Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number      X           Y           Z 
 -------------------------------------------- 
    7       -2.128157    0.748006   -1.002801 
    7       -1.121536    1.308200   -0.387591 
    6        0.133999    0.800549   -0.257569 
    6        0.524217   -0.463400   -0.780429 
    6        1.124447    1.569903    0.410751 
    6        1.832731   -0.920821   -0.645071 
    1       -0.206665   -1.080037   -1.299247 
    6        2.425506    1.105165    0.546475 
    1        0.848440    2.539928    0.819100 
    6        2.777835   -0.139593    0.016827 
    1        2.110123   -1.889282   -1.057476 
    1        3.166465    1.711684    1.063737 
    6       -2.854864   -0.359986    1.154591 
    6       -4.224241   -0.526218   -0.542135 
    6       -4.290765   -0.925594    0.961235 
    1       -2.747106    0.540131    1.770398 
    1       -2.072110   -1.079535    1.411833 
    1       -4.905914    0.262969   -0.873428 
    1       -4.225362   -1.352270   -1.259719 
    1       -5.058063   -0.395697    1.528045 
    1       -4.375855   -1.999427    1.134665 
    7       -2.863719   -0.009007   -0.283771 
   17        4.445103   -0.731110    0.193717 
 -------------------------------------------- 
E = -973.30798450; ZPE = 0.178046 
Number of imaginary freq = 1 (-496.48 Hz)
  
